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Introduction

We have the physical tools of communication as never before. The thoughts and aspirations congruous with them are not communicated, and hence are not common. Without such communication the public will remain shadowy and formless, seeking spasmodically for itself, but seizing and holding its shadow rather than its substance.

Our media crisis is more complex than we typically imagine. Growing problems with credibility, trust, polarization, fake news, and the business model underpinning news production are all very real. But beneath these problems are structural rifts we are only beginning to discern. Forces are pulling apart norms and expectations that provide the context for news as we have known it. News is a form of culture, and the culture is changing. Technology fuels these changes, but they represent a fundamental shift in societal needs and values.

Overall, the public believes journalism remains crucial for democracy, although there is a broad sense that news media are performing this role poorly. The public vaguely senses new cultural forces at work, but we have only inchoate language and categories through which to respond and understand. Hence a certain plaintive question now haunts us: What is going on with the news? Concerned citizens keep asking this question. Without adequate language, there is confusion and anger.

It is a sign of the times that we are now at a loss to define news. News may include a mobile video of a dying protestor or a nightly TV segment about a monster storm swamping a city. It may be a remixed, overdubbed, satirical video of a politician speaking or a quip on Twitter from an activist—or even a sitting president. The definition of news floats around unmoored.
Correspondingly, the public’s evaluations of what news does, its quality and its effectiveness, floats around. It no longer makes any sense to speak of the media, although we often fall back on such language.

This book is about the structural crisis destabilizing news and how civic-minded media producers should respond. It explores how the structure of news, information, and knowledge, and their flow through society, are changing, and it projects forward ways in which news media can demonstrate the highest possible societal value in the context of these changes.

The overarching discussion here is about news, but this book focuses a great deal on the deeper factors that will shape media and the context of production in the future. To understand these factors, we must delve into both network science and the interplay between information and communication technologies (ICTs) and the structure of knowledge in society. These are complicated matters—and we can draw only tentative conclusions—but such exploration is necessary for us to grasp what really may be going on with news, and where current trends may lead us. This book’s insights, in any case, are meant to be accessible to all those concerned about the future of news and public affairs.

The reader will, I hope, learn a substantial amount about the underlying patterns that characterize our increasingly networked world of information, with its viral phenomena and whiplash-inducing trends, its extremes and surprises. I aim to put these patterns in their proper context through journeys into media history and into the broader story of our current information revolution. By looking more carefully at the engineering behind information technologies, from the telegraph to the likes of Facebook and Google, this book tries to situate questions about news media practice in broader perspective. The shaping architectures of communications technologies and the systems and ecosystems they create matter a great deal for news.

It has remained unclear how the traditional media world can be reconciled with the world of social, peer-to-peer platforms, crowdsourcing, and user-generated content. Ultimately, this book outlines a synthesis in this regard for news producers, and it advocates innovation in approach, form, and purpose. This book provides a framework for performing audience-engaged media work of many kinds in our networked, hybrid media environment. The ideas of a “networked press” and “networked news” are still undergoing development, as journalism and journalists’ conceptions of their roles have
changed. I believe more needs to be said from the journalism side about what an affirmative vision looks like for professional news media in a world of participatory journalism and distributed publishing power.

**Purpose and Scope**

This book sets out to do two things. It describes changing dynamics relating to news and public knowledge and, correspondingly, it explores a new approach to media work.

In the early Internet days, there was a sense that society might be better off without a bunch of information gatekeepers. In the cartoon version of the mainstream media (MSM) critique, a corporatized media was responsible for most of society’s ills. No reasonable person believed this entirely, but there was a kernel of truth to the devout wish to be rid of such compromised authority. News media have been deeply imperfect in numerous ways. Yet the obvious alternative has not solved everything either. Evan Williams, a cofounder of Twitter, told the *New York Times*: “I thought once everybody could speak freely and exchange information and ideas, the world is automatically going to be a better place. I was wrong about that.”

There is a dawning realization that we need quality news media institutions now more than ever. This is the resurgence of an old idea, in fact, one that resurfaces whenever liberties are under threat. James Madison once noted that an unfettered press, in allowing the public to freely examine “public characters and measures” and therefore enable “free communication among the people thereon” has a special role in safeguarding liberty. Such free communication, Madison wrote, has “ever been justly deemed the only effectual guardian of every other right.”

A premise of this book—one that is not universally accepted—is that professional news media still do matter and will potentially matter even more in the future. By orienting their practice in a different way, journalists may even make a difference concerning issues of societal polarization and fragmentation. “Good journalism for a long time has been successful at solving these problems,” notes Matthew Gentzkow, whose path-breaking research on media and partisanship has continued to advance our understanding of news. “Insights that can make journalism better can be helpful to the broader problem of polarization.” There is no instant recipe, however. Changes will take time.
My analysis relates primarily to American media, given that the United States is seeing the greatest test to its system among advanced nations. Nearly all countries are dealing with related changes in technology and information flows, and many have responded in different ways: China, for example, by censorship and control; and Russia by using the new tools and ecosystem to spread propaganda and weaponizing the news system against enemies. Europe continues to take a more protectionist stance toward its incumbent media institutions and a more aggressive stance toward Internet platform companies such as Google and Facebook. My hope is that this US-centric discussion has implications far beyond, as more waves of technology and media originating in America spill across the globe—and as knowledge itself becomes increasingly contested across many societies with the rise of digital, decentralized networks.

This book brings together the fields of network science and journalism, perhaps the first time the intersection of the two fields has been considered in an extended treatment. It also draws together research from other adjacent academic disciplines. I aim to bring some of the latest findings from political and computational social science into the conversation as part of the parallel discussion taking place in media circles about the future of news and democracy. Further, I look to make some original empirical contributions based on data I have collected with colleagues. This book’s argument is informed by a half dozen surveys I have conducted with various relevant groups—journalists, educators, news publishers and owners, and young news consumers—and informed by analysis of online data. That survey and online data is presented at various points in this book. I also directly interviewed about seventy-five persons involved in journalism, news ownership, network and social science, and the media foundation world, and quotations from some of these interviews are woven into the narrative.

Understanding how people are comprehending the world differently through media forces us, at some level, to discuss matters of what is sometimes called social epistemology. This can sound daunting, but I do not refer to the study of the nature of pure knowledge or to a general philosophical theory about true justified belief or human cognition. Rather, following the political philosopher Russell Hardin, I am talking about “ordinary knowledge.” This means an account of the “general pattern of individuals’ available knowledge” or “pragmatic street-level knowledge” that becomes the basis for beliefs about everything from politics to science. Almost all of our knowledge is socially generated. It does not come through direct
experience or experimentation. We get it through testimonies from friends and neighbors. Increasingly, we get it through digital, socially mediated channels and platforms.

Understanding the changing role of news is a vital part of any account of socially generated and subjective knowledge. Such an account must grapple with what I call social facts, or media content accompanied and influenced by information indicating social attention or approval. This might be a video with a million views or a comment that has been liked a hundred times. News and information now come accompanied by social cues, which is a kind of fuel for diffusion. Social facts are the visible and invisible body of online public expressions and data traces—the articulation of mass interests and preferences that show up as trending topics, memes, recommended stories, viral videos, and other social media forms. (As a term, “social fact” dates back to the late nineteenth century and the French sociologist Émile Durkheim; my usage here is more specific to digitally and technologically driven phenomena and systems.)

Social facts now suffuse and influence the entire media ecosystem; they are data used to drive what becomes public knowledge. Filtering algorithms and recommendation engines in news aggregators and social media pick up on social facts, steering audiences to content. Social facts in this way are entangled with what people believe to be true and interesting. Even when we get information through traditional broadcast and newspaper media, it has often come to the attention of producers, reporters, and editors through socially mediated channels.

The way that society is changing with respect to public knowledge is frankly quite troubling. These changes help create the context for increasing political polarization. Media fragmentation allows for greater diversity of voices and views, but it diminishes the chances of anchoring the broad public in common, well-justified knowledge. Religious, racial, and geographic identities, as well as issue preferences, have become startlingly and almost mechanically aligned with being a Republican or Democrat, or with left or right ideologies. This is something relatively new in modern society. The political scientist Lilliana Mason has documented this trend toward alignment and concluded that it has deep roots in human psychology.

Once group identity is formed, it becomes very difficult to break down.

As we discover more about how much social identity serves to color and constrain epistemology, we should be prompted to consider how journalism might address the underlying wiring of identity—the social
networks—rather than just look to increase the sheer volume of factual public information. This is particularly important at this moment, as the process of what Mason calls *social sorting* in the United States has accelerated. Journalists have long talked about the capacity of news to help make democracy work. In a world of expanding social media channels and ICTs, democracy is changing. Journalism must too.

The central argument presented in this book is that news media producers must orient their practice toward fostering what I call *networks of recognition*, dynamic patterns of social connectivity that generate engagement and, ultimately, increase shared public knowledge. Recognition, as I will explain, means something more than mere awareness or attention. It is an idea rooted in a particular conception of democracy and relates to its emerging needs, which are different than those of the past.

Networks of recognition gather their public power by being embedded in the shared concerns of citizens. In the following chapters, I explore how this concept can help organize and reposition news work in the age of networks. This networked concept of news work is the core theoretical perspective presented in this book, a synthesizing framework around which I develop a number of related explorations and insights about media and social networks.

For media practice, the potential for fostering networks of recognition begins in deeper understanding and knowledge on the part of the journalist about citizens’ stake in issues. Here I mean knowledge in the more traditional sense of systematic information. Journalists must engage more with data, social science, and research, all of which are instruments for understanding why issues may matter to citizens. Whether we consider monetary policy, patterns of crime, environmental degradation, or teacher quality issues, journalists need knowledge to be able to grasp why issues are relevant to people.

What I am arguing in this respect may seem counterintuitive at first blush. In the face of a fragmenting world, with knowledge fracturing and every niche group selecting only confirming information, I contend that news practice needs to become much deeper. It must adopt an approach that the media scholar and political scientist Thomas E. Patterson has called *knowledge-based journalism*. This is not because I believe that journalists armed with ivory-tower understanding can suddenly convince everyone of “the facts.” That would be naïve. Rather, knowledge is necessary in
journalism precisely because it is the key to driving social connectivity; it is the key to relevance and to answering “Why does this matter?” Knowledge is also the key to getting away from the superficial story, the horse race story (who’s up, who’s down), and the personality-driven media food fight—the stories that leave us with nothing substantive to say, except to argue from a place of conflicting values. In a world of information abundance, journalists are faced with difficult decisions about selection as they look out over a sea of online voices and content. The operative challenge now is selecting what to cover and the information and voices with which to contextualize stories. To choose wisely, we must have knowledge.

In a society increasingly defined by decentralized networks, news producers must understand how to engage networks of citizens in issues. This is achieved by knowing how citizens are mutually connected and allowing them to reflect on those connections. By apprehending key stakes, news producers create the possibility of real public interest, which is its own incentive to learn. News practice becomes about being generative, not just informative. This virtuous cycle fuels the co-creation of public knowledge through social media.

The discussion here is relevant to a variety of kinds of media work, although reportorial journalism—with its aspiration toward fairness and dedication to verification—is the chief domain considered. Throughout, I use the terms journalism and journalist to signify a fairly broad spectrum of news media producers that have a public service or civic dimension. This may include opinion- or even some advocacy-oriented work, as well as traditional, “objective”-oriented work. Preserving the traditional core of journalism is vitally important, but newer forms of journalism that emphasize social responsibility, such as solutions-focused journalism, are adding significant diversity to the media menu. This book speaks to these many diverse media forms.

There is a caveat that I should state up front: the ideas I am advancing may not be for everyone. Many legacy media outlets will undoubtedly stick with old formulas and formats for years to come—and to some extent with good reason. The old mass media strategy has its place. Producing volumes of daily, general-interest news items—a kind of industrial-era, commodity product—still pays the bills for some, although that proposition is increasingly on shaky financial ground. A different media strategy, one that focuses on networks of recognition and knowledge-based, generative approaches,
may not be feasible given finite resources. Yet my analysis and argument aim to look over the horizon to the coming decades, when much of the twentieth-century mass broadcast/media industry has faded away or transitioned more fully to digital. The emboldened generation of news nonprofits—ProPublica, Texas Tribune, and the Marshall Project, to name a few—are in many ways better positioned to perform this new kind of networked (and deeper) journalistic work, as are public media and well-endowed national brands such as the *Washington Post* and the *New York Times*.

Although this book does not address the business model problems of media to any great extent, I do believe there is an economic dimension to my argument. Journalism will be valued in the marketplace increasingly to the extent that it is a more knowledge-based, value-added product—something distinct from what Internet companies can serve up programmatically. “On the economic side, journalism has to move from being a commodity profession to a value-added profession,” Nicholas Lemann, the former dean of Columbia Journalism School, has remarked. “I sometimes say, half-kidding, that we’ve operated traditionally on the hunter-gatherer model of journalism. And if we are to have a future as a paid profession, we really have to prove in the age of the Internet that an actual paid reporter or editor does something beyond what somebody just writing comments from their house could do.”

The economic and social necessity of news moving toward knowledge has enormous implications for media practice and news organizations in the future. The Internet has increasingly been “deskilling” journalists—as the media economist Robert G. Picard has put it—by taking away their comparative advantage in terms of accessing events, persons, and information remote from average citizens.

In any case, networks, knowledge, and the future of news are this book’s focus. Its concern is the interplay among ICTs and the evolving discipline of engaging the public on civic issues. Both understanding and harnessing new dynamics and energies are vital for journalism and democracy. These are not short-term dynamics, and they will play out over decades. What I hope is to identify something enduring. The concept of networks of recognition, I hope, will help clarify the goal—the pattern of success—for news producers in a hybrid era of many overlapping media ecosystems.

Chapter 1 of this book articulates the changing civic needs to which news media must respond and outlines key concepts relating to networks of recognition. Chapter 2 looks at some case studies to illuminate how news
and information flow through digital networks and create public knowledge. Chapter 3 explores how the structure of knowledge is changing—and how knowledge is being increasingly contested—in a more networked, socially mediated world. Chapters 4 and 5 explore the emerging science of networks, as well as the types of biases embedded in communications architectures, to help us understand new media ecosystems better. These chapters feature deep-dive narratives that surface hidden histories, from tracing how social network theory made its way into the practices of BuzzFeed and other viral publishers to the under-appreciated, and historically consequential, early technical decisions of Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg and the Google founders.

Chapter 6 pivots toward consideration of society’s potential news needs long into the future, examining issues such as how artificial intelligence is likely to impact news media and the role of journalists as society’s “data locksmiths.” Chapter 7 explores how journalists can better prepare for an increasingly data- and knowledge-driven, and networked, future. I argue that transparency in media work and the capacity to communicate uncertainty are crucial. Chapter 8 outlines some of the limits, internal debates, and problems faced by journalism in terms of deeper audience engagement. In chapter 9, I consolidate some of the key research literature on overarching issues such as public trust in news, media polarization, and the effects of diminished news capacity on democracy. That chapter is meant to serve as the more precise documentation for the broad shifts in news and society that my overall argument assumes in earlier chapters. Finally, the book’s conclusion provides historical perspective on our media moment and suggests, from a public policy perspective, some ways forward for supporting networked journalism.

Broadly speaking, chapters 1–5 and the conclusion will be of interest to most general readers, whereas chapters 6–9 are more focused on issues internal to journalism practice.

**Paradox of the Knowledge Society**

In ordinary times, a journalism studies book might take as its assumed audience a small world of academics and practitioners. Wider communities typically regard journalism much as they might the field of accounting or engineering or farm equipment manufacturing: a function necessary for
society to run, but of no real compelling concern. There is a jaundiced old newspaper joke that every story ends up wrapping fish in the market the next day. Despite a tendency toward constant self-analysis in the media industry, and a slightly inflated sense of self-importance (“We are the only business mentioned in the Constitution!” say journalism’s champions), almost no one else regularly thinks about journalism as a “thing” per se—at least under regular circumstances. Hollywood takes a passing interest every few decades (All the President’s Men [1976]; Spotlight [2015]), heightening attention however fleetingly.\textsuperscript{17}

Now questions of journalism and democracy have come to the fore in a remarkable way. We find ourselves probing fundamental issues: How does a democracy operate without commonly agreed-upon bodies of fact? Who is responsible for provisioning those facts? What if the structure of knowledge is increasingly flat, with multiple pathways to understanding? What role should media institutions play in addressing these issues?

We stand at a cultural inflection point in terms of the visibility of information-mediating institutions. Although awareness of “the media” as a substantial force in society dates back several generations now, the awareness has seldom engendered such general discussion and curiosity. Press criticism, once a narrow subfield for specialists and a kitchen-table pastime for citizens, has become general. Striking public polls have continued to show evaluations of news media at all-time lows. In the United States, we are evidently now a nation of press critics.

Further, the increasingly partisan media we consume has made criticism and mockery of media that cover whatever views the individual in question doesn’t hold—of media on the “other side”—a staple of Americans’ news diets. We see over the fence, and we don’t like it much. There is a broader general awareness of the media landscape than ever before. The \textit{third-person effect}, the tendency to believe that others are more affected by messages than they really are, fuels a basic fear that society is careening over a cliff. This creates a vicious cycle of distrust. We fear the worst about what the media “out there” is doing to the minds of fellow citizens. There is strong empirical evidence that partisans on each side of the political divide are becoming much more hostile to one another and that their perceptions of polarization have become stronger.\textsuperscript{18}

Some of these trends had been building for decades. How did large portions of society come to loathe the “mainstream media”? Scholars cite the Nixon White House in particular as setting in motion the forces of
critique from the ideological right. These were accelerated in the 1980s by new conservative forces, emboldened by the Reagan presidency, that set out to contest the authority of mainstream journalism. These forces are the “deep roots” of President Donald Trump’s attacks on the press.¹⁹ A critique from the left, too—centered around news media’s reinforcement of existing power structures and its suppression and distortion of marginalized voices—certainly has played its own role. These critiques have been louder and softer at various moments.²⁰ Every so often, America has had a moment of convulsion over news media.

In *Liberty and the News*, published a century ago, Walter Lippmann wrote that in “an exact sense the present crisis of Western democracy is a crisis in journalism.”²¹ During and after World War II, the Hutchins Commission on Freedom of the Press was convened to assess the role of news in a democracy and, after several years of debate, recommended that the press, given its vast new powers, adopt a greater sense of social responsibility.²² In the wake of civil unrest in America’s cities and the turbulence of the 1960s, the Kerner Commission weighed in memorably on the issue of race and media, saying American society is “moving toward two societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal.” Journalism had neglected its responsibilities: “By and large, news organizations have failed to communicate to both their black and white audiences a sense of the problems America faces and the sources of potential solutions.”²³

The media crisis narrative extended on. In the late 1990s, the sitting vice president, who had been thinking about the problems of mass media since his undergraduate thesis at Harvard (titled “The Impact of Television on the Conduct of the Presidency, 1947–1969”), convened yet another commission tied to the advent of digital broadcasting.²⁴ That vice president was a former journalist named Al Gore, who set up an advisory committee to seize new trends in media to try to push for reform. On December 18, 1998, exactly one day before the US House voted to impeach President Clinton as a result of the “Lewinsky scandal”—an event that a majority of the public regarded as an absurd, media-driven circus—the Gore Commission issued its findings: it advocated for, among other things, more robust public interest requirements for broadcasters, who should seek to improve the quality of public discourse.²⁵

Like clockwork, a decade later there was yet another commission. In 2008–2009, a bipartisan group was convened as the Knight Commission on the Information Needs of Communities in a Democracy. Its members
delivered a nuanced message that focused on unequal access to news and information: “The digital age is creating an information and communications renaissance. But it is not serving all Americans and their local communities equally.”26 In 2011, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued a report along similar lines, noting a growing deficit among many regional and local markets as many news institutions had begun to contract.27 Those two reports were inflected by economic recession, but their focus was not mistrust, misinformation, or politicization per se.

We now have at hand an altogether novel moment of crisis and convulsion, one that compounds previously noted problems with new challenges brought on by social media and political polarization. In contrast to past moments of crisis, much of society is involved—not just elites in news media, universities, government, and foundations. Suddenly people at many levels of society are reflecting back on information itself. This awakening is, in some sense, just a budding awareness of things that have always been. Society has always had social networks; news—including slanted, biased, and outright fabricated “news”—has long been with us. The writer David Foster Wallace began a now-famous speech with a relevant parable: “There are these two young fish swimming along and they happen to meet an older fish swimming the other way, who nods at them and says, ‘Morning, boys. How’s the water?’ And the two young fish swim on for a bit, and then eventually one of them looks over at the other and goes, ‘What the hell is water?’”28 The way that information is being mediated—the water that has always surrounded us—is now increasingly visible.

That our cultural and media moment has become self-aware and “meta,” and that the political has suffused all institutions of knowledge and information, is grounded in reasons that go beyond general polarization and partisanship. Technology is forcing and foregrounding the issue of choice. Nearly a half century ago, in a landmark work titled The Coming of Post-Industrial Society, the sociologist Daniel Bell presciently forecasted the emergence of this phenomenon more generally, noting that the “knowledgeable society, the technocratic age” will paradoxically become more driven by, and rooted in, expertise, data, and knowledge, while simultaneously more politically contentious. The post-industrial society will likely “involve more politics than ever before, for the very reason that choice becomes conscious and the decision-centers more visible. ... Inasmuch as
knowledge and technology have become the central resource of the society, certain political decisions are inescapable.\textsuperscript{29}

This paradox characterizes our age. Although awash in an unprecedented flow of data and systematic knowledge, we suddenly find ourselves simultaneously awash in distrust and confusion. Will we ever return to a moment when knowledge is less politicized and the news less polarized? Perhaps not. But examining the relationship between knowledge and the news from first principles, as this book attempts to do, may lead us to important innovations that can help a noisy, diverse, and complex democracy work better.
1 Digital Networks and Democracy’s Needs

As we try to imagine where our world of news and digital, decentralized networks may be going, it is useful to meet the future—late millennials and Generation Z, or Gen Z. Born mostly in the mid-1980s and later, these persons do not remember a time before the web and the Internet. Their childhoods and teen years have been filled with digital and social media. These groups, particularly Gen Z, are now larger and more diverse than older generations. Their economic power is rising, and they have distinctive behaviors around, and views about, news.

In 2018, a group of researchers I was involved with through Project Information Literacy began a large-scale analysis of the emerging generation’s information-seeking and news consumption habits. We surveyed thousands of college students across the country, evaluating their news-, knowledge-, and social-media-related habits and perspectives. We also asked for their Twitter handles so that we could observe their behavior in the online world.¹ We ended up with more than five thousand respondents from a geographically varied group of colleges and universities, in liberal- and conservative-leaning states alike. They were asked about their encounters with news over the prior week.

And so, in the spirit of meeting the future, I want to introduce you to Janice, Tim, Sandra, and Marcus, whose names I have changed to protect privacy. Their profiles help frame our discussion and exploration in this chapter. All four of these young news consumers use social media to engage with and share news. We will get to the survey’s overall findings in a moment, but let’s first look at just how complex the lives of these highly networked young news consumers can be.

Janice is in her late teens and at a school in the Midwest. She’s interested in science. She tweets several times a week and gets a lot of news every day
on Snapchat, but she’s not on Facebook. If forced to choose from among a group of big media outlets, Janice prefers Fox News, yet the content that she shares is generally more left-leaning. Interested in matters of race, Janice often retweets the account of AJ+ (@ajplus), which labels itself as “news for the connected generation sharing human struggles and challenging the status quo.” The reason she shares news is to try to change the views of her friends and followers. She strongly agrees that news consists of objective reporting of facts, but she does not necessarily trust news from traditional sources produced by professional journalists more than news she finds on social media sites.

Tim, too, is in his late teens and is pursuing a business degree at a large, noncoastal state school. A self-described political moderate, he gets a lot of news from YouTube and tweets several times a week about sports, memes, and pop culture references (many about The Office). He retweets news quite often from accounts like that of the Associated Press; he has challenged the New York Times with a tweet and retweeted President Trump critically. He does not necessarily trust traditional sources more than social media.

Sandra is a liberal in her early twenties, preparing to go from a midwestern school to a graduate school on one of the coasts. She gets a lot of her news from Twitter and Snapchat. Her posts are sometimes about her personal activity; often they are about pop culture or celebrities and memes, as well as about domestic and international news issues. Her topics range from the Second Amendment and school shootings to Syria and climate change. She has retweeted both President Obama and President Trump (criticizing the latter). Sandra believes sharing news gives her a voice about larger causes in the world. Asked if she trusts news from traditional sources more than social media, she agrees “somewhat.”

Marcus is a conservative from a very Republican-leaning state. He sees news about once a day on Facebook. An engineering major, he tweets on a weekly basis, sharing a lot of conservative content opposing gun control, prompted in large part by the controversy over the Parkland, Florida, school shooting in February 2018. He also shares humorous media content. He has approvingly retweeted President Trump regarding the need to show military strength against threats from North Korea, and Marcus has tweeted about bias in the news and about veterans and armed services. He does not necessarily trust traditional news sources more than news he finds on social media, but he is neutral on the question of whether or not
journalists deliberately insert their bias into stories. Marcus thinks that journalists make mistakes but generally try to get their news stories right. And he shares news to have a voice and shape the views of his peers.

These four late millennials/Gen Z’ers, taken together, give us an intriguing snapshot of an emerging generation. What do we learn? News and social media are bound up inextricably for them. They may have strong political views, but they are not always predictable. The way that they assign trust and assess credibility does not always correspond with traditional notions of authority. Sharing, commenting on, and engaging with news is part of the social identity of these young people; these practices are vital to their sense of agency and empowerment in shaping the world in which they live. News in some ways is a “platform” on which they are able to operate. It is the generative fuel and the raw material for their participation in the public sphere. Janice, Tim, Sandra, and Marcus use news to build public knowledge within their online communities.

In the overall Project Information Literacy survey, the number of young people who said they got news through social media more than once over the past week was 83 percent, with 72 percent saying they did so at least once a day and more than half saying they saw news on social media several times a day. By contrast, only 5 percent of respondents said they got news at least once a day through print newspapers or magazines and 15 percent did so through television.

In terms of news consumption on social media by specific platform, about 70 percent of respondents said they had seen news through Facebook at least once over the past week; about 56 percent said the same of encountering news through Snapchat. Those same frequencies were 54 percent for YouTube, 52 percent for Instagram, and 42 percent for Twitter. Nearly half of respondents said they got news from peers (either online or face-to-face) at least once a day. More than half said they consumed political news once a day. About a third of the young people surveyed said they had shared political news on social media over the past week, and about a third had shared a “political meme,” or a humorous image, video, or text-based message.

Why do they share things online? About half of respondents said that sharing news lets their friends and followers know about something important, and nearly half said sharing news gives them a voice about a larger cause in the world. About a third of young people said they shared news to try to change the views of friends and followers.
We also asked this group of late millennials and Gen Z’ers about definitions of news, with various questions that probed different issues. Some 83 percent agreed that news is information that is useful to their life. About a third of respondents did not agree that news consists of objective reporting and facts. More than two-thirds said that the sheer amount of news was overwhelming on any given day, and 45 percent agreed, to some extent, with the proposition that it was difficult to tell real news from fake news. Finally, about half of respondents either “strongly” or “somewhat” agreed that journalists deliberately insert their opinion into stories, while only 42 percent said they strongly agreed that they trust news more from traditional sources produced by professional sources than news found on “social media sites where anyone can post news.”

Ultimately, the survey data we gathered reveals something about what it is like to have lived in a nearly always-on, Internet-connected society, in which news is not about traditional, appointment-driven habits (the morning paper, the evening news). It’s a life in which news often finds you, not the other way around. For the purposes of this book’s discussion, these portraits raise the important question of what news will be when these young people come fully of age, start families, buy houses, and settle into the heart of the workforce. It is an urgent question, as this wave is coming soon. Surely, some of their more fluid information-access practices will harden into habits; certain news brands may become more constant in their lives. But the one thing we can likely be sure of is that a world of networked, socially mediated news and information will create the context for whatever habits they may settle into. And that alone will represent a sea change.

We can take our speculation to an even higher level. The philosopher of information Luciano Floridi has asserted that the rise of billions of ICTs, and their integration with our lives, will eventually transform reality into what he calls the “infosphere.” As he puts it, “the suggestion is that is that what is real is informational and what is informational is real.”2 Enormous portions of our waking lives will be spent in digital space (indeed, they already are), with everything from money and transportation to job-finding and dating all mediated by information platforms. Identity is formed and becomes substantially bound up with one’s digital presences. Notions of news, its role, and its function, will change. “We are witnessing an epochal, unprecedented migration of humanity from its Newtonian, physical space to the infosphere itself as its new environment, not least because the latter
is absorbing the former,” Floridi has written. “As digital immigrants, like Generation X and Generation Y, are replaced by digital natives, like Generation Z, the latter will come to recognize no fundamental difference between the infosphere and the physical world, only a change in perspective.”

Evolution of News

It’s helpful to start from first principles as we attempt to project forward into the future of news and its role in society. There is, as mentioned, increasing confusion over the very definition of what we’re talking about: What, after all, is news? This is no easy question for the late millennials and Gen Z’ers we met—nor is it for anyone these days—and it may not get easier in the future.

News is not information; it is a “form of culture.” It is a mode of human communication extending out from our most basic tools, speaking and listening, to kindred forms of mass communication such as publishing, broadcasting, tweeting, posting, and digitally sharing. Its meaning and form are embedded in a particular time and place. News is in some sense a form of life, a way of constructing a “symbolic world that has a kind of priority, a certificate of legitimate importance,” as the media sociologist Michael Schudson has noted. Its logic, its intelligibility, is therefore contingent, bounded by and explained in history. In this regard, Schudson points to the anthropologist Clifford Geertz and his idea that “culture is not a power, something to which social events, behaviors, institutions, or processes can be causally attributed; it is a context, something within which they can be intelligibly—that is, thickly—described.” To describe what news is is to map a whole matrix of variables, from politics and economics to education and the needs of everyday life.

Culturally specific context, then, defines news and generates its meaning. In each era, news has changed in form and content—and purpose. The shipping news and massive tables of printed stock prices are no longer with us. Likewise, news of civil rights violations or human rights abuses or environmental harms, as such, are nowhere to be found in nineteenth-century newspapers. No such cultural concepts yet existed to define news categories or provide a symbolic context for discussion.

Cultural space, in combination with technology, also defines the way news is accessed, delivered, and understood to be relevant to everyday
experience. American culture once had newsreels before feature films in movie houses, until the television separated these media and entertainment channels. We now have the shareable GIF and the SMS text alert, allowing instant bits of parody and microscopic nuggets of breaking news to reach individuals. But perhaps these are with us for a fleeting moment. The email newsletter and the podcast were once declared dead artifacts of the early web, but the newsletter has come roaring back as information abundance has become overwhelming, as has the podcast in a technology-driven world that requires ever more multitasking. The journalism historian Christopher B. Daly has articulated a quasi-biological notion of journalism’s evolution over time. Journalism institutions see stresses and pressures from the environment, and they live and die as a function of business-related, cultural, technological, and policy-related forces.  

For a particular form of information to be grasped as “news,” human communities must validate it as such. In this way, news is always a changing and unstable cultural genre, constantly susceptible to cultural evolution. Religious discourse, forms of advertising, conventions of exchange between lovers—all of these modes of communication, these forms of culture, differ radically over decades and centuries. So too with news.

From the European coffee houses of the Enlightenment to the public houses and printing press shops of the American Revolution, the idea of news arose as a way of learning more about the world than an individual could ascertain from his or her immediate network of family and friends. Travelers sometimes wrote down events on public house and tavern ledgers to convey what had taken place outside the community. Distance and geography played a strong role in shaping what was then considered news. The limitations of place created the opportunities for its development and eventual institutionalization.

Newspapers at the time of the American Revolutionary War were partisan in nature, an accepted pattern of structural “bias” that persisted well into the nineteenth century. Researchers have estimated that the percentage of political newspapers that claimed to be independent rose from 11 percent in 1870 to 62 percent in 1920. In fact, the idea of bias might have sounded very odd to citizens of that earlier time, for bias implies an alternative form of journalism that had yet to be invented. Citizens wanted information from the political parties, and printers provided it. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a great deal of “news” items printed on
broadsheet paper were simply reprinted speeches by public persons. There was no other way to know what remote persons of influence were saying or thinking. For decades, early American newspapers also reprinted a massive amount of relatively trivial European news; the cultural ties were still strong across the Atlantic. Useful facts and trends relating to local commerce were also fitted into the inches of news columns. News as a cultural form fit the expectations and needs of those mostly rural citizens—farmers, craftsmen and women, and small-time tradespeople—of the time.

The interview, now a staple of nearly all forms of media, was not invented as a news-gathering method until later in the nineteenth century. Many scholars date the establishment of the technique to Horace Greeley’s interview of Brigham Young in 1859. It may come as a surprise to many people who now lament the partisan bile of cable news shows and Internet sites, but the idea of a disinterested, professional reportorial press, untethered from political patronage, is in some ways a historical anomaly; it is a relatively recent invention that accelerated in the post-World War II era.

Scholars have many theories for why, culturally speaking, there arose a need and acceptance for this type of “objective” news. One powerful explanation is economics. The rise of advertising in the late nineteenth century allowed newspapers to begin to move away from the political parties as their chief source of income. Further, as the telegraph began to change the way news circulated, the Associated Press in particular needed to create stories and information that could be run by newspapers of all partisan stripes. Mass broadcast technologies influenced the character of news in similar ways.

More nominally neutral publications and broadcasts allowed for advertising of all kinds to reach the broadest possible audiences. The rise of radio and television, and their potential to reach markets, was the driving engine of this new culture of news. As the journalist and historian David Halberstam noted in his classic exploration of mid-twentieth-century news culture, *The Powers that Be*, broadcasting is the “most powerful instrument in the world for merchandising soap, and it is potentially the most powerful instrument in the world for public service, and it has always been caught between the duality of its roles.” Indeed, the neutral public service approach and the broad public audience it gathered helped sell soap to millions.

Policy and law also shape what a society considers to be legitimate news. In the 1500s, English authorities would proclaim any criticism of magnates
of the realm as “false news,” or *scandalum magnatum*, punishable as treason and heresy.11 Even if true, such information was not validated as legitimate public communication, or news. In 1690, the inaugural issue of the first American newspaper, *Publick Occurrences*, appeared. The publication was subsequently suppressed by Colonial authorities, however, for treading in dangerous territory. This was not so for the reporting centuries later of the likes of Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, the *Washington Post* reporters who helped expose the Watergate scandal that took down President Nixon in 1974, or for the myriad reporters breaking news of scandal and palace intrigue about the administration of President Donald J. Trump. Parameters of law and policy shape what can be said, what will be received, and what will be rewarded. Even now, in the twenty-first century, substantial libel laws more severely limit what can be published as news in liberal countries such as the United Kingdom, in comparison to the broad (but not infinite) protections in the United States for free speech and the press.

In an older era, as now, the report of a coming storm or the swoon of market prices would be highly newsworthy; yet in the past only news media outlets could make the public aware of such events or trends. Now, with Internet-enabled communications technologies, such information is blending into the architecture of digital applications, social platforms, and automated programming interfaces or data pipes. Things that were once “news” proper are becoming just information—a commodity that has less value in the marketplace, as it is no longer in any sense exclusive. The boundaries of news may be expanded or contracted because of technology, as well as economics and law. Technology creates and serves as a platform for information and news.

This leads to a final point that will be discussed in more detail in chapter 6, which explores the role of artificial intelligence in media. No matter how much technology manages to supplant various aspects of the news industry’s current functions and job tasks, humans will continue to have a demand for new such layers of some new cultural form called “news.” Why? The answer is that humans are meaning-making creatures. “We generate and use meaning a bit like the larvae of the mulberry silkworm produce and use silk,” Floridi notes.12 As a form of culture—and not just “information”—news is fundamentally about meaning-making, a kind of biological function, in the lives of people. We can see this, for example, in the practices and worldviews of Janice, Tim, Sandra, and Marcus, the
prototypical late millennials/Gen Z’ers we met earlier. Whatever form of news they encounter, more meaning will be created on top of it. They will always create “silk.” It is part of who they are.

This reality of human nature does not dictate that a large profession will always be dedicated to the making of news (that depends on business conditions and marketplace creativity), but it does suggest that the demand from the public will be there persistently, climbing up the value chain for ever more and different forms of meaning, even as machines and computation continue to supplant lower information-production functions. “Culture is the dark matter of the social universe, invisible but exercising extraordinary power,” social theorist Jeffrey C. Alexander observes. “The meanings of journalism are fervently formed and fiercely delineated, and the cultural power of the profession resists technological and economic determinism.”

From Authority to Authenticity

So news is a form of culture. This fact should necessarily prompt us to think about how news can align better with new cultural expectations and evolving needs. I want to first consider these cultural shifts in a bit more detail before then exploring and defining what the specific responses and innovations of media producers might be.

Media of all forms provide pictures of society, of its disruptions, wrinkles, novelties, and concerns. All media are samples of society, in some sense, with varying scope, subjectivity, and layers of mediation, both individual and institutional. An eyewitness photo attempts to be a direct sample of reality. It is “mediated” only by an individual and his or her point of view. Professional news stories are frequently less direct samples, from larger slices of reality. They are carefully packaged and institutionally mediated, insofar as they are embedded in professional norms. Fictional accounts and false news are barely samples of any reality at all and of course are highly mediated samples at that. Media thus exist on this continuum of narrow and wide sampling and types of mediation. Although individually mediated pictures may have just as much (if not more) bias embedded in them, they almost always appear to be a more “direct” sample of reality.

The amount of individual sampling of reality available for consumption has grown exponentially with the rise of Internet platforms that empower citizens to produce media, as well as vast automated systems that collect
data, images, and media of many kinds. Each day, an estimated two billion
digital images are posted on social media, and more than one billion hours
of video are watched globally on YouTube alone. YouTube itself is, arguably,
the largest repository of human culture—at least in its common or
vernacular form—ever produced. With a billion users, YouTube is a “fairly
representative portrait of human behavior,” argues Kevin Allocca, the plat-
form’s head of culture and trends.

The ratio of samples of individually mediated reality (user-generated, by
the world’s citizens) compared to institutionally mediated samples (prof-
essional news and products of other culture industries) has changed in
breathtaking ways over about two decades. These titanic shifts are fueling a
hunger for individually mediated realities and for content purporting to be
direct and “undermediated.” There is what we might describe as a hunger for authenticity and a move away from the veneer of authority. Media issuing
from individual experience and expression are gaining traction. The ubiqu-
ity of such content changes habits and consciousness. It reshapes how
people recognize what is interesting and what they take to be true. The
very notion of institutional mediation—of powerful groups conferring the
authority of the real, sanctioning representations as true—is under strain.

News media, as much as any other mass cultural form, are feeling these
changes. Our knowledge of the world around us was once dependent on
news institutions, which constituted hierarchical broadcast networks. This
is no longer true. News organizations once furnished the proverbial “first
draft of history.” Now, through more horizontal, distributed networks, we
have other forms of primary evidence of what just happened, allowing for
new narratives and alternative ways of knowing. The trend of expanding
content from non-institutionally mediated sources will only accelerate. It is
a major factor in the structural crisis of news.

The public’s sense that something is wrong with news media is also a
result of overpromising and underdelivering. The era of President Donald
Trump has underscored this point, although its origins long predate his
election. News media are expected to provide the primary accountability
or watchdog function for the government and other centers of power. Yet
the issue of collective legitimacy is always tenuous and unresolved when it
is left to private media institutions to perform public watchdog functions.
It is almost always better for larger, more accountable public institutions
(oversight committees, attorneys general offices, regulatory agencies, etc.) to perform such critical functions.

 Journalism, now much poorer and smaller relative to its more robust industry past, can do no better than catch occasional malfeasance. Truth be told, it has never had systematic power. Its power is in providing high-impact examples of wrongdoing. It cannot police democracy in any general way, and the expectation it will do so leads to disappointment. Investigative journalism remains important and vital, but it cannot pass laws or elect virtuous people after scandal has been exposed. It will not necessarily make things “better”; society must do that. We expect too much of journalism in this regard.

 Further, it is clear that we are asking news media to play far too big a role in elections. Because US party primaries are now essentially a “media primary”—US primary elections once relied on convention delegates but now rely on open state voting—news media are put in the tenuous position of picking winners and losers for the voting public by focusing attention on some candidates while excluding others. They do this with increasing negativity, trapped in a pressure cooker of ratings wars and online metrics.16 Journalists are neither prepared nor qualified to play this role of deciding elections. Again, the situation only fuels public disappointment and cynicism.

 Any honest conversation about the news future should begin with a discussion of limits. There are certain problems that must be solved by institutions beyond journalism—by a renewal of the public sector, of the electoral system, of political ethics. Journalists cannot reprogram society. “If … modern societies are undergoing silent value changes that lead to a retreat from the public sphere then all efforts to redefine the journalistic role are of no purpose,” media scholar Wolfgang Donsbach observes. “The solutions to this are far beyond the control of professional communicators and their educators and need to be addressed by general education.”17

 The public’s encounters with news are increasingly taking place through digital social networks. Of course, social networks have always existed in human societies. The difference now is the speed and scale of networked communication, as well as the ability to maintain loose ties with many, many persons across space and time. Our cultural moment is also marked by the phenomenon of news being able to find individuals in a very targeted
fashion, not just vice versa. Algorithms, web applications, and automated systems fuel and shape networked communication in novel ways. The interdependent nature of the world is becoming evident through these digital networks, and this interdependence is being accelerated by the associated digital wiring and rewiring. Social networks are becoming inseparable from news: its creation, spread, meaning, and credibility.

Philosophers and social scientists have long noted the socially constructed, socially bounded nature of knowledge.\textsuperscript{18} It is now becoming clear just how social all knowledge, even scientific knowledge, may be. Earlier I mentioned the concept of social epistemology, which tries to come to some account of subjective individual knowledge—your knowledge, my knowledge, his or her knowledge.\textsuperscript{19} But more generally, we might also consider the socially constructed pathways that lead us to this knowledge. In this regard, science and technology scholar Sheila Jasanoff articulates the concept of civic epistemologies, the unique pathways to understanding and shared knowledge that nations and communities create.\textsuperscript{20} Cultures develop “shared approaches to sense-making” that dictate what is accepted as public knowledge and what is excluded or doubted.\textsuperscript{21} The web, with all of its contending groups, makes possible abundant pathways and approaches. Civic epistemologies may proliferate in any pluralistic society. A society fueled by digital networks accelerates the proliferation.

**Recognition and Networks**

In the age of digital networks, the unexpected seems an everyday occurrence. From the welter of digital noise arises a biting meme, a viral mobile video, a grassroots network, or a whiplash-inducing hashtag. Bubbling up from a near-infinite pool of ones and zeros emerges a burst-like pattern.\textsuperscript{22} It washes over the moment, shifting the terrain of knowledge and modifying the geometry of news. A surprised public frantically responds, but not without a quizzical backward glance. *How in the world did that just happen?*

The rending of the epistemological order as we have known it is almost palpable, registering sometimes as a kind of intellectual dizziness for the public. The cultural changes appear to reverberate down to some elemental substructure of reality, to the quivering atom and the transmitted electron. The combination of changes in technology and society produce something fundamentally new and emergent.
As our review of the lives of young news consumers suggests, news will increasingly derive its power and energy from social context, engagement, and public participation. Digital media scholar Adrienne Russell notes that news has seen a “shift from personalization to socialization” as the web has become more about peer-to-peer platforms. The participation of engaged “networked publics” offers “more plurality in the news landscape.”

The facts in news stories are socially filtered and mediated, remixed, shared, and commented upon, with citizens adding new knowledge to that generated by journalists. Views and perspectives expressed online, and the news people share, are themselves facts in the world. They are social facts. An online public opinion poll is, in effect, ongoing on every conceivable subject, story, and narrative line. Likes and retweets increase; topics trend and gather comments and shares. Attention itself is a form of validation, shaping our sense of reality. Social facts are part of the cultural miasma through which public knowledge generated by journalism and other media industries will swim, grow, and evolve.

To the extent that news media will be powerful in the future, it will be because journalism centers its energies around the domain of social connection. Journalism must pivot away from a hierarchical model of trying to “inform” individual citizens—a model that comes from a particular conception developed in the mass-media and broadcast era of the twentieth century—to one of trying creatively and knowledgably to connect people and groups. As mentioned, it means being generative, rather than merely informative. I do not mean “to connect” in the vague sense used by the techno-optimists of Silicon Valley. I mean it in the more strenuous sense of fostering recognition. The term recognition has several meanings in this context: grasping or apprehending a reality or state of affairs; accepting the validity of others’ experience; and acknowledging the mutuality implicit in citizenship within a shared democratic society.

Recognition as a political concept, as philosopher Charles Taylor writes, is a “vital human need.” If there has been a central political value guiding the postwar, postcolonial era, it is the principle of equality of rights, the idea that all persons are entitled to recognition and due the same opportunities and protections. Yet I do not mean recognition only in this sense. Although political recognition is a noble aspiration for journalism to continue to help facilitate (review the Pulitzer Prize winners every year to see how much this is regularly done, giving “voice to the voiceless”), what I
mean by recognition here points to something broader and more elemental in democratic culture.  

Writing about the continuing struggle to resolve questions of race in America, the political philosopher Danielle Allen has noted that we live, whether we recognize it or not, in “networks of gain and loss” as fellow citizens in a democracy. Collective decisions will always advantage some but not others. It is our obligation, she says, to acknowledge the “interrelatedness of citizens” and engender “networks of trust,” even in the face of inevitable loss and disagreement. The tangle of ties that constitute society must be acknowledged, renewed, and made visible. As a culture, we are losing this language of trust and the ability to deal with loss. This loss is manifest in the extreme partisanship seen across society. In part this is happening because mutual ties and connections are not recognized and reflected upon.

On many issues, our culture no longer lacks sufficient information. Instead, we frequently lack the associative ties to facilitate the knowledge necessary for recognition. A central doctrine—indeed, mythology—of the press has been that it informs citizens who, implicitly, have some deficit in information. This model needs to be revised. In fact, scholars have been calling for a revision of journalism’s informal “theory of democracy” for some time now. The media sociologist Herbert Gans has asserted that a journalist’s self-appointed role of informing citizens suffers because journalists lack sufficient knowledge to make judgments about which information should be selected in the first place; they also lack awareness of how their news agenda may serve the economic interests of media, not citizens.

News media will best serve twenty-first-century society and democracy not by seeking to generate ever-more information but by working to foster what we might call networks of recognition, allowing disparate citizens to become aware of and reflect on their common ties and concerns—and thereby to sustain collaborative, interpretive activity. This aspect of reflection on connections is vitally important. The goal of journalistic practice therefore is not mere information about the world but knowledge of how citizens are connected to the world.

Journalists increasingly cannot impose agendas. Instead, networks of recognition form and can be fueled when conditions of ambient readiness for dialogue already exist among citizens. The “informing theory” of journalism thus gives way to more of a generative model focused on social
connection. In the language of network science, the journalist is an *edge* (links or ties) generator, producing connections to *nodes* (persons or entities), enriching and highlighting the often-invisible edges in society to produce networks of recognition. For journalism practice, this sometimes may mean engagement with third-party communications networks such as Twitter and Facebook, but the idea runs deeper than just conducting any particular digitally networked activity. Investigations and other in-depth forms of journalistic activity also may help foster networks of recognition.

To foster true recognition, journalists must have knowledge deep enough to know citizens’ shared stake in issues. By articulating these shared stakes and fostering recognition, journalists ensure public knowledge formation will take place and networks will form. Citizens thereby recognize themselves as community members through several mechanisms. Previously latent convictions and unarticulated beliefs, perhaps already widely held, may be revealed collectively; in addition, novel facts and narratives may help new collective opinion formation.

There is a strong connection, often unremarked upon, between knowledge and networks in the context of journalism. They can feed into a kind of virtuous circle. Journalists must be able to grasp and articulate the stakes for citizens in issues. Increasingly, for citizens to engage in issues that have complexity, they need a basic level of understanding to organize and coordinate collective action. Often this means an awareness of common problems. The more engaged citizens are, the more they will be informed, as interest in issues is an incentive to learn. By knowing more, journalists are therefore more likely to engage the citizen. They are more likely to create networks of recognition.

Consider the context of megastories from recent years about police use of force in Ferguson, Missouri, and the water quality crisis in Flint, Michigan. Police abuse was rampant in the former case, lead poisoning in the latter. Signs of these communities crying out for help had long been available. Indeed, many other communities had similar problems. Citizens had complained, but few had listened, including news media institutions outside of local areas.

Consider, too, the ongoing economic and social troubles of so many noncoastal towns in the United States: the scourge of opioid addiction and closed mainstreet businesses, a sense of being left behind. It was only after the 2016 election that news media realized a major story they had
missed almost entirely. And then in late 2017 there came the astonishing revelations of sexual harassment and abuse, galvanized by the #MeToo campaign, from a vast network of women who had long stayed isolated. Again, the stories were right there in front of us. The same was true with the pervasive pattern and growing trend of housing evictions across the United States, which drives many struggling families into further poverty traps. Only after sociologist Matthew Desmond connected the stories of evicted families and began mining court records did the country begin to awaken to this profound problem of housing insecurity, driven in part by inadequate public policy.28

When networks of recognition formed around all these issues—often a dynamic product of research, news media reporting, and social media activism—it all became appallingly obvious: there had been a failure to recognize structural problems in society.

The operative challenge for journalism is becoming clear: to help organize attention in a knowledge-based fashion. When networks of recognition snap into place, the world is better illuminated. The social capital that democracy needs may be generated. Networks of recognition are patterns of social connectivity among disparate persons and groups that create “bursts” of public knowledge. Recognition leads to revelation. New revelations generate more recognition and awakening, increasing the size of the network. Even in the absence of complete factual agreement, networks of recognition bring together persons with common concerns, involving them in shared deliberation. Journalists can help sustain these networks and this deliberation by continuously guiding attention. But first they must work to detect problems of systematic societal failure, such as the police-involved shootings or sexual harassment examples, more efficiently.

How can the next Fergusons and Flints, the quiet social scourges and the buried secrets, be more quickly spotted, analyzed, and elevated to the mass attention of policymakers and a motivated public? How can community voices that were long ignored in each case be knitted together in an online public more quickly? The more journalism seeks to answer these questions, the more it will create tremendous value, ensuring its place in a changing society with changing news needs. This must become one of journalism’s core functions if it is to thrive in the future. This is not to recommend a journalism of advocacy but rather a journalism of connection.
As communication theorist James W. Carey suggests, “About democratic institutions, about the way of life of democracy, journalists are not permitted to be indifferent, nonpartisan, or objective. It is their one compulsory passion, for it forms the ground condition of their practice.”

Social Realities of News

To understand how the concept of networks of recognition fits in with this structural crisis in news, we might entertain a thought experiment: Imagine that all professional news institutions disappeared tomorrow. We would be prompted to ask two questions under such a counterfactual. What would evolve? And what should evolve? Old-style media institutions might initially grow back, but that would be only a temporary phenomenon. The old order would grow back, if at all, against tremendous friction and challenge. We can see that with the rising generation of news consumers—with our late millennial/Gen Z’ers Janice, Tim, Sandra, and Marcus. The continuing existence of old methods and approaches to creating and delivering news hinges so much on slowly dying news audience habits ingrained over past generations. This is sometimes called appointment news—the morning paper, the evening news, the drivetime news show. We are moving from a news world defined by appointment and habit to one defined by context, with stories reaching us around the clock as a function of their relevance within our digital social networks. It is a world of user-generated context, not big-media-driven appointment.

Given this shift, we might ask: What would be ideal? What should evolve? One response might be to let the democratized, citizen-centric model take hold. Get rid of “the media.” Just let the gatekeepers die—and good riddance. This view, or a version of it, was a fashionable response among intellectuals as the social web and participatory media began to take off in the early 2000s. Yet all at once there is an awareness that news institutions may be needed more than ever. As the philosopher John Dewey noted nearly a century ago now, communications technologies are insufficient to create a public, which will remain “shadowy and formless” without what he called “social inquiry”—data-gathering-oriented activity that is the basis for new language and symbols, which can generate common meaning. Journalism can play exactly this role. Publics, in Dewey’s view, are in large part
about knowledge formation.\textsuperscript{31} Growing cycles of public knowledge creation around issues create publics, or networks in which members recognize their shared stake.

In the still-emerging world of the social web, a glimmer of hope arises for the enduring role of professional news media. The fundamental laws of networks actually favor journalism in important ways. Networks typically look hub-like, with certain nodes central to guiding attention. Network science assigns a “degree” score to nodes in networks, calculated by the number of links attached to a given node. Journalists and their institutions are “high-degree” nodes. As this book will explore in detail, the science of networks clarifies the ongoing need for high-quality journalism. Although news media will not regain the social centrality they had in the broadcast era, in a networked era they play an outsized role in directing attention, which is the scarcest and most precious commodity in the digital world. Rather than “gatekeeping” as media did in the broadcast era of the twentieth century, news media in the future have the capacity to help networks form. This decisive role in shaping attention has to do with how high-degree nodes influence the operation of networks, and certain mathematical and sociological rules come into play.

One of the largest studies of social media ever done—more than one billion links on Twitter—suggests that attention online is almost always the result of news media paying attention to a given topic.\textsuperscript{32} Likewise, a monumental study published in 2017 in the journal \textit{Science}—in which researchers partnered with dozens of news organizations across the country to conduct an extraordinary randomized control trial—found that publication of news items on many topics led to a 63 percent increase in discussion of the topic online and on social media. “Given the tremendous power of media outlets to set the agenda for public discussion, the ideological and policy perspectives of those who own media outlets have considerable importance for the nature of American democracy and public policy,” note the study’s authors, Gary King, Benjamin Schneer, and Ariel White.\textsuperscript{33}

What should astonish almost all of the Internet’s early theorists is the central role that news media continue to play within decentralized social platforms and networks. Research continues to show that news media are responsible for making visible important information, even within social platforms. “We are not seeing the end of hierarchy,” Duncan Watts, a computational social scientist and principal researcher at Microsoft Research,
has noted. “We may be seeing the replacement of one hierarchy with another hierarchy. We may be seeing the replacement of one set of gatekeepers with another set of gatekeepers. … But we’re certainly not seeing an egalitarian world where everything has the same chance to become known or accessible.”

As the communication and media scholar James Webster suggests, early expectations of a world of participatory media that could replace hierarchical mainstream media has not been borne out by the data; the “evidence suggests the emergence of what is more aptly labeled a massively overlapping culture.” Instead of a media world that looks flat and fully democratized, we might expect a messy “commonality to cultural consumption”—a concentration of public attention around certain topics and forms of discourse, even if people encounter them through myriad, fragmented channels and outlets. “I think the cultural ballast provided by old media will remain with us,” Webster notes.

News media, as high-degree nodes, will have an important place even in a world of near-infinite user-generated content and vast distributed networks. Part of their future role will relate to creating valuable civic space itself, requiring news practitioners to create new forms of autonomy in technical systems that do not always share their public interest values. The journalism and communication scholar Mike Ananny has articulated a new concept of press freedom in the networked ecosystem, which involves ensuring the right of the public to learn about and express views on diverse issues and concerns. “Instead of seeing their profession as the production of information—faster, more immersive, more shocking—journalists might see their primary responsibility as the creation of environments for listening,” Annany asserts.

The pressing question for news practice then becomes whether or not journalists and their institutions are adequate to the task of knowledgeably and usefully creating such conversational environments—and thereby succeeding in this new world. Moreover, the reasoning and deliberative process that unfolds online is often suboptimal, and journalism must bring knowledge to improve public deliberation. Communication scholar James S. Ettema notes that “journalism cannot be content to passively transcribe that reasoning or to uncritically preside over a forum for its presentation.” Rather, journalists must be “reasoning participants.” For practitioners, deeper knowledge and a grasp of networks and their shaping architectures
are the keys to fulfilling an obligation to increase the quality of deliberation. News media must navigate the “post-truth” age by building deeper subject-specific knowledge, as well as greater understanding of the constructed nature and biases of networked communications. If this can be done, journalism can meet the challenges of the structural crisis at hand.

To foster valuable forms of recognition, journalists will require much greater knowledge about policy and issues, social science and data. It is apt that the roots of the word itself, re-cognition, have embedded in them the idea of deeper thought, of reexamination through the application of the intellect. A networked media world requires that journalists become steeped in the knowledge necessary for them to select what’s important, to guide the attention of networks in constructive ways that produce value for citizens. Selection becomes all-important—and selection without knowledge is just haphazardly throwing darts, hitting bogus trends and storylines that mislead and misinform. Above all, journalists must understand networks themselves, the new ecosystems and structures in which news practitioners will operate and listen, engage and connect.

News practice increasingly will be conducted in constantly iterating and unfolding social processes in fast-moving, participatory networks. Journalists will need to grapple with online communities that produce their own versions of truth, generated and influenced by social facts; news itself is becoming increasingly socially mediated. This social reality of journalism must be accounted for, reorienting the mission and goals of the practice.

**Democracy’s Network Deficit**

How can media practitioners, employing a new approach, help society grapple with the underlying problems of American democracy? The troubles are many. Electoral maps show ever-sharper geographic divisions among partisans, fueled by what political scientists Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt call an “existential conflict over race and culture.” Geographic sorting by cultural affinity has continued, leaving large gaps between the values and policy preferences of rural and urban citizens. “If one thing is clear from studying breakdowns throughout history, it’s that extreme polarization can kill democracies,” Levitsky and Ziblatt note in their ominously titled book *How Democracies Die.*
Meanwhile, the fraying of the local civic fabric in the United States has been traced to a contraction in civic association membership, across a wide variety of organizations in different domains, and to even less meaningful contact with neighbors.\textsuperscript{41} The strong local grassroots organizations that once anchored movements advocating for political change have frequently been superseded by national lobbying organizations. The collective efficacy of local groups has diminished across the nation. “Yawning gaps have opened between local voluntary efforts and the professional advocates and grant makers who seek national influence,” political scientist Theda Skocpol notes. “As parallel changes of this sort have unfolded in both electoral and associational life, American public discussions have become polarized in superficial rather than consequential ways. And public policymaking has tilted upward, even in an era of growing social inequality.”\textsuperscript{42} Sociologists have cataloged a broad trend away from civic associations and traditional forms of local community engagement, even as online activism has opened new, more transient pathways to civic activity.

The year 2016 brought many shocking developments, but one appreciated by relatively few was the publication of a landmark work of political science by Christopher H. Achen and Larry M. Bartels. It may end up being one of the most important books in at least a generation about democracy and may change the way we think about democratic systems.\textsuperscript{43} The authors critique the dreams of democracy with a blast of realism. They present a sweeping survey of empirical and theoretical work over the past century and demolish the “romantic” idea of the rational voter and an electoral system that in any way produces a responsive government. Our civic religion, our “folk theory,” about how democracy works or should work is wrong, they argue. No amount of facts or persuasion matter much in how people make up their minds about issues or policy. “Group politics” define people’s views on issues and candidates; social-psychological factors and identity-related concerns are dominant, not economic or issue-based ones. Democratic decision-making is, then, a thoroughly social, not rational, process. What this implies for the press is somewhat alarming: the idea of improving democracy by better informing citizens may not be realistic.

The notion that the press is necessary for democracy insofar as it keeps the public informed is central to the mythologies of the news media industry. But, as Achen and Bartels demonstrate with overwhelming data, more
evidence and factual analysis is not likely to improve things or facilitate more rational decision-making. The authors offer no programmatic solutions to this core problem, but they do note that making democracy more democratic will require a “greater degree of economic and social equality.” If democracy will always be riven by group politics and characterized by tribal clustering, the only way to achieve more democracy is to strengthen weaker groups relative to dominant interests.

For journalism, these insights should strengthen a collective resolve to redouble accountability and watchdog investigative projects—thus putting pressure on powerful groups. But they should also prompt us to think about how best to reach unheard voices and groups and connect their concerns to public affairs debates. We should be keener to cover and seriously engage with more grassroots activity, as this is likely much more important over the long run for democracy than political and policy debates among elites. If journalists are to help democracy work, they will need to look closely at the social networks and group politics that provide the basis for most decision-making in our society.

Above all, the challenge of Achen and Bartels’s political realism might remind journalists that ultimately the most important role of news media—and what it does best—is directing attention. “We should ... worry less about the press’s ability to inject factual information and the public’s ability to store it, and worry more about what the press thrusts into the public view and whether this material provokes thought and discussion relevant to public matters,” the political scientist Thomas Patterson and journalism scholar Philip Seib assert. This is not to say that facts don’t matter, but rather that story selection—and who these stories attempt to connect with—matters enormously. Making good judgments on what to cover is, in effect, most of the ballgame. “Agenda setting” has a pejorative connotation—yet attention guiding, as we might call it, supported by knowledge and smart, well-contextualized reporting can be journalism’s most effective function.

In the view of some media scholars, neglecting this reality—that identity and group politics may matter much more than information—has ongoing consequences for journalism in terms of influencing funding, resources, and direction. Daniel Kreiss writes that “journalists, a network of foundation funders, and academics alike generally see the profession of journalism in the narrow and ideal terms of providing quality information to rational,
general-interest citizens fulfilling their solemn duty of making informed decisions at the polls.”46 This narrow lens “has placed significant limits on our ability to imagine a way forward for journalism and media in the Trump era.”47

Tocqueville’s Echoes

Given these emerging dangers of fragmentation and disintegration in political and civic life, it is only logical that journalists begin to think more consciously about how their work can help along these lines: how it can play a useful role in civic-oriented network formation, making disparate individuals and groups more aware of one another and their common concerns. News has always been intimately tied to the rise and fall of civic group ties and associations—social networks—as the French political writer Alexis de Tocqueville noted nearly two centuries ago in his journeys across America: “There is … a necessary connection between associations and newspapers. Newspapers make associations, and associations make newspapers; and if it were true to say that associations must multiply as quickly as conditions become equal, it is equally certain that the number of papers increases in proportion as associations multiply. Thus, of all countries on earth, it is in America that one finds both the most associations and the most newspapers.”48

I continue to be struck by how profoundly this idea resonates despite all the industrial, technological, and social change that has unfolded since the time of Tocqueville. I attended the fall 2017 meeting of the New York Press Association, the nation’s oldest and largest such organization, and presented some findings from a survey I conducted with their membership. (The association was founded in 1853, about two decades after Tocqueville came to America.) Most members are relatively small owner-operators whose weekly papers continue to be both the community bulletin board and the social glue that keep so many towns informed about collective goings-on. Most are struggling with diminished advertising revenue, as one would expect, but many remain determined to stay in operation for one reason: community continuity.

With the evident pride of small business owners who value something more than the proverbial bottom line, second- and third-generation newspaper owners articulated versions of the same mantra: “I won’t let it go
down on my watch. It’s a community pillar.” The survey I conducted included the following question: “How much do you believe your news outlet fosters community engagement in civic actions such as voting, town meetings, or participation in events?” Among seventy owners formally surveyed, fifty-four answered “a great deal” or “a lot.” The interconnection between associations, participation, and news remains strong, despite the passing of the centuries. And yet, asked to forecast their longevity as a business, only about half of these small newspaper owners thought they would stay in business beyond twenty years, with roughly a third predicting their own publications may fold within a decade.49 These are publications, in many cases, that have been around for more than a century, anchored in ancient and storied villages across New York state. The news business is in crisis, and its effects radiate far beyond national elections.

For at least a decade, there has been breezy speculation that social media platforms and Internet companies that vacuum up public information might replace many of the information functions of local newspapers. Perhaps this will be true in some part. But one anecdote, relayed over dinner at the New York Press Association, reminded me of a kind of ethical integrity that social media will never replicate: A small town editor, having had too much to drink one night, made a poor decision and decided to drive home from the bar. He was arrested for DUI. A day or so later, he walked ashen-faced into a newsroom of silent employees and, following his code of ethics of impartiality, dutifully typed up his own crime blotter section, writing about his own foolhardiness. It is hard to imagine this kind of civic duty ever being carried out in the history of Facebook. This embedded ethical code and its manifestation in news stories is what the journalist Alex S. Jones has called the “iron core” of news; it embodies an ethical proposition without which the field of journalism becomes lost in the sea of so much public relations and marketing.50

Information may want to be free, but it doesn’t always want to be ethically guided. Journalism institutions and their norms mean something. And yet we can’t afford to be nostalgists. The ethical conduct of reporting and journalism must be attached to new ways of doing things. Technology has radically altered the landscape for journalism. The marketplace and the economics of commercial media have shifted dramatically. How to sustain this “iron core” in the age of networks is in some ways the central question. The way to do this, I would argue, is to imagine how network formation can be guided ethically and knowledgeably by journalists.
News producers are finding themselves increasingly in conversations with networks. The following types of circumstances are not atypical: A web editor for a local TV station posts a teaser on Facebook about an upcoming story. The station is going to run an evening news segment about slow response times to 911 calls, based on the experience of a few individual sources. Within an hour, hundreds of people have commented on the Facebook post, sharing similar experiences. The station ends up doing a five-part series based on ongoing feedback from the public. Authorities are forced to account for response delays. Similarly, in another city, a reporter goes on air to report that someone has been overbilled using the city’s parking meter app. The reporter immediately receives dozens of social media and email messages of similar complaints. She then makes public records requests that show a pervasive pattern, generating more stories. The issue takes off like wildfire on social media, forcing public officials to apologize and issue refunds. Many more news segments follow.

This kind of public engagement around such stories was theoretically possible in the predigital era—but it took time to develop. Now, in the era of the social web, these networks of recognition can be generated, accelerating public knowledge very quickly. And speed matters: it can change the fundamental orientation of public knowledge and social networks.

To understand the evolving dynamics of how social networks and news interact, let’s consider some deeper case studies of how network formation can take place. We can study the power of networks of recognition—the sudden bursts across the civic domain that create vast social ripples and bring disparate persons into common conversation. As opposed to the kinds of “thin” or superficial Internet virality we associate with cute cat photos, bears climbing trees, and music video parodies, we might consider
more deeply the types of civic virality that nourish democracy and generate networks of recognition. We might look at patterns that show generativity—of conversation, learning, sharing, and, ultimately, recognition.

To begin, let’s look at three different patterns: journalists connecting the crowd, the crowd connecting journalists, and a hybrid pattern in which journalists may more carefully structure their connections to the crowd. In these examples, public knowledge enlarges in proportion to the size of the crowd. We see various forms of recognition, including the grasping of new realities, the validation of others’ experience, and the acknowledgment of mutuality.

**Spotlighting Networks**

Let’s start with an example in which journalists help connect the crowd. In 2002, the *Boston Globe* exposed a systematic cover up by the Catholic Church of priests abusing children, touching off a global reckoning for the church laity and leadership alike—and resulting in the award of a Pulitzer Prize for the newspaper. The story of how the *Globe*’s investigative unit unraveled this story of secretive networks has now been made famous through the Academy Award–winning movie *Spotlight* (2015). But there are still a few big mysteries. How had a conspiracy of these proportions, of this magnitude, stretching across the globe to hundreds of parishes, remained hidden for so long? And why had a story first published in January 2002 in a mostly regional publication, the *Globe*, so quickly touched off a maelstrom that began consuming church communities globally within a few short months? Why did it take so long?

It is useful to visualize the pattern of information flows during that consequential year of revelations (see figure 2.1). In retrospect, it represents a watershed cultural moment in terms of opening a greater dialogue about the many forms of abuse endured by disempowered groups. It created a kind of network of recognition that stands as a template. It is therefore important that we try to understand how this knowledge spread and how the culture began to change in relation to news production.

As those who have seen the film *Spotlight* may recall, the breakthrough insight in the investigation came when the reporting team—Walter Robinson, Matt Carroll, Michael Rezendes, and Sacha Pfeiffer—realized that the network map of the priests in question was discernible in the annual
Figure 2.1
Networked information flows during the 2002 *Boston Globe* investigation of the priest abuse scandal.

*Source:* D. Zedek, M. Carroll, and J. Wihbey.
directory publications produced by the Boston archdiocese. By finding all the instances of priests listed as going on “sick leave,” or other coded terms, the reporters could produce a list of likely suspects. The reporters painstakingly compiled the various case data points into spreadsheets, counting and organizing all of the potential instances of abuse across the greater Boston area. They retraced the networks of abusive priests as they were moved from parish to parish by church leaders. All of this inquiry also was spurred by the reporters’ conversations with knowledgeable experts, who had long suspected the pervasiveness of the problems (even if a full data picture had never been rendered to the public).

The priest abuse scandal was a network problem—in many ways, a classic type that would be familiar to crime fighters investigating a large illicit enterprise, performing what is sometimes called link analysis. A vast web of priests and victims was connected by invisible ties through the network of the Church. Information about these cases was aggregated in certain “hubs”—officials in parishes and archdioceses, the secretive warrens of Vatican officials—but the nodes (points representing persons in a network diagram) at the margins of the vast network were disconnected. These silent nodes were victims and their families. The network had been used to cover up abuse by actively discouraging any connection among isolated cases of abuse. Accused priests were quietly moved to other parishes, and victims quietly coerced into out-of-court settlements, with nondisclosure agreements attached. Links were frozen in an inert state; nodes remained isolated.

As the number of potential priests involved in wrongdoing began rising, from three to eighty-seven, the reporters knew they had a giant story. But until the first story ran, there was no way to realize quite how big a story it was. Indeed, what they had discovered was not just a ground-shaking Boston story but a small piece of a latent network of many dimensions that extended around the world. Why, at that moment, did the story catch fire? There had been other reports of priest abuse in the press, after all. The Globe stories would produce what is one of the first instances, characteristic now of the digital age, of a true news-driven “information cascade” fueled by a peer-to-peer technology—namely, email, one of the elements of what’s sometimes called “dark social.”

The initial stories and links to them online were forwarded many times over email. A decade earlier, no such phenomenon would have taken place. After the first story ran in 2002, thousands of people who were forwarded
the story then emailed the *Globe* reporters with their own stories. The emails came from across the country and around the world. After the first story ran, reporters had victims contacting them the very next day from as far away as Australia. This is simply unimaginable in any prior era of information communications technology. By then sharing these stories, the *Globe* indirectly helped build the offline survivor groups that would prove key to legal and church reform. Reporters from around the country, and around the world, also began emailing the Spotlight team, asking for help in breaking similar stories in their own geographic beats. A template had been established and a code broken. A new symbolic environment had been created that facilitated the creation of an interested public, empowered through network formation. The new symbols and framings of victimhood and empowerment, cover up and justice, generated an iterative process of new revelations and new meanings for an expanding number of communities.

News media can, at their best, provide an attention platform, a form of social power and political space that can counter other power structures. They also can provide a new language and framework, which, when supported and embedded in knowledge, can shift societal narratives and understandings. This can strengthen networks and make information flow more freely. For abuse victims, this new language meant news media helping to publicly reframe their feelings of shame and guilt as the consequences of moral wrongs perpetrated systematically against them and recasting these experiences clearly as instances of intentional harm, illegal acts demanding prosecution. The key was showing that the crime wasn’t just the product of a bad priest here and there. It wasn’t just an anecdote, and it was no longer a hushed rumor, easily dismissed. Being able to publish internal communications from the church, as the *Globe* reporters and editors did once they gained access to formerly sealed court documents, was key to solidifying public acceptance of this new knowledge. People could see the documents for themselves.

A major journalistic series—and a study in network power—had begun in a prominent place, visible to authorities and the public alike. The latent network was activated, and a permission slip had been given to the various nodes to connect, share information, and form their own counter-Church survivor groups. These permission slips for dialogue and connection are what communication and network theorist Manuel Castells calls “sharing protocols.” These protocols govern what can and cannot be shared.
The Spotlight team’s leaders, team editor Walter Robinson and editor in chief Marty Baron, knew that getting beyond anecdote and into network hubs, the church power structures, was the only way for the story to cut through. They frequently said as much to their team. Journalism at its best has always felt intuitively the importance of networks of recognition. For generations, reporters have spoken of stories “resonating,” of producing “talkers.”

The story’s evidence was overwhelming and narrative-shifting. The ringing lead to the first installment in the Pulitzer Prize–winning series, published January 6, 2002, was this: “Since the mid-1990s, more than 130 people have come forward with horrific childhood tales about how former priest John J. Geoghan allegedly fondled or raped them during a three-decade spree through a half-dozen Greater Boston parishes.” The Globe had established systematic information, deep patterns. This is news gathering at its best and most powerful; it had harnessed the stories of the crowd, of dozens of average citizens, and connected nodes together in a way that could overcome countervailing forces of cover up and enforced silence. New data and documents had produced new knowledge in the culture. It was enough to signal to the vast latent network of other persons, most of whom were previously silent, that the power dynamic had shifted. A powerful network of recognition had been activated. The technology of email then facilitated the reverse activation of the exact network that had been used to perpetrate acts and suppress knowledge of them. The network was retraced and rewired to fight back.

The remarkable thing about the Globe investigative story of priest abuse and the conflagration it ignited is that it all took place before the advent of what we think of as the true social web era, or Web 2.0. One wonders what might happen now and how much more quickly the story would spread. We might have some indication from the 2017 #MeToo campaign, in which women across the Internet shared their stories of sexual harassment and abuse by the thousands, seemingly instantly.

A combination of technology and connected newsgathering and storytelling can be consequential in stirring citizens and firing grassroots activism. There are important, mutually reinforcing dynamics among the moving pieces: the network-oriented reportorial hunt for sources; the heightened public awareness and empowerment through the process; and information-communication technologies that accelerate the related
feedback loops, creating a kind of “compound interest” of knowledge about issues. Because of these mobile-enabled, social technologies, the flow of information in society is changing all the more. Open, visible social platforms now allow public storytelling by persons and groups of all kinds, shifting the power dynamics of media. Fast-forward a dozen years beyond the priest abuse scandal story and we see new such dynamics at work.

Authority of Counterpublics

Now let’s take a look at an example of the crowd triggering journalists: the “hijacking” or takeover of the #myNYPD hashtag in 2014 by activists and citizens who were protesting police-involved shootings and other forms of aggression against minority populations. Between April 22 and 24, what began as a feel-good public relations campaign for the New York City Police Department, which encouraged citizens to share pictures of themselves with police officers, evolved into a poignant, symbolic moment in which citizens and activists registered a wide range of complaints about law enforcement. People used the Twitter hashtag to show images of citizens being arrested with questionable amounts of physical force and images of persons being injured or killed by police. The powerful symbolic shift in meaning of that hashtag quickly cascaded around the world, generating other copycat memes—from #myLAPD in Los Angeles to #MiPoliciaMexicana in Mexico to #myELAS in Greece, and far beyond.5

The case of the #myNYPD takeover provides a window into the paradigm shifts in media power we are now increasingly seeing. The information sources at the center of the network were mostly individuals and collectives of activists, not news outlets (see figure 2.2). My Northeastern University colleagues Sarah J. Jackson, a communication scholar, and Brooke Foucault Welles, a network scientist, have studied the patterns of networked communication during that three-day period, concluding that it shows how persons with relatively little broadcast power can, under certain conditions, get attention from the public in dramatic ways.6 In the network map they draw, one can see individuals’ Twitter accounts—@KimaniFilm, @MoreandAgain, @MollyCrabapple—and activist collectives—such as @CopWatch, @OccBayStreet, @OccupyWallStreetNYC, and @YourAnonNews—with central positions, based on the number of mentions and retweets. The map looks like a broadcast network—except that the central “hub” positions are
not mainstream news sources, but rather individuals and grassroots groups. The mainstream accounts of @NBCNewYork, @BuzzFeed, @Vice, and @AJStream (Al Jazeera) are there in the diagram, but the central power in the network is not mainstream media. The true source of the new knowledge, the new symbolic reality that enabled new forms of communication to unfold, was a set of grassroots actors. Eventually, mainstream news outlets caught on to the story and helped propel news of the protest across the world. But journalists had not been sufficiently attentive to these still-burning sentiments across New York, a city that has seen decades of controversy over police conduct.

Figure 2.2
Hijacking/takeover of a hashtag, #myNYPD, by activists highlighting police brutality in New York City (2014).
Source: Sarah J. Jackson and Brooke Foucault Welles.
This flipping of traditional media power dynamics fits in with a broader theory of how networked counterpublics, marginalized groups who do not typically have influence in the mainstream public sphere, may exert more power by using online tools to challenge “dominant knowledge.” In this case, citizens and activists were challenging and unsettling the very understanding of the NYPD and its operations and impact and what it all meant to the communities in the city. “That diverse individuals with relatively few followers,” Jackson and Foucault Welles note, “were elevated to a similar level of visibility in the hijacking of #myNYPD as organizations with far more followers supports the existence of democratic access in networked counterpublics.”

New perspectives and forms of knowledge—conveyed through vivid and disturbing pictures, as well as first-hand accounts—created a new issue space that generated a cascade of novel information. The connectivity of a network of diverse and disparate persons increased rapidly.

What such incidents suggest is that journalists should be increasingly attuned to the information needs of citizens as expressed through online platforms. Social media provide a powerful new system to signal what is important to communities. Certainly, not everyone in New York City felt that it was a fair representation of police work to feature scores of unflattering images, as the activists did, and journalists must always be sure to verify crowdsourced information and put it in context. Indeed, journalists’ primary value in any controversy is the sort of careful, knowledge-based work that should be expected of them as professionals. But nevertheless, the physics and geometry of news are changing. The #myNYPD takeover event helped begin to change the symbolic reality for the public around such issues, bringing increased connectivity to social networks on the topic of police brutality and police-involved killings. A nascent network of recognition was forming. Just a few months, later major incidents involving police and the deaths of young black men would take place in both Ferguson and Staten Island that would touch off a national conversation that is still reverberating.

If news media are to maximize their usefulness and purpose in society, they must take seriously the new dynamics of networked knowledge and harness them to help improve democracy. Agenda setting in media is changing in important ways; as mentioned, it is now more about attention-guiding. “Thus the new journalist is no longer deciding what the public should know—the classic role of gatekeeper—but working with audiences
and technology to make order out of it, make it useful, take action on it,” Bill Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel note in *The Elements of Journalism*. Their formulation—and Rosenstiel’s related idea of “news as organized collaborative intelligence”—usefully highlights this evolving role for media as co-creators of networks of recognition.

**Health Links**

Consider one last case study in civic virality, one in which journalists build ties across a far-flung, disparate network that, unbeknownst to many individual nodes, has experiences and problems in common. It shows journalists building upon and humanizing systematic knowledge to establish the priority of an issue and helping a nascent public to form mutual awareness and understanding. Here we see journalists leveraging the crowd to trigger the crowd, which then leads to a compounding, growing dynamic of enlarged knowledge.

The story began with awareness of a troubling trend in maternal outcomes during childbirth in America, but it evolved into a story of networks, of disparate human stories being gathered and synthesized together over time. When journalist Adriana Gallardo of the investigative news nonprofit ProPublica began working on the story behind America’s high rate of mortality among mothers giving birth relative to mothers in other rich countries, she and her team were tasked with formulating a strategy for finding individual stories that helped to surface some pattern of explanation for this tragic phenomenon. State-level information on maternal mortality in the United States was sparse; there were few public updates on who was dying, where the cases were located geographically, and specific causes of death. The ProPublica team, working in partnership with National Public Radio (NPR), became aware of the statistical patterns and the latest peer-reviewed research that raised myriad questions, but they could make little sense of what the real medical and human story was behind the numbers.

The journalists could see there was a definite “information gap”—a fundamental hole in society’s knowledge and the human network surrounding the issue. Gallardo, whose title is *engagement reporter*, works at the intersection of community- and relationship-building and gathering of information for reporting. She and the reporting team began with a two-pronged strategy: first, a “structured call” for people to contribute their stories through...
an online form and an email address; and second, massive scouring of the Internet, using techniques of “social verification and social research,” to try to track down stories of women who had died in childbirth. They were using Facebook Signal (an algorithmic news-finding tool) and Twitter, as well as looking at crowdsourced sites such as GoFundMe, which pointed to promising leads.

Before the first eight-thousand-word exposé, or any of the other incredible reports in the series, was ever published (the first story came out in May 2017), the story began as a social research project, in collaboration with lead reporter Nina Martin, who had extensive experience reporting on women’s health issues.12 The reporters worked with experts to develop their online survey, carefully crafting the questions and fine-tuning the information-gathering strategy. More than 2,500 women and families responded in the first week to their online appeal for information, sharing stories and pictures. A video shared by a grieving husband, used with permission by ProPublica, was repackaged as a video circulated on social media and viewed more than three million times in the first weeks after initial publication.

Deaths of mothers were being reported within the online network that ProPublica was hosting even before they even showed up in obituaries. “The way that we’re working now is that we take each investigation on its own, and think about what ways we can include community, and non-traditional experts, in the reporting process,” Gallardo notes. “We’re doing these very tailored engagement efforts that work in tandem with the timeline of the story.”13 The maternal mortality story has sparked all sorts of discussions among families and individuals who have had common experiences and led to community discussions with doctors and hospitals. Spurred by the stories, mothers who have had near-death experiences have found each other on social media.

ProPublica has created Facebook groups related to investigations such as this in the past: for veterans’ issues, for example, relating to the use of Agent Orange in Vietnam and its ongoing effects on service members and families.14 The dataset of affected families relating to childbirth incidents is also being used by ProPublica to engage individuals and families with related issues of health care policy and race, for instance.

An important distinction between this approach and traditional approaches to reporting involves the element of time and sustained attention. “The difference is that we’re not leaving throughout the story
process,” says Gallardo. The maternal mortality series in effect “embeds” sources in the story process. The network of recognition that is formed, with journalism as the hub and connector, is sustained over time through a series of stories and public conversations. And the metric for success is not just aggregate pageviews, she says, but rather, “Are we building the right communities around each investigation?” It’s an essential question for the future of journalism practice.

The ProPublica story might be seen as a textbook case of what is broadly being called the field of journalistic audience engagement, or engaged journalism, in action. It speaks to the emergence of a new reality and opportunity as digital platforms have enabled journalists to find relevant sources and audiences more quickly and at scale. The techniques and philosophy employed in the ProPublica story and series join a debate over how much news should increasingly be seen as purely a kind of “conversation” rather than as a product being delivered.

We are now about a decade into this new phase of user participation, the Web 2.0 revolution exemplified by Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, and the like. Some reporters have made a distinction between the practice of mass crowdsourcing and more “organic” and targeted uses of social media to develop information and sources. Media researchers have been cataloging the various typologies of engagement, which include everything from “solutions-focused collaboration” to “public convenings” with community members. Best practices are emerging, even as the capacity of technology opens up ever-more new possibilities and experiments.

Although many news outlets have not embraced this model yet, it is the theory of change embedded in innovative new research efforts to define and encourage audience engagement in journalism. It guides the work of the Coral Project, Hearken, GroundSource, the University of Oregon’s Gather project, and Democracy Fund’s Public Square Program. This new model has also helped fuel the rise of the position of engagement reporter or editor. Contemporary journalism circles have focused increasingly on the concept of engaged journalism, an evolving set of theories and practices that specify direct interaction with news audiences throughout the lifecycle of stories.

With these practices, some news practitioners are squarely addressing some of the core problems of democracy: the lack of a public sphere with civil debate. Public radio station KUOW in Seattle, for example, has created
in-person “speed dating” events, in which audience members meet each other to discuss issues and deliberate. 19 Employing a new model called dialogue journalism, the Spaceship Media project is trying to facilitate dialogue among thousands of people—across diverse topics, from agriculture to education to immigration—by moderating large-scale social media groups. The project’s goal is to foster deeper conversation on polarizing topics. 20 Outlets are also using engagement techniques to address the public’s lack of trust in news media. Cincinnati TV station WCPO, with guidance from the Trusting News project, is being more open with audiences about how it is putting together stories and more engaged with the community that responds to and discusses the stories. 21 Media reform groups are even trying to create engagement infrastructure and solutions at greater scale. The News Voices initiative in New Jersey, a project of the nonprofit advocacy group Free Press, is trying to connect local citizens directly to newsrooms across the state, building community connections by surfacing “stories that should be told.” 22

**Varieties of Knowledge and Recognition**

Let’s now take a step back from the world of media practice to understand a bit more about the fundamental dynamics of networked information flows. Knowledge and networks interact dynamically and often unpredictably, producing emergent phenomena. Networks of recognition produce bursts of knowledge and awareness. The flow of information affects the volume and spread of what is known; new knowledge is produced as networks of recognition expand.

The very terms knowledge and networks are semantically porous, and both are thrown around so frequently in discourse about the twenty-first century world—think of knowledge economy, age of networks, and so on—that it is worth clarifying these terms. There are several layers of meaning that are relevant to our discussion. These are worth distinguishing carefully, as their definitions are different depending on whether we are referring to the journalists or the public. We need to distinguish between scientific knowledge and the social epistemology that I have mentioned.

First, I am arguing that knowledge in the traditional, scientific sense has a very strong—indeed, vital—role to play in improving professional practice. Knowledge in the context of journalism, in the construction of news,
might be defined as information that reflects some representative pattern in the world, or “systematic information.” Methodologically, it is different than information derived from a reporter’s “person on the street” interview or from a reporter involved in the act of bearing witness to a particular event. At the level of journalism practice, it may involve the practice of data journalism or the drawing on bodies of knowledge such as peer-reviewed research to inform a story.

In this sense, knowledge is the vital context into which particular human stories can be fit and understood. In the priest abuse scandal, it was tapping experts who had estimates of the scope of the problem and then proving such hypotheses through data collection. For issues of police-involved killings, it was finally understanding the prevalence of the problem and broad community perspectives on its effects. With respect to maternal mortality, it was reviewing the research and statistical picture while also filling in gaps in understanding by soliciting large volumes of geographically dispersed stories. With more systematic context, anecdotes then make sense. For a journalist, knowledge is the puzzle itself or the mosaic. The anecdotal story is the piece or the tile placed within the puzzle.

For journalists, knowledge is an instrument in fostering recognition; it is the vital fuel and the context for recognition. In democratic cultures, recognition also has a deeper, political-ethical dimension, as Allen observes: “Political friendship begins from [a] recognition about what we share with the people who live around us and in the same polity. It moves from this recognition of a shared horizon of experience not to a blind trust in one’s fellow citizens but rather to a second recognition that a core citizenly responsibility is to prove oneself trustworthy to fellow citizens so that we are better able to ensure that we all breathe healthy air.”

This “shared horizon of experience” is the basis for network formation. Recognition is the fuel. Some journalistic work may not initially foster networks of recognition, of course. Breaking news stories, for example, may not provide an immediate platform. But after the waters have receded, or the immediate crisis of whatever kind shifts into a new phase, journalists must work to show how many different levels of society are implicated, knit together in core citizenly responsibilities and decisions.

An interconnected web is involved in all complex issues. In the priest abuse scandal, there was a network that ran from politicians, the courts, and the Vatican down to families and the Sunday school teacher. In the
context of police-involved shootings, a conversation needed to unfold at many levels, across many policy domains: race and justice, social services, mental health, gun policy, training of authorities. The ongoing story of maternal health in the United States likewise requires recognition of the varying roles and responsibilities at all levels of the system. The highest good—trust—will not always immediately flow, but recognition is a first step toward trust.

However, in terms of understanding the public and its changing relationship to news, knowledge also has an important secondary meaning in this discussion. Here we return to social epistemology. Knowledge pertains to shared information, items that are “known” or recognized within a community. As mentioned, Schudson has noted that news itself is a form of what might be called “public knowledge,” which serves to construct a “symbolic world” whereby items are given priority or importance to publics.

Journalists in the digital age are increasingly both producing very short snippets of news and conveying fleeting impressions (e.g., tweets or news alerts) while also producing incredibly in-depth, research-based work. In this regard, the philosopher William James made a useful distinction between “knowledge about” (more formal) and “acquaintance with” (more informal). “Knowledge about a thing is knowledge of its relations,” James noted. “Acquaintance with it is limitation to the bare impression which it makes.”

Both kinds of knowledge, occupying a spectrum from highly formal to the briefest of impressions, are relevant to the discussion of social networks and how they are activated. The idea of recognition can encompass this spectrum of knowing, from knowledge about to acquaintance with.

As will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3, the age of digital, decentralized networks changes the basic calculus for public knowledge acquisition and the encounter with knowledge. Digital networks change what Hardin calls the “economics of ordinary knowledge.” The web allows news to find consumers, and it allows consumers to access knowledge instantly. This has implications for the role and purpose of news. “By an economic theory,” Hardin notes, “I mean merely a theory that focuses on the costs and benefits of having and coming to have knowledge, or to correct what knowledge one has. It must fundamentally be a theory of trade-offs between gaining any kind of knowledge and doing other things, such as living well.” We might see vast gaps in understanding among the
public—think of the proverbial inability to name one’s elected representatives, or to vastly overestimate the amount of US foreign aid—as rational in the sense that members of the public are seeing knowledge acquisition and the time it takes to know a given thing rather pragmatically.

We now have two working definitions relevant in our discussion—knowledge as systematic information, as scientific in character; and social epistemology or public knowledge, both knowledge about and acquaintance with. It should be said that there are always tensions and complications between these definitions of knowledge in the practice of professional journalism. This is because journalists are constantly dealing with anecdotal information and (one hopes) trying to reconcile it with systematic information.

A journalist who makes an appeal on Facebook for information from a digital crowd or who reports by knocking on doors in a neighborhood may get many powerful anecdotes from groups. Perhaps tensions with police are revealed or stories of inadequate public services. The journalist may then, in effect, knit together those persons and their anecdotes, potentially forming a new, or denser, network of people and information points. However, those anecdotes may not amount to any representative pattern; they may be outliers, even if the stories are themselves valid and important. What we might count as knowledge in the context of network formation may not rise to the level of social scientific information or anything systematic. This is when, as will be discussed in detail in subsequent chapters, journalists must exercise careful judgment, acknowledging uncertainties and being transparent about the extent or lack of evidence.

Journalists must successfully navigate both the crowdsourced and the systematic worlds: to interpret accurately, to choose what is important from the crowd and properly contextualize it, they must draw on knowledge in the systematic and representative sense. We might distill this to a single idea: to choose, one has to know. Consider the situation now faced by journalists at every level, from the local correspondent to the global editor. The problem is no longer scarcity of information but abundance. Once the journalist might have found her primary work focus in seeking to interview several people, but now a thousand voices may already have weighed in on the relevant issue on social media. This puts a great burden on news judgment, on journalists’ capacity to select what should be prioritized as public knowledge. This reality demands a well-grounded grasp of issues, of systematic knowledge, particularly given the deadlines and pace of news and
information. The primacy of selection demands more such formal context and knowledge if journalists are to improve the quality of their practice, avoid the mistakes of the past, and work to foster networks of recognition.

As a culture, we are transitioning from a notion of news, of mediated pictures of reality, as fundamentally something that informs to something that recognizes. The role of media is increasingly to facilitate recognition. Recognition can be a universal good, but it is also infinite in its potential objects. We require some criteria to distinguish between objects in urgent need of recognition and those that are not urgent; we also need to be able to distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate struggles for recognition. Media guide the provision of attention. This capacity is inextricably linked to the notion of recognition. To organize the flow and creation of recognition, knowledge must be applied in decision-making about the distribution of attention.

Although formal knowledge is necessary for intelligent selection of information by journalists, the task of connecting publics on issues of shared concern involves journalists being able to make relevant information known to communities of interest. On digital networks, the mutual “acquaintance with” translates into a kind of ambient readiness for further dialogue, for recognition, and for the spreading of related information among members of the public. Through this act of shared knowing, groups or networks are knitted together through recognition, through more or less strong or weak ties. Latent ties are activated; new ties are created. Knowledge in this sense is a necessary condition for group discussion and action.29

Defining Network Patterns

The word network, as we will discuss in chapter 5, is an old one, dating back in English to the 1500s. It has a rich linguistic history, despite the novel feel of its usage in the digital age. It was during the era of the early telegraph that the American public, marveling at the dense tangle of wires strung overhead across the nation, began to use the term net-work, originally hyphenated, in the communications context.30 The most important meaning for our purposes relates to any social network that is linked together or produced by information communications technologies (ICTs), whether Facebook, Twitter, email, or any other electronic platform that allows for peer-to-peer connectivity.
Networks can be what scientists call *multimodal*, insofar as they can have different kinds of nodes, such as editors and Wikipedia articles, or people and institutions. Networks can also be *multiplex* and have different kinds of edges, or connecting links that represent different purposes, such as friendship, cooperation, or expertise. The study of networks also can involve graphing the relations between objects (sometimes called *link analysis*), with objects of various kinds mapped in relation to one another. Counterterrorism and criminal investigations often construct such networks to explore the relationships among individuals, communications information, locations, bank accounts, and other data points.

We can also imagine graphing how points of knowledge and information are connected to other knowledge and information nodes. These correlated knowledge points might be highly structured. For example, academic papers might be mapped around a given topic; they also might be brought together with commentaries and other kinds of articles. They might be contained in a relational database that forms the basis of a news app (e.g., a map of properties with environmental contamination in a county) or a Wikipedia article that is built on published sources from around the web and curated by platform users. Or perhaps the nodes are just “loosely joined,” as the technologist and philosopher David Weinberger puts it, through scattered hyperlinks or Twitter hashtags. There are hybrid possibilities, too, for networks in which nodes might represent both persons and knowledge points.

Quality networked journalism generates new publics, creating bridging ties between disparate communities and forming links across what network researchers sometimes call *structural holes*: relational and knowledge gaps between groups and clusters of individuals. Journalism should understand the broader framework around this pattern. The social science theory in this area has been set by foundational figures such as Elihu Katz, Paul Lazarsfeld, and Robert Merton, who observed how ideas can flow through connecting opinion leaders, as well as Stanley Milgram, and his idea of surprising “small-world” bridges between disparate persons, and Mark Granovetter, who famously noted the power of “weak ties,” or persons who are only casual acquaintances, for searching for job leads.

The original theorist of the structural hole concept, Ronald Burt, noted that bridging such gaps can provide a competitive advantage within organizations. The tendency for humans to cluster in narrow social groups is well established in the social sciences, across many types of activities. “People
focus on activities inside their own group, which creates holes in the information flow between groups, or more simply, structural holes,” Burt notes. Further, the “simplest act of brokerage is to make people on both sides of a structural hole aware of interests and difficulties in the other group.”

Bridging in this way generates social capital. Beyond mere links to create awareness, there are increasingly higher levels of this form of arbitrage between disconnected groups: transferring best practices; drawing analogies between ostensibly dissimilar groups; and, at the highest level, synthesis that involves combining ideas from groups. Burt’s ideas, devised in the context and domain of organizational behavior and strategy, can be applied and appropriated more broadly as one of brokerage among publics, tying together disparate groups for the purposes of forming closer and richer ties between them. The social capital that is generated can in this way be shared.

Not all of these capacities are entirely new, but digital networks make them possible more frequently. In decades past, journalists often sought to bring certain societal problems to the attention of authorities, bridging the structural hole between citizen grievance and policymaker. Journalists are connection points that, in important ways, broker knowledge and act as cluster-attracting hubs to which many disparate persons, or nodes, attach themselves through media pathways, links, and streams. Sometimes this involves a journalist bearing witness to events and relaying them to the public; other times it involves digging out arcane knowledge, in government documents or little-known corners of the corporate world, and connecting that knowledge to relevant publics, both citizen and policymaker. It now involves journalists enlisting large numbers of people on social platforms to share information and form communities of knowledge, bridging structural holes.

This precise dynamic in the context of journalism has begun to be acknowledged by journalism scholars. “From a network analytic perspective, journalists occupy a bridging position between two worlds that are structurally unconnected: the sources of news and the members of the audience,” communication and media scholars Pablo J. Boczkowski and Eugenia Mitchelstein note. “Reporters in particular, and news media in general, act as bridges in that they usually are the only path between those two clusters for most audience members.”

Further, such observations are being coupled with related insights for media practice. Journalism scholar Sue Robinson notes that it is the “job of
the professional communicator today to learn the best ways to manipulate social networks so as to build connecting and connected bridges instead of exacerbating rampant distrust that nurtures isolation and polaritization.\textsuperscript{35} This new mission of connection has a still-developing science behind it on which journalists might draw.

**Activating Phase Transitions**

Behind the seeming randomness of our age of networked communications and viral media lie regular patterns and laws. These help explain how information swiftly cascades and large audiences gather. When attention suddenly shifts and communities form rapidly, what we are seeing is the process of isolated nodes, somewhat powerless or disengaged in their relatively disconnected state, transitioning from a phase of disorder to a kind of rough order. The new links stitch together a community of mutual interest, attention, and concern. In networks, structure is vitally important—often far more important than the inherent attractiveness of the given informational content, in terms of explaining why a given idea or story “caught on.”\textsuperscript{36}

The network scientists in natural sciences domains such as chemistry and physics talk about a *phase transition* taking place, a universal characteristic of networks. Such transitions see a network that is disconnected suddenly, with a few well-placed links, become entirely connected, creating what is sometimes called a *giant component* (a massive connected entity, as opposed to multiple disparate groupings). The point at which this transition begins to occur is called a *critical point*, and there are mathematical laws that govern the nature of such network changes from disorder to order.\textsuperscript{37} The molecules of liquid water, for example, very rapidly transition at the critical point and create ice. In social networks, such a rapid increase in the connectivity of a network is necessary for contagion and virality, allowing information cascades to take place (see figure 2.3). This phenomenon helps account for the explosive, or “burst-like,” nature of discourse on social media.\textsuperscript{38} A phase transition is nonlinear. It appears to happen all at once, but in fact there are underlying processes that were building up to enable that transition to happen with a very small change (e.g., adding a few ties suddenly brings disconnected *dyads*, or connected pairs, into a whole network).
Complex societal problems, which are often plagued by public inattention and policy inaction, are always in some sense network problems. The network formation necessary to address those problems requires a common language, or some shared system of symbols. “Our Babel is not one of tongues but of the signs and symbols without which shared experience is impossible,” the philosopher Dewey notes. In the world of social media, the most obvious symbol has become the hashtag. To adopt a hashtag is, at its root, to name a problem or concern or interest. To solve a problem, naming the variables is the key step. It is true in fundamental science: as it is in mathematics, so too in human affairs. The hashtag names the variable in question. The network forms around it, and through it, and is the fuel for its activation. Of course, to say that journalists are bringing “order” to networks can be misleading; they are helping to connect and sustain memes, themes, issues, and topics. Social networks are dynamic and always subject to change and decay. Journalists can create the attention structures
to sustain democratic dialogue. Networks of recognition draw their power in part from the burst-like phenomenon of phase transitions.

But what is the key to understanding meaningful bursts of public knowledge, as opposed to mere fluffy viral phenomena? The media scholar James Carey has made a useful distinction that can facilitate greater understanding in this context. Carey distinguished between a “transmission” view of communication—the more common and mundane idea of sending and transmitting messages among persons—and a “ritual” view. The latter is something much deeper and in ways antecedent to transmission. Carey observed that the ritual dimension of communication is “directed not toward the extension of messages in space but toward the maintenance of society in time; not the act of imparting information but the representation of shared beliefs. If the archetypal case of communication under a transmission view is the extension of messages across geography for the purpose of control, the archetypal case under a ritual view is the sacred ceremony that draws persons together in fellowship and commonality.”

The ritual model of communication focuses on the construction of shared beliefs and values through the creation of a set of common symbols. Think of the antipolice brutality campaign that began around #BlackLivesMatter or #BLM, or the anti-sexual-harassment/assault campaign using the #MeToo hashtag. The religious overtones of “ritual” may be a bit misleading, in that they imply strict or blind adherence. But this model of communication implies a coming together to create meaning in an iterative process. Gathered together and empowered by new symbols, communities work out and generate new meanings within new issue and belief spaces. This dynamic was noted long ago. Dewey saw the power of the common person engaged in dialogue with community members and believed that the role of the press, if oriented correctly, could facilitate this almost spiritually nourishing form of democratic communication—of “enriching communion” with others.

Digital media scholar Limor Shifman has used the transmission-ritual idea in communications to help distinguish mere “viral” content from more meaningful “memes,” in which a given meme’s message “is not a unit whose reach and effect are easily traceable, but an ongoing process in which identities and sense of belonging are continually constructed.” This process is stimulated by the addition of new knowledge, new facts, and perspectives that are grasped by publics. As the journalism community has begun to recognize the limits of the “transmission” model of
communication, and the desire to merely “go viral” and chase online clicks, its practitioners have begun to talk about the central mission of stories as engaging the “right” community, the affected community, or the community of interest. Put another way, this is the potential network of recognition. Its activation requires common symbols.

In this context, consider again the case of police-involved shootings in the United States, an ongoing area of pressing policy concern that was ultimately crystallized by the death of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri. Despite all the gains in racial equality in post–civil rights movement America, problems between minority communities and law enforcement had persisted in pockets around the country, with virtually no national attention and little policy action. In part, this was because the pattern of problems remained diffuse and disconnected—a structural hole. As local activists and then news media began raising awareness of these problems, suddenly a large network of such previously invisible problems was connected, fueling the Black Lives Matter movement and numerous congressional and state-level hearings and proposals. What is remarkable in this case is that, statistically speaking, there was really no change in the number of such disturbing incidents across the United States compared to prior years. What was different was that a network had formed, activated in large part by citizen-produced media images and videos and magnified by news institutions.

As mentioned, a similar dynamic was at work with respect to local water quality problems that in recent years have become salient to the American public, exemplified by the case of Flint, Michigan. Local complaints were being registered frequently, and some were reported in the local press. But no network that could prompt action was formed until it was far too late. Again, numerous communities were facing a range of pollution issues. Once the salience of the Flint case was raised and more journalism in place, it became apparent to the public and policymakers that such problems were pervasive. A hole had been bridged through shared knowledge, and a phase transition had taken place. A network of recognition had been created.

Journalism and Early Detection

In both the police-involved shootings and Flint cases, journalists were inattentive early on, even as citizens took to social media to express their grievances and articulate problems. In listening better to networked
communities online, and in looking more intentionally for opportunities to connect disparate nodes in information and social networks, journalists now have enormous power—with far better insight than was possible in the predigital era—to facilitate networks of recognition that effect meaningful change in public knowledge.

Herbert J. Gans has explored how his foundational concept of multi-perspectival news—a news media more responsive to average citizens and persons outside of established power structures—might be operationalized in the era of the Internet. His original theory, articulated in 1979, called for less Washington-centric news, more bottom-up news, stories on “outputs” of policies and programs, more “representative” news on the activities of the diverse citizenry, and more “service” news on “personally relevant” stories for citizens about the activities of government agencies. As Gans concedes, implementing multiperspectivalism may be no easier now in the digital age than it was in the broadcast age. Yet better tools for listening and detecting important new perspectives are now in the hands of journalists.

As will be discussed in chapter 4, understanding the science of networks can facilitate the interpretation of patterns found in online networks, helping journalists to maintain a healthy skepticism and more carefully discern how messages are disseminated (and suppressed.) Network science is producing a wide variety of insights useful to those producing media that incorporate engagement with and information gathering on socially mediated digital platforms. For example, the study of the concept of homophily (first developed in an offline context) suggests that basic patterns characterize how like-minded individuals tend to cluster online as well. Research on what is called modular structure yields insights into how community structures and hidden common bonds might be discovered. Further, the study of algorithmic filtering can help alert journalists to how computational systems may skew or bias how citizens understand reality and how the flow of ideas may be affected. Algorithms certainly had a role to play in the lack of visibility of important issues in the online world, such as the problems of Ferguson and Flint. A trending topic in the digital media world is itself a social fact that must be grappled with; we might look to uncover whether the trending is partly explained by some kind of manipulation or algorithmic bias.

There is another point to be made about the Fergusons and Flints of the world. Once sustained attention was directed toward the issues, numerous
new videos and pieces of evidence immediately flooded media platforms and hubs. Towns and cities facing similar problems were connected together. Once the network is primed and the symbols established—in this case, both hashtags and a shared knowledge and lens for generating meaning—information has the capacity to flow more quickly and freely. The common analogy is that a match can fall in the forest, but what happens next depends on whether the ground is wet from rain or bone dry. News media help prime networks for wildfire; they create a kind of ambient readiness for the spread of messages.

Most large networks are passive, with inert links between many individuals. Shared knowledge that is relevant to all changes the properties of the collective pathways. Suddenly, the network is activated, or utilized, and information begins cascading through. Further, by telling stories that evoke interest, empathy, and common understanding, journalists might generate the human currency and language (new symbols) to bridge a “cultural hole,” a term coined by the sociologists Mark A. Pachucki and Ronald L. Breiger to explain the interplay between culture and networks. Networks are formed in a cultural context. Bridging across cultures, in all forms, is a vital function of news.

In discussing the virtues of bridging, or “connection,” Silicon Valley executives often miss the way in which news generates meaningful social contacts and group formation. “Whereas when you engage with public content,” Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg has said, “you might get informed or be entertained, but it’s not necessarily increasing social capital in the same way or building relationships between people.” This misses a subtle but crucial point. News, or quality public content, can generate conversation, which then drives more broadly shared social capital, not just individual-level capital. As Zuckerberg himself once stated, a “squirrel dying in your front yard may be more relevant to your interests right now than people dying in Africa.” Public content about, for example, “people dying in Africa” — that is, important news—is a necessary antecedent to generate meaningful social capital by stimulating broad discourse. We might normatively prefer that over the social capital generated by squirrel-related gossip among individuals.

An issue arises, and a policy is proposed. Journalists immediately look to find affected persons, members of communities whose experiences and perspectives might reflect the wider network of stakeholders. When news
is impactful, it is because of the strength of formation of this public, which becomes powerful in its mutual awareness of shared problems and interests, their depth and texture. Knowledge is the key element in its awareness; it is what bolsters and builds ties that make up publics. Knowledge not only snaps the small-world nature of societies and body politics into place, but makes the small world visible to us all.

In certain ways, these ideas about a journalism of network building fit with the well-known ideas of public journalism or civic journalism promulgated by the journalism scholar Jay Rosen, who has long advocated for much richer engagement with communities and the issues articulated by citizens.52 A movement in journalism that saw its peak in the 1990s, public or civic journalism has periodically seen renewed interest from scholars, who have called for a “second phase” in the social web era.53 In any case, a network-building model of journalism also fits with other newer, innovative ideas about news, such as Rosenstiel’s notion of seeing news as a form of collaborative intelligence.54

Dewey, writing nearly a century prior to the advent of social media, formulated ideas that powerfully explain the underlying dynamics of human communication relevant to this exploration. He observed that “symbols control sentiment and thought.” Without the proper symbols, the “public will remain shadowy and formless, seeking spasmodically for itself, but seizing and holding its shadow rather than its substance.”55 Dewey noted that new “intellectual instrumentalities” are necessary to bring about social change. For networked publics to coalesce—for information to move through ties efficiently, and for ties to grow stronger—a symbolic context must be provided. The shadowy and formless public then transitions into a state of higher order. In an age of digital networks, the symbolic environment that allows such a new order to happen can be facilitated, in part, by the practice of knowledge-driven journalism.
We should have no illusions that creating networks of recognition is easy. In many ways, the digital world is kicking up more sand in the gears, so to speak, for this kind of work. But that only means that what we might consider ethical “truth work”—what professional journalists are notionally committed to doing—is more necessary and vital.

Misinformation, false news, polarization, and general distrust make connecting communities more difficult. Algorithms and bots, or automated networks of fake accounts, can make these problems even more intractable, as they are less susceptible to human intervention. The latest scientific research continues to suggest that falsehoods and misinformation frequently beat out the truth—lies may spread faster and farther—in online networks. We see daily headlines about the latest extreme digital trend heralding the end of civilization—and the increasingly poisonous, fragmented nature of Internet culture. Bringing together disparate persons around common issues can sound downright Pollyannaish.

Yet understanding exactly how knowledge is being contested—and how communities build different “civic epistemologies,” in Jasanoff’s phrase—is a first step. In the “post-truth” era, facts still remain, but it’s easier to sidestep and circumvent them and find a like-minded interpretive community to build alternative meanings. And so facts matter—except when they don’t.

To begin, let’s take one of the more flagrant examples in the political realm in recent years. In the fall of 2017, Roy Moore was running for an open Senate seat in the state of Alabama. The firebrand former judge, a darling of the far-right, had cruised to a victory in the Alabama party primary. Despite grumblings from mainstream Republicans who preferred a more moderate candidate, Moore was expected to be elected by a comfortable
margin. Then came a set of revelations and cultural-technological dynamics that created an utterly chaotic circumstance, highlighting the power of titanic new forces at work in the country’s information ecosystem. On November 9, 2017, a *Washington Post* article alleged—in compelling, well-sourced detail—that US Senator Roy Moore had courted, groomed, groped, and assaulted numerous underage girls while serving as a thirtysomething district attorney.\(^2\) Over the following days, more women came forward; their stories were credible and unambiguous, their motivations untainted by politics. Indeed, most were lifelong Republicans.

Sex scandals in politics are nothing new. The country spent a good portion of the 1990s embroiled in battles over politicians and sex. Yet those were set-piece skirmishes, the news cycles and the battle lines somewhat plodding and predictable. The candidate might have been forced to step down immediately, were such credible allegations to emerge. Or, more likely, such revelations would be swept under the rug, stuck in the perpetual purgatory of rumor.

But context is everything. Times had changed. The social networks of the country had been, in effect, wired and tuned just right to pay maximum attention. For weeks prior to the first revelations in the Moore scandal, the issues of sexual assault, abuse, and harassment of women were at the top of the mind for large portions of the American public. A cascade of revelations emanating first from Hollywood but extending across many professional domains had exposed powerful men such as the director Harvey Weinstein, the comedian Louis C. K., and the journalist Charlie Rose for their various abuses of power. Most of these revelations were years, even decades, old. Now they were exploding into view, one after another. A kind of electric sensitivity and desire for atonement had seized the public, fueled by social media hashtags such as #MeToo, which had galvanized the victims who had endured sexual harassment and assault.\(^3\) They had bravely told their stories, by the thousands, on social media. Justice, too long deferred, had come due.

And sure enough, in the wake of the news about Roy Moore’s pursuit of teen girls, an outraged country roared into action, filling Twitter and Facebook feeds with expressions of disgust and condemnation. The candidacy of Roy Moore had been hit by hashtags. It was deluged by informational crosscurrents and cascades from several directions, ones that had primed reporters and audiences alike to be more receptive to the allegations.
The candidate, however, possessed a powerful antidote: a grasp of the new social physics of information. Moore couldn’t dismiss the women’s stories, but neither did he need to step aside. Deep and conflicting forces in American culture had created a new possibility, one nearly inconceivable in any prior chapter in history: the facts would both matter immensely and not matter at all. It was as if the laws of news and facts had gone from a Newtonian universe to the land of quantum physics, where a particle can be both positive and negative, here and there, simultaneously.

The campaign’s response to the stories revealed something new at work in the informational fabric of the nation. He immediately called the accusations a “prime example of fake news.” The framing of his denial was carefully calibrated; the words fake news were more than just a disparagement of the Washington Post reporters. They were a sharp signal and a call to arms, an appeal to a new sort of thinking, one that no longer had any respect or tolerance for, or deference to, mainstream institutions of news and information. Forces on the so-called alt-right had staked a lot on his candidacy. He was a cause for an insurgent group, despite the sitting Senate majority leader, a Republican, calling for him to step down. For these information warriors, the truth was irrelevant. But on December 12, 2017, a new topsy-turvy reality was made plain: Roy Moore was defeated in a bitter election by a Democrat, Doug Jones. Until a few weeks prior, the odds of a Democrat winning in a statewide election in Alabama, perhaps the nation’s most conservative state, had been virtually zero.

The candidacy of Roy Moore—and of Donald Trump before him—unfolded against powerful forces of change, which had been building over decades. These same forces had scrambled public understanding of all kinds of issues, both policy and scientific alike. There was a central theme: Large portions of the public had grown to distrust the national media, for a variety of reasons. Many had begun to believe that most news is simply made up, fabricated. And it was of no help, surely, that actual fake news stories—elaborate hoaxes—circulated on social media throughout the 2016 election cycle, sowing confusion about what was real and what was fake.

What can be trusted in such an environment? Are the rules of truth now utterly, irrevocably up for grabs? Has an epoch of post-truth really descended? A new physics of news appears to prevail. As it turns out, however, the public has grappled with such questions before. In fact, the
struggle has been going on, renewed with each successive wave of communications technology, for more than a century.

**Fake News and the Iceberg**

On April 14, 1912, the RMS *Titanic* collided with a massive iceberg in the North Atlantic, resulting in the deaths of more than 1,500 persons. This tragedy was a jarring event for the minds of early twentieth-century people across the Atlantic in many ways, some of which have been obscured by history. We think of it as a tale, almost allegoric in its power, about the hubris of modern engineering, the “unsinkable” ship mocked by the power and randomness of nature and the iceberg. Among other things, the sinking produced a long series of investigations that led to major changes in maritime regulation. And it certainly humbled modern society.

But lost in our collective memory and understanding of that event is how it also catalyzed the embryonic domain of telecommunications policy. More consequential than anything else that sprang from that historical event, the ship’s sinking touched off a debate about the rules that would come to define media. Among the many regulatory consequences—an outcome largely forgotten—was the Radio Act of 1912, the first wholesale attempt by the federal government to regulate broadcast spectrum.

Investigators looking into the Titanic disaster determined that more ships could have helped survivors if their radios had been turned on at all times and if they used more robust communications practices. Although that maritime policy area needed to be remedied, the act also responded in part to the unfortunate fact, spotlighted by the press, that the broadcasts of amateur radio operators may have interfered in the ship’s rescue, and citizen operators had purveyed, in the parlance of today, *fake news* of the *Titanic* being towed to shore.\(^5\) With the Radio Act broadcast, licenses were universally required, and amateurs sidelined to shortwave signals. A headline of the day run in the *New York Herald* announced, “President Moves to Stop Mob Rule of Wireless.”\(^6\) The amateurs were considered “wireless meddlers,” and public sentiment in the latter stages of the Progressive Era began favoring government control of the airwaves. Radio spectrum was to be considered something like a natural resource that needed to remain unpolluted.\(^7\)

One hundred years of conflict ensued over who could speak in the public sphere, how much power they should wield, and, most of all, the role
the government should play in determining the answers to such questions. The Radio Act of 1912 actually only gave the government the right to issue licenses. It would take fifteen more years, with the Radio Act of 1927, for the government to directly regulate radio frequency spectrum. These regulations ultimately created the groundwork for the Communications Act of 1934 and the birth of the FCC. Many factors helped contribute to government regulation of broadcasting, but the Titanic’s sinking certainly made the problem concrete and focused the early policy debate. Given that the event took place in international waters, the policy implications and subsequent debate over communications reverberated globally too.

That was a more innocent time. The answer was to stop misinformation by regulating and restructuring the transmission lines to the public. No such direct solutions are available in the twenty-first century. It would be trite overkill to portray Donald J. Trump as the ship of state ramming the proverbial iceberg, were it not the case that many Americans regard Trump’s election as the greater tragedy. Taking the longer historical view, it is still political and nautical nighttime: the fog has yet to clear, the wreckage and the potential changes wrought are as yet undetermined. There is a broad sense that something in the communications ecosystem has gone terribly wrong, the signals of the public spectrum jammed and scrambled. Notions of a post-truth environment and a digitally mediated infosphere permeated by fake news have gripped public discourse.

It’s become increasingly clear that this is no fleeting “moral panic” but a true, lasting crisis of fact and truth in the public sphere. We are also witnessing the embryonic stages of a new cycle in American communications-related politics and policy. There has been serious talk of further regulating the likes of Facebook and Google; the president himself has questioned the standing of news media outlets and even begun talking vaguely of their right to broadcast licenses. It is the beginning of a long struggle from civic, corporate, and public policy standpoints to change the digital media ecosystem that now pervades our lives.

And like the Titanic, a historical event hasn’t precipitated a public debate so much as crystallized it. Even before the world’s most famous nautical disaster, Americans had been wrestling with problems of spectrum allocation and overlapping radio frequencies. Likewise, Trump’s election made many people finally take notice of long-term media and communications trends. The election brought them to the surface.
In some ways, our apparent arrival in a post-truth environment—an era of impoverished understanding, or a “crippled epistemology,” as political scientist Russell Hardin has labeled the mental world constructed by extremists—is unexpected. Given certain trends, one would expect Americans to be better informed than ever. Citizens are, collectively speaking, better-educated, more inclusive, more connected, and more technically sophisticated than any previous generations. They have far greater access to knowledge and far greater individual capacity to express it. It is also a golden age of public scholarship, social science methods in journalism, and research-producing think tanks and organizations.

Despite this, or because of it, we find ourselves navigating the beginning of one of the greatest shifts in the realm of facts and knowledge since the Enlightenment cast its bright light over the epistemology of monks and priests. As with Gutenberg and the advent of the printing press, the digital revolution is changing fundamental structures of knowledge. It is precipitating a crisis that transcends party or ideology. The past two former US presidents, opposed in party, philosophy, and policy preference, have each articulated the idea that there is palpable change in the information ecosystem. Former president George W. Bush has said, “Our politics seem more vulnerable to conspiracy theories and outright fabrication.”

In a similar vein, former president Barack Obama has noted the dangers of fake news: “If we are not serious about facts and what’s true and what’s not—and particularly in an age of social media where so many people are getting their information in soundbites and snippets off their phones—if we can’t discriminate between serious arguments and propaganda, then we have problems.”

It’s increasingly evident that a great number of people—in America, in Europe, and across the world—cannot, in fact, discriminate between argument and propaganda and fact. What then must we do? The very first thing is to try to understand this new situation.

Social News: An Empirical Look

So what sort of news sees the highest levels of engagement on digital social networks? It’s the kind of question that immediately elicits snickers, eye rolling, and mentions of cute cats and silly listicles—not to mention fake news and misinformation. Although many of the worst assumptions have
a kernel of truth, the empirical reality is important to establish as more of the public sphere moves to online and socially mediated platforms such as Twitter and Facebook. Are we really “amusing ourselves to death” on Facebook? People now spend an enormous amount of time with social media of various kinds. That kind of sustained attention may have real effects. What people are consuming on these platforms, in other words, has the potential to shape democratic debate and public opinion. In the wake of the 2016 election, many reports and articles have dissected the ways in which social media may have played an important, even decisive, role in turning the electoral outcome.14

There is a pervasive sense that somehow social media networks are fatally compromised as conduits for civically valuable information, and that it is a natural or inherent feature of social media platforms that superficial and/or misleading content tends to prevail. This is, at root, an empirical matter, and we should test it. Can it be that social media promote behavior that overvalues the trivial? Is there something fundamental at work such that the democratization of news necessarily equates to the degradation of news?

Part of this public impression of superficiality might be accounted for by the sheer volume and velocity of news these days. News is being lumped in with tremendous volumes of other media content. Public affairs news is now appearing alongside gossip, rumor, infotainment, fake stories, and celebrity stories; news suffuses social media and is interpreted and filtered through countless visual memes and hashtags a day. The universe of “media” has grown, and a dizzying variety of media forms have converged in social media space together.

What precisely can we say about the news that is appearing in this space? The answer to this question speaks to any assertions of “inherent” qualities of social media—and indeed whether or not we might consider it even worth our time, as journalists and believers in quality public affairs news, to understand the deeper dynamics of networks.

It is certainly true that both the Obama 2012 and Trump 2016 campaigns successfully used data-driven techniques to “microtarget” potential supporters and to drive political engagement through social media. That issue of political campaign messaging, though important, is somewhat outside the scope of the analysis here; the question for our purposes is what kind of news media sees popularity and virality.15 To examine whether social networks always race to the lowest common news denominator, I
asked NewsWhip, an analytics firm that works with media companies and tracks patterns across social media, to share with me a half year of data from immediately after the election period, November 2016 to May 2017. The dataset, drawn from NewsWhip’s API, was comprised of about seven hundred thousand stories; the selection was limited to the top five hundred news publishers on the web, as scored by Alexa.com, an Amazon-owned company that ranks websites based on traffic.16

The first thing to note is the substantial amount of what would be called hard news, which has been defined as “coverage of breaking events involving top leaders, major issues, or significant disruptions in the routines of daily life”; by contrast, soft news is “typically more sensational, more personality-centered, less time-bound, more practical, and more incident-based than other news.”17 Among the top one hundred news stories on social media as measured by Facebook engagements (like, shares, and comments) in the period immediately after the 2016 US election, about two-thirds were hard news stories. When examining a larger subset of the data, the top ten thousand stories from that period, the share of hard news overall declines but remains at around 55 percent. Further, using topic-modeling analysis to evaluate the most prominent themes among the top ten thousand stories, we see immigration, healthcare, Dakota Access Pipeline, Trump, Clinton, and other hard news topics rise to the top.18

If we move away from Facebook engagement as our chief measure of social media success and instead judge by Twitter engagements, nearly all of the top one hundred stories in the half year period immediately after the election were hard news in nature, and most were from outlets such as the New York Times, the Washington Post, CNN, the Atlantic, and Bloomberg. This difference between Facebook and Twitter suggests that there is nothing inherent about social media; the kind of news that thrives is likely a function of culture and the preferences of a particular user base.

As social media analysts have pointed out, several years ago sites such as BuzzFeed and Huffington Post were the big winners and leaders on platforms such as Facebook. However, as more traditional news publishers have adopted cutting-edge techniques and built their own social media teams, there has been a “flattening out” among the leaders (the top twenty-five publishers on Facebook) and there is less of a clear hierarchy.19 For sure, viral soft news has seen a lot of success on social media over the past
decade, and fake news had its moment during the 2016 election cycle. Both content categories will continue to command attention. But those do not necessarily represent the only major trends looking forward. Facebook has also continued to refine its algorithms, favoring quality news sources. The company can do more in this regard, and as it faces more criticism and further embraces its vital information role in democratic life, one can only hope its algorithms are tweaked to favor credible, ethical sources of news.

So why is it that social media gets such a bad rap? The answer may be, to some extent, in the outliers that see wide attention and shape views of social media as a whole. In the half year after the 2016 election, the top two stories on social media were the very definition of fake and soft news: first, with 1.9 million Facebook engagements, there was “Woman Arrested for Training Squirrels to Attack Her Ex-boyfriend,” published by a dubious site called World News Daily Report; and second, with 1.25 million Facebook engagements, there was “Only People with Perfect Color Vision Can Read These Words,” from BuzzFeed. Included in the top ten were also articles from other dubious publishing sites, with headlines such as “Female Legislators Unveil ‘Male Ejaculation Bill’ Forbidding the Disposal of Unused Semen” and “Angry Woman Cuts Off Man’s Penis for Not Making Eye Contact during Sex.” This kind of juvenile, often offensive humor and attention-grabbing fiction, which circulates among millions on Facebook, undoubtedly both entertains people and fosters a certain jaundiced attitude about the entire information ecosystem. Our collective views and judgments of social media may be formed—indeed, seared—as we encounter the inane and the ridiculous. Asked about their confidence in the news they encounter on social media, hardly any US adults (4 percent) say they have a lot of trust in that news, according to the Pew Research Center.

Despite the circulation of a substantial amount of bizarre, trivial, and outright propagandistic content on online social networks, there is nothing inherent to social networks that makes them necessarily a haven for soft and fake news. Some research in this area has found that viral stories on social media tend to contain “overwhelmingly positive and awe-inspiring news,” as well as news that has elements of unexpectedness or surprise. Other research has even suggested that, for example, Twitter hashtags on politically controversial subjects are particularly persistent—their effects are sustained as people are exposed to them multiple times—and tend to
cascade through networks more easily as compared to other, lighter kinds of fare. Early adopters of many of the social networking technologies in question are generally younger, and the staffs of the companies in question skew toward the millennial generation. It is true that the algorithms used to detect and promote engaging content have been responsible for promoting false stories and stories with teasing headlines that leverage a “curiosity gap” (e.g., “9 Out Of 10 Americans Are Completely Wrong about This Mind-Blowing Fact.”). But it is also true that the user base—the public—determines the overall blend of hard and soft news by sending social signals that ripple across networks.

The empirical analysis presented here is only, of course, for one given period, and it is certainly a period inflected by heated political rhetoric and heightened attention to public affairs. What it shows, though, is that cultural shifts themselves can drive attention to hard news on social media. Hard news and public affairs content can thrive if the public is motivated and engaged by the issues. In fact, nearly 20 percent of the headlines among the top ten thousand news stories on social media from November 2016 to May 2017 mentioned the word “Trump” or variations of the same. It is not only the platforms themselves but also the citizenry using them that can drive attention.

Some of the latest empirical research is mixed on the relationship between the kind of news journalists typically supply, across all platforms, and what the public demands. It is a field that remains quite complex, and in some ways contradictory, in its collective findings. For example, in The News Gap (2013), Pablo J. Boczkowski and Eugenia Mitchelstein document the existence of a substantial divide in this respect: journalists consistently provide more hard news, such as politics and economics, than their audiences prefer. This divergence narrows during certain periods—such as elections, which make politics more salient and drive more demand—but is consistent overall. By contrast, Joseph E. Uscinski in The People’s News (2014) finds that US news production is substantially driven by audience demand, and news markets drive news content.

News organizations surely still have some role to play in stimulating demand and interest and therefore bear some responsibility for what is going on in the media ecosystem. They can do much more to ensure their civically important content is engaging, to “optimize” stories and
information for social platforms. Many news organizations, even the oldest and most venerable, are beginning to catch up in this game. Some of this is as simple as testing headlines and images and making sure the initial “hook” for potential audiences is strong, relevant, and engaging.

More than two-thirds of Americans now get some of their news through social media channels, in which news is passed along and curated by friends and acquaintances. What this signals is, in some ways, a new cycle in the history of communications and information, one that harks back to a kind of preinstitutional world where citizens would rely on sometimes underinformed, nonprofessional sources for information. Mass media still provides the vast majority of popular content, and large media institutions play an outsized role even within networks, as will be discussed in chapter 4. But there is little doubt that people’s pictures of reality are being increasingly mediated and produced through more informal sources.

In a 1925 meditation on the role of newspapers in urban environments, sociologist Robert E. Park noted how mass media supplanted the more informal systems of passing along relevant or interesting information. “The first function which a newspaper supplies is that which formerly was performed by the village gossip,” Park observed. The personage of the village gossip, so to speak, has returned through social media platforms. Instead of the web embodying the image of the “universal library”—as it was conceived of in its early years—it has turned out that the web is much more like the offline world, where much of what we learn about and encounter is socially mediated.

What might be the objective goal, then, of news media in a future of so much village gossip, with such information crosscurrents flowing? How might we even attempt to quantify success? How would a journalism that attempts to foster more overall knowledge on networks be evaluated?

One way of framing these problems is to imagine the public’s information consumption and overall mindshare as one giant pie chart. What kind of information is spreading and radiating out through networks? We might imagine a three-way split among cat viral (infotainment), catty viral (polarizing content), and civic viral (content that engages citizens in public affairs.) The proportion of cat and catty versus civic viral might be estimated at about fifty-fifty. This is roughly in keeping with news production trends dating back to the 1980s; the overall share of hard news relative to soft
news declined from 70 percent to 50 percent between the 1980s and early 2000s. In the age of online networks, the goal of journalism now might be to increase the civic viral portion of the pie.

**How Networks Are Changing Knowledge**

The Internet has already brought major changes to the structure of all forms of knowledge, which have become more distributed and networked. This has both positive and negative dimensions in terms of fostering an informed public that values facts. In exploring these changes, we might consider what these new conditions might mean for journalists.

Let’s begin with a general framework or hypothesis. In his 2011 book evocatively titled *Too Big to Know: Rethinking Knowledge Now that Facts Aren’t the Facts, Experts Are Everywhere, and the Smartest Person in the Room Is the Room*, David Weinberger observes that there has been a “thorough change in the shape of our knowledge-based institutions.” Broadly speaking, Weinberger writes, the distinguishing qualities of this new epistemological paradigm are that knowledge is increasingly “wide” (as in crowd-sourced), “boundary-free,” “populist” (or nonhierarchical), “other-credential,” and “unsettled.” He sums this up as follows: “It’s the connecting of knowledge—the networking—that is changing our oldest, most basic strategy of knowing.”

According to Weinberger, the idea of a foundational set of data and information upon which highly reduced and synthesized knowledge and wisdom rest—the famous DIKW pyramid model outlined in 1988 by organizational theorist Russell Ackoff—increasingly is no longer valid. (In the DIKW pyramid, the layers from bottom (largest) to top (smallest) are data, information, knowledge, and, at the pinnacle, wisdom.) The Internet provides a networked model, not a foundational one, for knowledge. And the net’s near-infinite capacity for networks, nesting, hyperlinking, and variable algorithmic recommendations of related information make the age-old demand for reducing what is known to its essence no longer a necessity for humans.

One can quibble over whether this is overstating the phenomenon, but it furnishes a useful framework with which to analyze current and future trends. For sure, the intellectual world is not flat across every domain. Work by a number of scholars, such as Andrew Chadwick and James Webster, suggests a “hybrid” or “overlapping” set of cultural and media ecosystems, in
which powerful gatekeeping institutions still play a strong role even as news becomes more collaborative and information more democratized. Further, networks can have their own hierarchies, as David Grewal has pointed out. (This is a point I will explore much further in the context of network science, in chapter 4.) These are, in any case, relatively early days for the Internet. This landscape is likely to evolve in the direction Weinberger suggests, given the dramatically lowered costs of publishing on the web.

It is useful here to return to Jasanoff’s idea of civic epistemologies. The way that publics come to know complex phenomena—think climate change, health care, cybersecurity—cannot be explained by “the sum total of a population’s understanding of a few isolated scientific facts.” Rather, there are always deeper knowledge-ways, forms of “collective knowing” and shared approaches to sense-making that guide public knowledge. Jasanoff’s idea is that these forms of knowing are very deeply embedded in cultures, and experts and laypersons alike are bound up in them. All of this is true, irrespective of ICTs or the web. Yet what digital networks may allow for is a proliferation of such civic epistemologies, as large groups are able to organize knowledge-ways that stand as alternatives to culturally dominant belief structures.

The main idea to consider is that knowledge may look increasingly flat and unfinished in many domains—and it is being updated constantly. This is a function of what the technologist Nicco Mele has called a general condition of “radical connectivity.” ICTs allow for the widening of knowledge outward, on every conceivable subject. What was once a societal demand and tendency toward hierarchy and reduction has become more about process, about endless iteration. Mass media no longer control what is deemed valid or valuable. What does this mean in practice? Do particular facts matter anymore, or is it just one big conversation, everyone with her own perspective? Facts, I hope, do still matter—but the ever-expanding digital world allows for infinitely more context and new forms of knowing. Let’s investigate what this looks like, the good and the bad, and look squarely at the emerging reality that we face.

Popular Delusions and Social Facts

When historians look back on our post-truth era, it is likely that one particular fact may be seen as the very emblem, the synecdoche, of all the shifts
in the ground floor of news and information: the fact that President Barack Obama was born in Hawaii, but sizable portions of the public continued to believe he was born outside the United States. No amount of fact-checking by the press, nor the release of his actual birth certificate by Obama himself, could quell the so-called birther rebellion against what was, indisputably, an established fact. Time and again, just as the lie was about to die, the rumor that Obama was born on foreign soil, thus making him ineligible to be president, was kept alive by websites and the digital ecosystem as a whole. The real birth certificate was endlessly dissected online and declared a hoax; hoax Kenyan birth certificates were circulated; elaborate conspiracies threaded their way through millions of social networks. On one level, this was a case of partisan forces pushing a lie—not new in political history—but digital networks now give this kind of social fact unprecedented scale, speed, and persistence.

It seemed a silly distraction at some moments. But the birther issue, it should be remembered, also propelled Donald Trump back into the national spotlight, giving him an initial foothold in the roiling Republican debate about how to take back the White House from the Democrats. In a weird way, the manufactured birth certificate controversy was both utterly trivial and totally consequential, insofar as it motivated and consolidated deep societal forces that surely were inspired in part by xenophobia and that surfaced in the 2016 election.

Polls taken as late as 2016 showed that perhaps 40 percent of all Republicans still doubted President Obama was born in America. Further, polls that differentiated between lower-knowledge persons and higher-knowledge Republicans (established by pollsters through asking basic civic questions such as how long a senator’s term is) showed that more politically knowledgeable persons were no less likely to believe the conspiracy. “A greater factual understanding of the political system does not diminish Republicans’ doubts about Obama’s birthplace,” stated an NBC News report on its polling findings. “The fact that more Republicans currently think that the president was not born in the U.S. and that this belief does not depend on how knowledgeable they are about politics is surprising. The country may be divided about both facts and opinions.” It is at this point we have to ask what was really going on. Was the denial of President Obama’s origins just racism, or some sort of coded protest vote? The reality is difficult to assess, but we might look to history for perspective.
History is replete with instances of mass hysteria over falsehoods, rumors, and illusions. The canonical example is the Salem witch trials, but the phenomenon repeats itself in nearly every age, across global societies. A book published in 1841, *Memoirs of Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds*, by Charles Mackay, details the extraordinary range of sheer folly that humanity has engaged in, including belief in the supernatural, magic, pseudoscience, and overheated rumors of every kind about some matter of economics and politics. As Mackay notes, “We find that whole communities suddenly fix their minds upon one object, and go mad in its pursuit; that millions of people become simultaneously impressed with one delusion, and run after it, till their attention is caught by some new folly more captivating than the first ... Men, it has been well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in herds, while they only recover their senses slowly, and one by one.” The herd instinct—the madness of crowds, in other words—is well established as a phenomenon. The Obama birth certificate issue is just one recent example.

Social scientists have been examining the phenomena of what is sometimes called *motivated reasoning* or *biased assimilation*. Humans filter facts through worldviews, belief systems, and the social communities that support these systems. It is by now a well-documented pattern, going back many decades in the field of social psychology, that social cues and social pressures even from strangers exert a powerful effect on individuals’ judgments. Moreover, accepting new facts and beliefs can threaten one’s group affiliation. Faced with (1) accepting the fact that climate change is being driven by humans and enduring ostracism from friends who believe the contrary or (2) denying the fact of climate change and maintaining group identity, humans will often prefer the latter: to keep their community and say to hell with the facts. Further, once individuals identify someone as sharing the same political worldview, they will tend to trust that person on a wide variety of topics beyond politics. (This is called an *epistemic spillover*).

People will often choose to reinforce their connections to others with whom they share a worldview, rather than risk breaking those connections. What is particularly intractable, and somewhat frustrating, about this problem is that education and knowledge levels seem to have little effect. In fact, better educated individuals sometimes exhibit even greater resistance to scientific facts; on an issue such as climate change, there remains a great divide among educated individuals. Indeed, the evidence is that most
people who believe in conspiracy theories are far from crazy; they are often quite rational, with a broad command of relevant facts, but they have surrounded themselves in a network of like-minded persons who reinforce their beliefs.44

Conspiracy theories can, under certain conditions, lead to extremism and fanaticism, which Hardin notes is inherently a “sociological and not merely a psychological matter.”45 Fanaticism grows when “constrained belief systems” isolate a given group; this can happen “any way that cripples knowledge of the groups’ members,” although it typically involves a small leadership cohort that enforces discipline and cohesion.46

In any case, if popular delusions and stubbornness about conspiracies are eternal phenomena, what has changed for us, now, in this current time and place? For one, ICTs allow for cascading behavior—mass peer-to-peer sharing—of conspiracies and half-truths much more quickly. These have been called availability cascades, whereby “expressed perceptions trigger chains of individual responses that make these perceptions appear increasingly plausible through their rising availability in public discourse.”47 Rather than rumors quietly passing from village to village—as they would have in Mackay’s nineteenth century—the spread of such cascading phenomena is now utterly visible in real time on social media, creating its own kind of reality and producing feedback loops that provide fuel for conspiracies.

Hashtags related to the birther conspiracy became hard to ignore once they reached the hundreds of thousands or millions of persons who seemed to be paying attention to or reinforcing the idea or belief. Once many persons claim to “know” something by retweeting or liking it, that “vote” on digital platforms itself becomes a fact. Innumerable news stories about the Obama birth certificate conspiracy were based on just that: they were marveling, quizzically, over the very existence of such widespread belief. Social media provide a kind of constant stream of quasi-public opinion data, even if a given self-selected group believing a conspiracy is often wildly at odds with what majorities believe.

A further iteration of this centuries-old problem is the capacity of the web to allow group formation among geographically disparate persons into communities that exhibit epistemic closure—hard-core communities of corrupted epistemology that tend toward extremism. Such communities, as Kate Starbird notes, are not entirely cut off from news media and fact-checking efforts, but they tend to use media denials as further fuel. To
media corrections, they say: “See, the media must be trying to suppress the truth.” Starbird’s research suggests whole ecosystems of websites frequently sprout around, for example, breaking news events. These conspiratorial sites replicate similar content, giving the impression of diverse sources documenting the same (bogus) information, such as that the government staged a given school shooting. These “alternative media domains may be acting as a breeding ground for the transmission of conspiratorial ideas.”

It remains unclear how much professional journalism should respond directly to deliberate misinformation. Take, for example, a rather trivial example, but one that exemplifies the kind of item that spreads almost every hour across social media. On February 22, 2018, a rumor began spreading that First Lady Melania Trump had hired an exorcist to perform a ceremony at the White House. The message got virtually no attention until PolitiFact, which has won a Pulitzer Prize, decided to debunk the rumor. “NEW: No, Melania Trump didn’t hire an exorcist to cleanse the White House of previous administration’s demons,” PolitiFact’s Twitter account announced. It was at that point that discussion began to kick into gear on social media. The silly rumor didn’t ultimately go very far, relatively speaking. But according to an analysis by TwitterTrails, a project run by Wellesley College computer scientist P. Takis Metaxas, it was PolitiFact’s intervention that gave the rumor whatever viral lift it had.

Media repetition can give fuel to conspiracies and even backfire, sometimes confusing the public, whose memory of the corrected record and actual facts can fade quickly. The journalism and communication scholar Lucas Graves has documented the tensions implicit in the fact-checking movement itself. Professional fact-checkers sometimes try to assert strong authority even when issues may have interpretive nuance or reasonable ambiguity, and decisions to select and fact-check certain claims, and not others, may be fraught with journalistic value judgment. This may be overcome to some degree by being transparent about uncertainty and nuance. Using ratings scales to indicate degrees of truth may make corrections more effective in some cases. In any case, fact-checking remains a noble and necessary undertaking, but it is insufficient to solve larger problems that stem from group polarization and availability cascades.

Finally, relevant to the concept of social facts is a psychological mechanism that social scientists have labeled asymmetric updating. This theory predicts that good news and bad news on issues, even objectively and
dispassionately delivered news, will cause entirely different effects based on news consumers’ prior beliefs or antecedent convictions.\textsuperscript{53} Asymmetric updating means that an accurate, objective news article—for example, one exploring a study that shows climate change either slowing or accelerating—may not do what is intended. The very antidote to polarization and bias that is traditionally promoted—better, more accurate, more balanced news that could anchor reasoned debate and the public sphere—may produce the very opposite of the desired result.

There is indeed a long series of research findings going back decades that would lend support to this kind of phenomenon: that balanced news might increasingly produce “unbalanced” views.\textsuperscript{54} The social science literature on belief formation has a number of related theories, including biased assimilation and motivated reasoning.\textsuperscript{55} The general phenomenon of people interpreting and selecting facts differently based on the same body of evidence and updating their beliefs accordingly is well established.

Research continues to find that exposure to Internet news can lead to increases in polarization, although these effects may be somewhat modest in the short term (what most experiments can measure).\textsuperscript{56} This is true despite the fact that some recent empirical findings suggest that it is the group least connected to social media and web-based media that has shown the greatest degree of polarization.\textsuperscript{57} A reasonable hypothesis is that as more of the news population is polarized through partisan media and builds up beliefs, or “priors,” on a range of issues, this affects how consumers regard professionally produced news.

**Representing Networked Knowledge**

To the traditional, canonical notion of “knowledge”—systematic information that can be validated in a scientific sense, independent of individual or group judgments—we are fast adding the parallel domain of knowledge of social facts. Again, these are the visible body of mass reactions to, perspectives on, and behaviors regarding any given fact, event, or phenomenon. Through social media platforms, our visibility into the beliefs of the crowd itself is producing another category of relevant empirical knowledge. Yes, it is an objective fact that Obama was born in the United States. Still, it is an objective fact that large numbers of people believe (or believed) he was not. This is the dilemma and paradox now faced by all institutions that
claim authority over knowledge, news outlets especially. To ignore the mass delusions and deliberate, partisan falsehoods of the online world is in some ways to ignore the facts—the social facts.

To formulate a model that might help us see these changes more clearly, we might come back to Weinberger’s idea that knowledge is increasingly networked (see figure 3.1). We might see these changes as representing a shift from knowledge conceived as a small-world network—highly connected nodes, built around conventional credentials of authority—to a very large, “scale-free” network, with heterogeneous nodes and several highly connected hubs that stabilize the structure at large. In this sense, a node is some sort of authoritative source, bit of knowledge, or perspective that is valued by others in the network, as represented by mentions, retweets, hyperlinks, or other connections.58

In this shift from a hierarchical to a flat (populist, networked) representation of knowledge, what has really happened is that the knowledge (universe of nodes) itself has not really changed. What has changed is the structure and organization of that knowledge (again, of the nodes). Specifically, this has happened via destabilization caused by disruptors, such as social media or technology in general. Whereas the structure was initially a small-world network, what we now have is a very large, very sparse network that behaves seemingly randomly in its spontaneous reorganization.

**Figure 3.1**
How social media and ICTs change knowledge structures.
Source: Steven Braun and John Wihbey.
whenever something (e.g., a viral tweet) disrupts or destabilizes it. Of course, that very large, very sparse network has always been there, and what has changed is not the network itself. The threshold of detectability of its nodes (i.e., the infinite nodes of information and knowledge that would ordinarily be discredited by figures of conventional authority, in a hierarchical representation of knowledge) has been lowered. Put another way, the resolution at which those disruptors operate has radically increased.

We might call this lowering the *threshold of resolvability*. In this case, *resolvability* refers to the ability of the network to be broken down into constituent parts. It also refers to detectability: more nodes are visible because they are now detectable in a way that they were not before. Specifically, social media make more nodes visible simply by way of giving them a platform to be heard and disseminated outwards. (The term *resolvability* is borrowed from the natural sciences.) ICTs and social media lower the threshold of visibility and detectability, or *resolution*. It’s like working with a microscope: without the microscope, only the largest growths on a cell plate are visible, but with the microscope, so much more comes into view, and the view becomes flattened in the process.

Social facts, with their accompanying attention signals, make visibility into disparate network nodes, clusters, and knowledge communities much easier. Algorithms, picking up on the data of social facts, can help drive this visibility into the corners of a scale-free world. Within social online communities, certain civic epistemologies, or pathways to knowing and validation, can help lower the threshold of resolvability. If one’s social group is predisposed to doubt the need for vaccines or to address climate change, for example, it becomes ever easier to find more information that confirms one’s biases.

This model of resolvability represents a rather general claim about the evolving state of knowledge in the world. Its validity and explanatory power will vary across domains, with a wide spectrum of effects. Obviously, issues of policy and values are susceptible to vast proliferation of social fact creation, of communities that together interpret facts in novel ways. Yet science, too, can be subject to the same forces. The issues of vaccines and climate change may continue to see substantially splintered networks with their own civic epistemologies. Institutions that produce knowledge will continue to interact with individuals and groups in dynamic and
unpredictable ways, sometimes anchoring communities more in empirical fact while failing to do so at others.

**Strains of Information Disease**

So what do all of these trends, both cultural and technological, portend for the future of public knowledge and its structure?

It is not just the specter of misinformation that haunts our moment and creates anxiety: it is also, paradoxically, the very presence of abundant and free information. In the hurricane gale of noise online, there is a sense that the truth doesn’t stand a chance. Technology and legal scholar Tim Wu has suggested that the First Amendment may be obsolete, but not for the reasons we might think. He notes that “if it was once hard to speak, it is now hard to be heard. Stated differently, it is no longer speech or information that is scarce, but the attention of listeners.”

Digital technologies are accelerating the war for attention; paired with algorithmic targeting techniques, these communications technologies can contribute to echo chambers and social fragmentation. The possibility of constructing “shared realities” for citizens to have deliberative discourse over issues of substance, with a modicum of shared facts and values, therefore becomes less likely. There is an interrelated and inexorable trend that compounds the problem of fragmentation: personalization. In one respect, the personalization of news and information media products has the potential to better serve individuals’ specific needs and tastes. But personalization—which is fast becoming the watchword of our age, from medicine to education to entertainment—also potentially erodes the time-honored concept of a public sphere.

Legal scholar Cass Sunstein, who has been sounding the alarm about this issue for nearly two decades now, asserts that a “fully personalized speech market, consisting of countless niches, would make self-government less workable.” A world of radical information choice can theoretically jeopardize the material necessary for democratic consensus. “In important ways, it would reduce, not increase freedom for individuals involved,” Sunstein writes. “It would create a high degree of social fragmentation. It would spread falsehoods, some of them dangerous. It would make mutual understanding far more difficult among individuals and groups.”
Yet the problem is not just fragmentation itself, but the lack of accountability that data-driven microtargeting of media and messages affords. The various specters of fake news, false news, misinformation, and propaganda—of rumor, gossip, half-truth—have always been present in human societies. The difference now is that manipulation may be hidden almost entirely from public view and scrutiny, as illustrated by the Russian-backed propaganda efforts through the Facebook platform during the 2016 US presidential election. Such capabilities radically reduce the ability of reporters to play their traditional watchdog role. “In a world of micro-targeted messaging, it is difficult for reporters and scholars to know who is saying what to whom, where and with what effect,” political scientist Kathleen Hall Jamieson notes. “In the absence of such information, journalists’ ability to hold sources accountable is even more circumscribed than when pseudonymous groups broadcast their messages in places open to public view.” In the marketplace of ideas, more sunlight and more speech are the traditional antidotes to corrupt interests and “bad speech” in a democracy. Yet countervailing speech and transparency do not have the same power in the face of such new media technologies.

The general information disease that has been called fake news in some ways distracts from a deeper structural pattern: the decline in public trust in institutions across many domains. The disease of distrust is particularly acute when the public is asked about news media. Ill-intentioned actors make this problem worse. Jeff Jarvis comments, “Fake news’ is merely a symptom of greater social ills. Our real problems: trust and manipulation.” There will be no easy solution to these intertwined issues, particularly in a time of media choice and fragmentation. When asked about whether they trust the news outlets they follow, members of the public still generally say yes, particularly if the news outlet (e.g., MSNBC or Fox News) conforms to their political ideology. It's the stuff they don't follow—and assume is rubbish—that they distrust implicitly; and these attitudes produce declining evaluations for news media in general.

**Virtues of Knowledge Decentralization**

So far our story about knowledge has not been a happy one. It seems that digitally networked platforms only stand to accelerate the worst in human nature, to make visible an ugliness and an irrationality that has always been
with us but was, until the recent past, somewhat moderated by authorities and anchoring institutions such as governments, courts, universities, libraries, and expert communities that could arbitrate on questions of science and knowledge.

Yet decentralization and its defects are highly context-dependent. It is worth remembering that perhaps the most influential early argument for a decentralized, nonhierarchical system of knowledge came not in radical form, but sprang from the mind of Nobel laureate Friedrich Hayek, an economist and philosopher whose book *The Road to Serfdom* (1944) stands as one of the classic arguments against both fascism and socialism—and state central planning of any kind. In a paper titled “The Use of Knowledge in Society,” published just after his classic book appeared, Hayek noted that no centralized system of economics can beat, in a sense, the wisdom of the crowd. The real knowledge about notions of value and preferences for prices are radically dispersed across a society; the free-market price system of capitalism solves this problem of efficiently aggregating dispersed knowledge better than any centralized system that fixes prices.

Hayek, importantly, did not think that all forms of knowledge are better off sourced from the crowd. “It may be admitted that,” he writes, “so far as scientific knowledge is concerned, a body of suitably chosen experts may be in the best position to command all the best knowledge available—though this is of course merely shifting the difficulty to the problem of selecting the experts.” But there are classes of problems and domains that stand outside of the realm of formal testing and expert methods. Hayek notes that a “little reflection will show that there is beyond question a body of very important but unorganized knowledge which cannot possibly be called scientific in the sense of knowledge of general rules: the knowledge of the particular circumstances of time and place.” Knowledge of social, geographic, and lived reality is something that must be harvested from distributed sources to discern a pattern. The crowd is not always wise individually, or smart even in its majority expression, but its inputs are essential on some questions. Jimmy Wales, who founded Wikipedia, has said that Hayek’s ideas helped influence his vision for a collaborative, online encyclopedia.

Information systems that are decentralized do jobs that are important, jobs that pure science and expert systems cannot do well. Further, there is an emerging idea in social science that should give us pause before we disparage the social world too much as a source of knowledge. As Steven
Sloman and Philip Fernbach explain in their 2017 book *The Knowledge Illusion: Why We Never Think Alone*, the majority of what we think we know is not stored in our heads. In fact, humans retain shockingly little detail about anything. The failure to recognize this deficit leads to all sorts of bad outcomes, such as overconfidence in ourselves and a failure to realize how much others affect our reasoning. But knowledge acquisition and production are an inherently social act. We all live in a “community of knowledge,” relying on fellow human beings for almost everything we need to do. Sloman and Fernbach note, “Individual intelligence is overrated. … We learn best when we’re thinking with others.” Their point is that we should neither credulously believe what our communities tell us nor take for granted what credentialed experts say. What we should do is more judiciously choose the communities we affiliate with.

Although the dark side of the Internet is its acceleration of misinformation and antisocial behavior, the other side of networked technology is that it creates the possibility for increasing collaboration to answer shared questions. “The power of crowdsourcing and the promise of collaborative platforms suggest that the place to look for real superintelligence is not in a futuristic machine that can outsmart human beings,” Sloman and Fernbach observe. “The superintelligence that is changing the world is in the community of knowledge.” Technology, then, provides for both greater efficiency in the aggregation of lived experience, as Hayek notes, and greater capacity to build large groups that can solve problems.

The dream of using technologies in this more prosocial and proknowledge way—as what are sometimes now called *knowledge networks*—goes back a long time. Some fifty years ago, the visionary technologist and psychologist J. C. R. Licklider, a key figure in the Internet’s early development, laid out a remarkably prescient (and optimistic) blueprint for building communities of knowledge—for the application and advancement of knowledge—in a book called *Libraries of the Future*. In it, he presented a vision for “procognitive systems” whereby the thoughts of people, as well as formal knowledge from printed texts, could be organized and brought to bear to help work on questions. This “fund of knowledge,” as he called it, could be called upon conceptually, across disciplines, based on semantics and meaning, not just tagged information retrieval as in traditional library science. Humans and machines could work together toward knowledge development. The date that Licklider fixed on for the development of such a technological system was the year 2000.
Licklider’s vision was conceived in the “heady optimism of artificial intelligence at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and surroundings in the early 1960s.”71 Now that the sort of natural language processing and semantic, topic-oriented computational capacity is here with us in the twenty-first century, we are closer, at least technologically, to achieving this more positive vision of an online social community. His book’s final, speculative chapter, “An Approach to Computer Processing of Natural Language,” stood as a largely unrealized dream for half a century.72 Now it is here. Whether or not such technological tools are realized for such grand purposes, however, remains to be seen.

A Nation of Googlers

The availability of knowledge through the click of a button has also begun changing how individuals evaluate credibility and authority. This is an area that requires more study, but certain patterns are emerging. Alison Head of Project Information Literacy has taken surveys with thousands of college students in recent years and concluded that in terms of the bar for credible sources, there is a dramatic drop in expectations from truth to consensus among college-educated youth.73 This is not wholly negative; students are using social communities online to help point them in the right direction. Students report being guided as much by blog comments and social media conversation threads as any traditional markers of authority.74 They are looking for the “wiki voice,” the back-and-forth, colloquial threads that seem to cascade along forever on interesting topics. It’s the human Greek chorus, which, at its best, represents others helping others—what Head has called the concept of “shared utility.”75

In terms of knowledge access, our new world relies tremendously on search engine algorithms to deliver the most useful and credible sites (not just the most popular or entertaining) on the first results page. Yet the algorithms themselves are not always well designed to do this. Further, there are substantial changes in terms of how deep many people will go in trying to track down the best possible version of knowledge. In our post-truth world, the evaluation of knowledge may have become a more perfunctory process facilitated by the ease of the one-search interface. Many of us, not just students, have become a nation of Google searchers looking for quick matches of facts and figures, rather than interrogating the credibility of the information we find online and reflecting on how it informs our thoughts,
beliefs, and opinions. Knowledge has become networked, and this has had consequences for how we interact with knowledge.

Yet it is worth thinking about networks of peer-produced knowledge—blogs, social media communities, and so on—as more than just a rabble of amateur noise. They may be seen as a hybrid adaptation to technology in an increasingly complex world. Here’s one way of thinking of this revolution: we are seeing the blossoming of new kinds of organic or biological systems, or “knowledge ecologies,” as Bill Cope and Mary Kalantzis call them. “More knowledge is being produced in the networked interstices of the social web, where knowing amateurs mix with academic professionals, in many places without distinction of rank,” they note.76

Yochai Benkler points out that the “networked public sphere” has developed useful features of accreditation and filtering “without re-creating the power of mass media.” We should be reminded that, in a different kind of way, knowledge and claims about the world do have a system of checks and balances, at least in some web-based communities. Benkler outlines ideal systems as a multilayered process of commenting and claim-vetting: “‘Local’ clusters—communities of interest—can provide initial vetting and ‘peer-review-like’ qualities to individual contributions made within an interest cluster. Observations that are seen as significant within a community of interest make their way to the relatively visible sites in that cluster, from where they become visible to people in larger (‘regional’) clusters. This continues until an observation makes its way to the ‘superstar’ sites that hundreds of thousands of people might read and use.”77 This is not the same as academic peer review, obviously, but it may be better in many cases than the review process through which a news organization evaluates information, in which only a general assignment reporter and editor may be involved.

**Media Framing and Public Knowledge**

As we pay more attention to instances of misinformation circulating online—and of sometimes strange and wild social facts bubbling to the surface—we begin to see them everywhere, every day. How troubled should we be? Yes, a doctored image of a natural disaster, a fake Twitter post, or a bogus name attached to a mass shooting can all serve to unsettle the public, making it incrementally harder to discern fact from fiction. Social media companies and search engines can make this worse by allowing algorithmic
systems to feature such content prominently. User-generated content is hard to verify; journalists sometimes make it worse by rebroadcasting such content.

Yet, as mentioned, we should acknowledge that hoaxes, conspiracies, and fake news have always been with us and always will be. Just look at the magazine rack in the checkout line at the grocery store. As lamentable as fake news and deliberate falsehoods are, to obsess over them misses massively more consequential phenomena.

When historians look back, what will be the most consequential media-public information disasters of our time? The mass incarceration crisis in the United States and the country’s failure to address climate change are two prime candidates, for sure. Both are the product of erroneous cultural narratives, not particular pieces of doctored or falsified content. Neither has much to do with fake news, conspiracies, or hoaxes. Both also have to do with misguided forms of what social scientists call “framing,” or the kinds of words, images, and context that journalists choose that then serve to produce certain kinds of meaning and narratives in the minds of the public. Media framing has been defined as a “central organizing idea or story line that provides meaning to an unfolding strip of events.” This should remain the area of central concern in our media environment, as the effects can be long-lasting.

There is a growing awareness that the phenomenon of mass incarceration constitutes a moral crisis in the United States. More than two million persons are now imprisoned, many of them racial minorities who became involved in the prison system at a young age. Liberals and conservatives alike have increasingly acknowledged this as a catastrophic error in public policy. There is a fairly good case that a media-driven feedback loop, beginning in the 1980s, helped produce this situation. News media sensationalized violent crime through the early 1990s, fueling public fear and providing a distorted picture of risk for society. New laws were passed mandating draconian sentences. With the amount of crime-related coverage roughly tripling between 1992 and 1994 alone, there is little wonder that politicians were clamoring to pass new laws. Time magazine’s cover story in 1994 said it all: “Lock ’Em Up and Throw Away the Key: Outrage over Crime Has America Talking Tough.”

It is noteworthy that “America” was reacting to “outrage,” to a perception, not to data or reality itself. Remarkably, new laws and tough attitudes
came about even as the rate of violent crime was already dropping overall. Society’s approach to crime backfired because, in part, news media coverage was disconnected from knowledge. The policy consequences were devastating. Further, new research is beginning to show that what journalists should have been covering more of was right in front of their noses—innovative community policing approaches, often rooted in new nonprofits and citizen groups. These were the real solutions, lowering crime and keeping young persons out of prison. Citizens taking action had a big effect where there were problems.\textsuperscript{81} These approaches were seldom covered; news media instead opted for lurid headlines and salacious images. Had more networks of recognition been facilitated, perhaps the outcomes would have been different. Now we live with the wreckage, and communities of color continue to see profound effects.\textsuperscript{82}

Despite the many public lamentations now of the sequence of events that led to the mass incarceration crisis, one central underlying driver—exaggerated and distorted news attention—remains constant. A study conducted from 1998 to 2002 of 2,400 local television newscasts, randomly sampled across markets, found that 24 percent of stories were crime-related, and 61 percent of newscasts led with crime, disaster, or accident stories. A 2005 study found that this “it bleeds, it leads” or “hook and hold” strategy in local television was accelerating, with 77 percent of all first newscast stories relating to crime, disaster, or accidents.\textsuperscript{83}

This pattern seems to be continuing. As part of our ongoing Reinventing Local TV project at Northeastern University, we recently coded 1,061 stories from the leading stations in each of the top fifteen markets across the country (according to available ratings data in early 2017).\textsuperscript{84} In this week’s worth of newscasts, we found that 28 percent of stories were crime-related. Many of these stories featured racial minorities who are frequently overrepresented, even accounting for their higher representation in urban areas (where the large TV markets are), in news about crime, despite slight improvements by news channels in recent years.\textsuperscript{85}

The second great news-driven crisis we might identify is the American public’s response to the problem of climate change, which has been underwhelming at best. The United States is now the only country in the United Nations to oppose the Paris Agreement to limit greenhouse gas emissions. How did such a bizarre situation arise? Again, no conspiracy or hoax or bit of fake photography alone produced this situation. Rather, news media
over many years generated a narrative suggesting that the reality of man-made climate change was plagued by uncertainty. Deniers, skeptics, and energy-industry-backed “merchants of doubt,” as Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway memorably labeled them, were given the megaphone by mainstream outlets. Only when it became too late did professional news outlets begin to move away from the framing model of *false balance*, or giving equal weight to both sides despite the scientific consensus.

As much as bits and pieces of misinformation circulating on social media may have impacts here or there, nothing will continue to matter as much as large media outlets “getting it right,” so to speak, and establishing public framings and narratives that are informed by knowledge. A doctored picture of a shark swimming down a flooded street has virtually no policy implications; nor does almost any rumor or piece of information online, until it is picked up and legitimized by a large media organization. What matters is that the narrative-shaping institutions do a better job, following the data while also being aware that statistics often leave out emerging patterns and new information. Fake news is not a red herring, but we need to both fight fake news and improve “real” news.

The psychologist Jerome Bruner argues that humans organize their experiences and construct their model of reality primarily in the form of narrative. Narratives are a “version of reality whose acceptability is governed by convention and ‘narrative necessity’ rather than by empirical verification and logical requiredness.” Narratives are the way the public comes to knowledge. In a digital society like ours, the conventions and symbols that constitute stories, which allow the public to fit in selected experiences, are substantially facilitated by news media.

The engineers of Facebook and Google and teams of fact-checkers playing whack-a-mole with fake news items can only do so much. We should pay careful attention to factors that may have a more consequential role in shaping public understanding. Even in a chaotic, social-media-driven world, the direction and quality of real news matters. The next societal blunders on par with the mass incarceration and the climate change inaction crises are most likely to be produced, or substantially abetted, by journalists, not fake news purveyors. Journalists can substantially help shape the narratives and frames that develop within networks, even if they cannot control the precise outcome.
So knowledge is now distributed, sewn in a million places in digital space. The crowd and the “library”—the repository of knowledge as produced by traditional institutions—coexist as competitive partners across many topics. Facts produced by authoritative sources and social facts intermingle, creating a complex web through which members of the public must interpret the world. Journalists must therefore become more expert both in gathering information from the pulsating digital networks that now compose our public sphere and in understanding the technical dynamics that characterize the flow of information in networks. This chapter takes a deep dive into both the history and science of networks.

With society’s “network turn” has also come a whole apparatus of understanding. From web analytics to network science, practitioners and researchers have developed many new data tools and theories. There is a revolution afoot. One might be faintly reminded of the parallel revolution in economics and finance that took place over the past few decades, as behavioral psychology and the insights of seminal theorists such as Herbert Simon, Daniel Kahneman, and Amos Tversky changed the way the economics discipline thought about the world. Behavioral insights fundamentally disrupted classical models of economics. By harvesting insights from parallel social sciences, economics was able to grapple with the often “predictably irrational” behaviors of human beings—and to grasp reality with greater subtlety and complexity.

For media and communications, such an intellectual revolution is necessary to grapple with a new reality. Increasingly, to understand media effects we must look at networks. Broadcast diffusion, a one-to-many hierarchical pattern, characterized media of the twentieth century. Now we must examine a many-to-many pattern—a networked pattern. This network turn in
understanding has already begun. Researchers note that social network theory has become a gold mine in the social sciences.¹

One of the truly astonishing findings by researchers over the past two decades has been that the structure of networks across multiple domains—from cell biology to protein interactions to the World Wide Web and social media—have similar features, or a common typology.² As we will discuss, some of the typical features of these structures help make the behavior of networks more predictable, both in terms of the flow of information and the overall growth patterns of networks. Knowing these typologies can facilitate the work of fostering networks of recognition, as well as understanding the patterns of social facts.

Certain fairly predictable patterns characterize the development of networks. Many are “undemocratic” in character, so to speak, in terms of structure. This includes the near-universal phenomenon of what is called preferential attachment, wherein nodes that have even small advantages or greater attention at the beginning soon become enormous hubs and achieve centrality within the network. This “rich get richer” pattern—also called the “Matthew effect” by the sociologist Robert Merton (in a reference to the New Testament parable of the talents)—does not characterize every network, of course.³ But the structure of networks rarely looks random, with edges between nodes distributed fairly smoothly and predictably. Networks tend to look like the World Wide Web itself, with a few behemoth sites, such as Amazon or Facebook, and many hundreds of millions of sites that see few links or visitors. This is the same pattern that characterizes content shared online: a few big successes alongside many pieces of content hardly viewed at all.

For journalists, it is well worth getting to know some of the typical patterns and typologies observed in digital networks. The Pew Research Center’s Lee Rainie, in collaboration with social scientists Itai Himelboim, Marc Smith, and Ben Shneiderman, has usefully articulated six archetypal patterns, or typologies, that constitute most discussions on Twitter:⁴

1. Polarized crowds, which are sharply divided networks and typically manifest themselves in political controversies
2. In-groups or tight crowds, which are unified groups centered on professional topics, hobby groups, and the like
3. Brand-oriented clusters, or fragmented networks in which many relatively isolated persons talk in small circles about popular products, celebrities, or popular culture
4. *Community clusters*, in which a single topic may be discussed from the varying points of view of different groups
5. *Broadcast networks*, in which a central node such as a large media organization sends out a message or story that then cascades outward
6. *Support networks*, which show large-scale interaction between service providers such as businesses or the government and members of the general public who have concerns, complaints, or feedback

Each of these six typologies can be distinguished from one another by the relative density of the network, or how clustered the nodes are, the degree of division and fragmentation, and the direction of the edges—whether there is conversation going back and forth. Knowing these archetypes and being able to spot and analyze them begins to demystify the world of networks (see figure 4.1).

Yet there is a further reason that journalists should be keen to understand the typologies of networks at least conceptually. Journalists are almost always looking for trends. There is a spate of shootings; people are getting sick from poor sanitation in restaurants; real estate values are booming. Apparent trends are almost always the “news hooks” that justify coverage.
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*Figure 4.1*
Six kinds of Twitter social media networks.
*Source: Pew Research Center/Marc Smith.*
But in the online world, appearances are not always reality. Many “trending topics” are manufactured. Through marketing campaigns and manipulation, small groups can make their issues and their arguments appear much larger and better supported. Using bots, computer programs that spawn automated accounts, misinformation can be promoted in clever and often hidden ways.

Journalists cannot detect all forms of manipulation, but they can get better at not being fooled. Marc Smith, one of the authors of the Pew study and director of the Social Media Research Foundation, says that journalists could benefit from learning how to analyze networks. The visualization software he works with, NodeXL, is one popular application for network visualization. He sees this type of network visualization and analysis as equivalent to taking a “picture” of a given scene. Social network analysis (SNA) tools can help journalists deal with the scale of social media, where frequently it would take reading thousands or millions of posts to discern any pattern or detect manufactured trends. He points out that when a journalist is told to report a particular story, “most of the time that story has a social media component.” He adds that “when they go to do the reporting on the social media component, they should bring a digital camera, a virtual camera. That’s certainly going to make their reporting easier.” Such practices can also make reporting more powerful and accurate, giving journalists the necessary data from which to make sound selections, choices, and news judgments.

Moreover, social network analysis can help reporters figure out the network of influence. “They can immediately figure out who the factions are and who the leaders of those factions are,” Smith says, “and what web resources those factions are linking to.” Popularity—who gets the most followers and retweets, for example—is just one metric of centrality in a network. Sometimes this kind of evaluation of aggregate data can hide who is truly important. Smith notes that two further, more subtle measures of influence may be useful to journalists: what are called betweenness centrality and eigenvector centrality. The former is a formula for figuring out who connects the nodes in a network. It may not be the most popular person, but it is someone who bridges different factions. Such persons are the slender threads that sometimes connect to otherwise separate groups. As mentioned, this bridging role is a hugely important one in network science, as bridges allow information to flow and travel.
Then there is eigenvector centrality. For an individual, this is a measure of the influence of his or her friends. Are the nodes around you well connected? Do your friends have many friends? Google and other Internet companies have used this formula to rank the importance and influence of given web pages and pieces of content. It is another tool for figuring out who might be consequential in a given area, a key question for journalists as they investigate or report on any policy area or complex community and attempt to knit networks of recognition.

Twitter: A Cautionary Note for Media

Journalists who participate actively in social media and get information there are participating in a sea change for journalism, which has traditionally kept its distance from sources. Twitter and Facebook now see robust engagement from journalists of all kinds. This can be a net positive, as journalists look to engage audiences and develop sources in wider and less closed ways. Yet as this transformation continues to unfold, it is worth asking hard questions about ethical lines and issues relating to impartiality. Editors continue to monitor how these dynamics are unfolding, and they have not always been happy with the results. For example, the New York Times in October 2017 had to make a very public reassertion of rules for reporters on social media, prompted by concerns by Executive Editor Dean Baquet that journalists were stepping over the line in offering opinions on Twitter. “If our journalists are perceived as biased or if they engage in editorializing on social media, that can undercut the credibility of the entire newsroom,” the new guidelines state.

My Northeastern University colleagues and I have also been asking some questions about journalistic participation on Twitter. The following analysis is based on a 2017 computational social science study that I conducted with my Network Science Institute colleagues Kenny Joseph, Thalita Dias Coleman, and David Lazer. If there is a main takeaway from this research work, it is a warning that fits in with the previous discussions of how the architectures of networks can leave some things in and some things out. Journalists themselves construct their social universe online, and escaping the filter bubble that they may create can be difficult. Media producers must become more aware of the ways their online networks may inadvertently introduce bias into what reporters think is important
(agenda setting, or, in its contemporary form, attention guiding) and how they frame issues.

The designated place online where journalists tend to hang out these days is the Twitter platform. Journalists have found it a kind of water cooler for the digital age, a place that sources, audiences, and peers like to hang out to discuss the issues of the day. The available survey data bear out the anecdotal impression that journalists are spending a lot of time on Twitter—and that they consider it very important for their work. More than half of journalists say they participate in microblogging, and more than half say they find sources on social media. What is unclear, however, is how all this time on social media influences their work, an issue that is difficult to pin down. Research in the journalism studies area suggests that social media signals can be powerful in terms of influencing the behavior of news organizations, editors, and reporters. Further, the sociological literature on social networks and influence consistently notes that our friends and acquaintances can have profound effects on our emotions, behavior, and beliefs, and large-scale studies have established a connection between online signals and offline/off-platform behavior.

We set out to study how the social networks constructed by journalists on Twitter might be correlated with the political shadings of the stories they publish. This required that we select a group of journalists participating on the platform, analyze the persons they followed and code them for liberal-conservative ideological leaning, and then apply another coding system to the ideology of the stories that they published. In other words, we constructed measures of journalists’ ideology as represented by who they follow on Twitter and the news articles they write, and then we looked at the strength of correlation using a regression analysis. Of course, these measures can only serve as proxies for the actual ideological leaning of journalists and their stories. The analysis was based on about five hundred thousand news articles produced by roughly one thousand journalists at twenty-five different news outlets.

Using the accounts of members of Congress, as well as a group of twelve thousand accounts of people who can be verified as politically active (both through voter registration rolls and by accounts of officeholders they follow), we trained a model to help us produce a score for the ideology of a given journalist’s Twitter network. Immediately, we could see some validation of this model. Journalists with the most heavily right-leaning
followerships were at traditionally right-leaning outlets such as the Washington Times, Breitbart, and The Hill. Similarly, journalists following the most left-leaning accounts tended to be from left-leaning outlets. However, there were interesting exceptions. For example, among the journalists following the most right-leaning accounts were a few stray journalists at Politico, the New York Times, and the Washington Post. Why? It turns out that some of these individuals have beats such as covering the Trump administration or the Republican-led Congress. This points to a weakness in the method for special cases in which a journalist’s very focused beat may require him or her to quote specific kinds of phrases often voiced by office holders and policymakers. However, what this potential weakness doesn’t invalidate is the general pattern, pointing to the potential of a journalistic filter bubble effect (see figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2
Exploring the ideological nature of journalists’ social networks on Twitter and associations with news story content.  
Source: John Wihbey, Thalita Coleman, Kenneth Joseph, and David Lazer.
In terms of scoring the ideological leanings of the stories, we leveraged the corpus of 150,000 congressional public statements from Vote Smart. After scoring all terms, we extracted the top one hundred most left-leaning and right-leaning terms. Examples of the terms include *lgbt*, *equal pay*, and *voting rights act* for left-leaning persons, and *bureaucrats*, *illegal immigrants*, and *sponsor of terrorism* for right-leaning persons. After further reducing these down to fifty for each political side, we scored journalists’ aggregate stories for ideological leaning based on the usage of such terms. It is, admittedly, a limited measure, but our testing it against the collective stories of various outlets—for example, Huffington Post and Vox on the left, Breitbart and *National Review* on the right—suggested that the method had validity.

Overall, we found a clear correlation between the ideology of a journalist’s Twitter network and the ideology of his or her writing. This is just a correlation—it does not imply causality, necessarily—but what it provides is a reasonably strong basis to argue that journalists may need to become more aware of their information and sourcing diet, particularly as journalists spend more time and energy on platforms such as Twitter. Of course, journalists are fiercely independent, and a lot of the job is trying to wade through confusing and contradictory claims. As a breed, journalists like to think they can resist the temptation to take information at face value. Most of the time this is true; it is not as if journalists ingesting lots of information of a partisan kind on social media automatically makes them biased. There’s no mechanical process at work.

This kind of research on social influence in online networks is all the more important in an era when claims of media bias are rampant. The toxic partisan atmosphere of recent years should not deter journalists from evaluating and exploring their own habits, routines, and information-seeking practices with greater critical scrutiny. Indeed, in my view, we should have the courage to be better and to see our online networks for what they are: a powerful set of signals, cues, and nudges that may frame the way we see the world. Assessing this candidly and more scientifically can help serve the public, which has a greater need for unbiased, professional news now than perhaps ever before. The architecture of networks, and the communities we create within them, can be at once empowering and limiting. Knowing both capabilities and parameters is essential for intelligent and ethical news production in the age of networks.
Scale-Free Networks

As discussed previously, there has been an ongoing revolution in our understanding of many social and scientific domains based on developments in and applications of network-oriented research. The number of persons dedicating careers to making new insights has grown enormously, even though the discipline known as network science dates back just over a decade, to the 2005 publication of a National Research Council report that solidified the term and field. Many now refer to this new field as the science of the twenty-first century. Knowing something about the field’s development and the contours of some of its major insights can be highly useful to the practice of networked journalism.

A truly foundational insight in this regard—one that helped launch the discipline proper—was made by Albert-László Barabási, a Hungarian-born physicist who has become one of the world’s most-cited scientists. Studying the structure of links in the World Wide Web almost two decades ago, Barabási, a director at Northeastern’s Network Science Institute, came to hypothesize that most large-scale complex networks are what he called “scale-free,” meaning that links are distributed according to a “power law.” Put simply, this means that most nodes—or websites, in the case that Barabási initially studied—have very few inbound links to them, whereas just a few nodes have an enormous number of links. There are big winners, in other words, across most large networks, and lots of losers. One might assume that there would be an enormous number of nodes with a kind of “middle” number of links, but it turns out not to be the case: the properties of large-scale networks are such that the distribution of links does not conform to a regular curve of any sort. Hence, they are “scale-free.”

Why does this matter? There are many reasons, with many discipline-specific nuances. Yet as Barabási writes, “Notwithstanding the amazing differences in form, size, nature, age and scope of real networks, most networks are driven by common organizing principles.” There seems to be a central, universal tendency. This principle helps frame the evolving landscape of digital media and information.

The laws of large-scale networks have implications for news. “With the fragmentation of media, hubs become even more important,” Barabási says. “With the democratization of the process, the larger the network,
the larger the hubs.” A couple of decades ago, as the web began to expand exponentially, there was an expectation that this vast new sea of information nodes would in some ways dilute the power and reach of the traditional news media players. This has happened to some degree, but not for the very biggest players necessarily. In fact, the opposite has happened in many ways. For example, the New York Times and the Washington Post are now seeing a combined 150 million unique visitors monthly—representing some large fraction of the global, English-speaking population. Other big news outlets have also vastly expanded their ability to reach and influence audiences. As the market increased, the biggest hubs increased significantly in size.

Further, as the market increased, the smaller players have receded in relative impact and reach, victims of a mathematically predictable “rich get richer” or power law phenomenon. Globalization, Barabási explains, undercuts the model of news being served locally. The consequence of the overall information and news network growing massively is the relative diminishment of local news in its ability to find a strong role (the inability to attract advertising is evidence of this, as advertisers flock to big hubs such as Google and Facebook or other large media brands). In addition, the democratization of information has had surprising effects on large traditional publishers of many kinds, even as their business model has been shaky. Barabási notes that the top scientific journals, for example, were expected to diminish in importance with the rise of the web; yet what has happened is that there is even greater value and prestige attached to them. The same might be said of the top news brands. “There is value in gatekeeping when networks increase in size,” he says. “With extreme production, quality control becomes a premium.” Gatekeeping, almost perversely, finds an even stronger role in many domains as networks expand.

Small Worlds

The discipline of network science combines several threads that developed roughly in parallel in mathematics and social science. Paul Erdős and his collaborator Alfréd Rényi published a paper in 1959 that furnished the early groundwork for the discipline of studying networks, establishing the basis for graph theory, the mathematical study of relations between objects. Yet as that mathematical tradition was beginning, a somewhat separate intellectual genealogy was also growing. That latter network of scholars extended
back to European-born social theorists such as the late-nineteenth/early twentieth-century figure Georg Simmel—acknowledged as the first to think about human social relations in explicitly network, or “geometric,” terms—and Jacob Moreno, an eccentric but highly creative psychologist who in the 1930s drew the first sociograms, maps of human relations using nodes and edges. As the world was becoming more urbanized in the early twentieth century, more theoretical and empirical work began to take place in the context of cities, and the meaning and consequences of increased incidental contacts with others became of interest among scholars. This would eventually lead to the creation of the discipline of social network analysis.

From these early origins, interest in social networks and “structural” understandings of human relations began to be codified and extended by the likes of Talcott Parsons, Harrison White, Robert Merton, and Paul Lazarsfeld from the 1940s on. They generated their own branching intellectual network, as their many graduate students would go on to become influential social network theorists themselves. Lazarsfeld produced pioneering work in mass communications research and statistical analysis of media and social influence. His landmark book with Elihu Katz, Personal Influence, helped cement an idea that has continued to define the study of the spread of ideas through media. Called the two-step flow of communication, the main idea is that much of social learning about the world happens through opinion leaders who mediate between channels of mass communication and individual citizens. Citizens do not directly understand media messages in the way a hypodermic needle injects a person. That focus on the behavior and importance of opinion leaders—also called influentials or connectors—has become a mainstay and pillar of social media marketing and all manner of online media strategies.

The branches of the winding intellectual backstory of research in social networks lead in many directions, but certainly one of the central contemporary nodes is Duncan Watts, now at Microsoft Research. Watts remains known for his first research on networks in the mid-1990s, performed as a graduate student at Cornell in the Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, under his graduate adviser Steven Strogatz. A sometime rock climber, Watts decided to embark on observational research that required him to climb trees to study the communication patterns of a certain species of cricket. After working with an entomologist and the necessary climbing and capturing of the crickets, Watts brought the insects to a lab, where he
would wait for them to communicate. There was a lot of time to think: “Some nights they wouldn’t chirp at all.” The way that their chirps managed to become collectively ordered was, Watts thought, potentially a way of looking at the phenomenon of synchronization or dynamical systems theory in a biological context.

At the same time, Watts and Strogatz had been thinking deeply about other, related research literatures that explored connected systems, including Milgram’s “small world” experiment using postcards through the mail, which (as will be discussed) produced the original idea of six degrees of separation across a population. “While I’m sitting there waiting for the thing to chirp,” Watts recalls, “I had been thinking about all of the literature I had been reading on synchronization.” He then began connecting the small-world idea with dynamical systems theory. Watts and Strogatz would eventually run computer simulations to illustrate that vastly disparate systems—the biological system of a roundworm, the power grid, the collaborations of Hollywood actors—have a common network architecture. In essence, all these various systems show high degrees of local clustering, with lots of nodes connected by dense edges in regions of a network. As Milgram’s experiment suggested, there were short global path lengths—ways of getting nearly anywhere in the network through just a few hops, or degrees of separation.

The empirical work with the crickets would never be finished directly, but the essential ideas had been formed in those late-night hours of lab work. The article that Watts and Strogatz would publish in *Nature* in 1998, “Collective Dynamics of Small-World Networks,” would be cited tens of thousands of times over the next two decades—one of the most important works produced in a generation. Others would come along to make further insights in the same domain, but the article heralded the new revolution—what would eventually become network science. “I had this feeling it was a paradigm shifting thing,” Watts says. “The first time I had pins and needles and shivers. It was spooky. I thought, ‘I’ve discovered something about the world.’”

Watts would be deeply influenced during his time at Columbia University by Harrison White, whose own earlier research in social networks would exemplify what is sometimes called in the field the Harvard revolution, a school of sociological thought that mapped a new scientific approach toward studying human relations and networks. Watts would also have contact with Merton at Columbia, and the relationship proved crucial.
Among the other early figures studying social influence and social group behavior, Merton stands as a giant in sociology, his work helping to define the discipline across many subdomains. In certain ways, we might identify both him and White as essential nodes in this early intellectual space. And from them there would be a handoff or baton passing of sorts to Watts, connecting the older sociological tradition to our present age of media and digital networks.

**Bridging Ties: Sociology to BuzzFeed**

It was not long after Watts’s formative years at Columbia that he would come into contact with and befriend media experimentalist, entrepreneur, and fellow wunderkind Jonah Peretti, a cofounder of the Huffington Post and now known universally in the media world as the founder and architect of BuzzFeed, one of the most successful news media startups in the social web era. In 2007, Peretti and Watts coauthored an influential article for *Harvard Business Review* on viral marketing, arguing that the way to see peer-to-peer network effects around content spread was through subtle statistical patterns. “As we pointed out in that article, things don’t have to go viral in the traditional, mathematical sense of the reproductive rate exceeding 1, and showing exponential growth,” Watts notes. If the reproductive rate is only half, or 0.5, which appears low, content publishers can still double the number of people reached over time, provided that multiple generations of sharing occur. “We realized this when we were looking at a bunch of campaigns that Jonah had run, long before he started BuzzFeed,” Watts says. “And we were trying to find evidence of viral spreading. We kept being disappointed, as we were seeing numbers of reproduction less than 1.”

Peretti recalls that those early days of Internet experimentation were influenced by more formal social network analysis and theory, as well as diverse influences from the wide-open ethos of the 1990s and early 2000s web era. “Duncan’s work and conversations with Duncan were influential as well as earlier work by social scientists like Stanley Milgram and Mark Granovetter,” Peretti says. “I was also influenced by early web culture, blogging, message board culture, del.icio.us, early YouTube, early Twitter, and creators like Ze Frank who now runs BuzzFeed’s Entertainment Group.”

What Watts’s insights ultimately pointed to is that going viral is fundamentally unpredictable, an idea that has seen continued refinement and
validation. Only about half of the factors that help predict a given viral cascade can be predicted. Too much depends on the fickle and unknowable receptivity and structure of the network, properties outside the control of media producers. Targeted experimentation within the network therefore is the only sensible strategy to generate the best chance of marrying content type and presentation with the receptivity of social networks. Content must be “tuned” in a sense to the pitch of the digital environment. Data-driven testing is not a silver bullet, but it’s absolutely necessary to maximize reach.

Founded in 2006—in the same incredibly fertile period in which Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube were launched—BuzzFeed was pitched to multiple venture capitalists as a pioneering attempt to capitalize on the virality and quasi-virality of online content, based on a philosophy of experimentation. “I remember in the early days when Jonah was going around pitching BuzzFeed to potential investors, the [venture capitalists] just couldn’t wrap their heads around it,” Watts recalls. “[He] was saying ‘no one knows how to find the influencers, so instead we’re going to trigger social contagion in a probabilistic way, playing the odds and learning what works from data.’”

Time and again, across numerous empirical research projects, Watts has hammered away at the theme that virality is both rare and unpredictable, sometimes attacking Gladwell for a credulous belief in the power and reliability of influencers. (Watts’s 2003 book *Six Degrees* glancingly critiqued Gladwell’s 2000 book *The Tipping Point*, but a few years later Watts took the “influencer” model head on.) The idea of studying virality empirically is something Peretti has taken to heart—and leveraged with massive success—and BuzzFeed’s digital strategy and philosophy are predicated on this idea in many ways.

Indeed, it is only now that everyone across the web, especially in news, is “getting” the strategy, adopting and appropriating many of the same experimental and data-driven techniques and philosophies. Technology and legal scholar Tim Wu notes that Peretti’s early, original theories, “particularly about the necessity of stimulating ‘pleasure in the social process of passing,’” would eventually be validated by their near-universal adoption. The techniques that Peretti developed across numerous provocative and often humorous experiments in viral media prior to the founding of BuzzFeed, and then subsequently formalized and accelerated with BuzzFeed, have become ubiquitous across digital media: “Collectively BuzzFeed and its rivals—Mashable, Upworthy, and in time parts of the mainstream
media—began to crack the code; eventually they could consistently make content go viral.28

BuzzFeed has always been a mixture of data-driven exploitation and human-intuitive exploration, leveraging social contagion without assuming that it can be predicted (i.e., the original Peretti-Watts thesis). It pioneered the idea of what Peretti called, in a derivation from Watts, “viral lift”—a measurement of the sharing rate related to any given piece of published content. This idea of measuring over- and underperformance of digital media content is now commonplace for social media desks across most news outlets, aided by applications such as Chartbeat and NewsWhip. Peretti notes that the company is obsessed with the metric of peer-to-peer sharing, as he argues it generates the best window into the collective receptivity—relevance and interests in real time—of the network and what precisely is “creating a social connection between people”:

It is why we obsess about “share statements,” or what people say when they share our content. It explains why we carefully study the exchange of value that occurs when sharing happens: What is the value for the person who shares? What is the value for the person who receives? And what does the activity mean for the bond they share with each other? Understanding the inherently social nature of media is one of the biggest “digital advantages.” But despite the rise of social media and the growth of BuzzFeed, it will still take years until most of the industry fully understands.29

Because of its use of formulaic “listicles” and its many bits of frothy and frivolous content, BuzzFeed often gets sneers from serious news observers. But as it has both built a substantial news division and expanded into many kinds of media production, the model looks more intriguing from a news sustainability perspective. The company registers tens of billions of content views annually across social media platforms.30 With its mix of entertainment and news, it has been likened to a kind of twenty-first century television network, serving a broad range of content and letting the frothier fodder subsidize the hard news.31

More than a decade beyond that initial Harvard Business Review article and intellectual collaboration, Watts and Peretti remain friends, with Watts offering technical and strategic advice on data science projects, such as BuzzFeed’s social and online tracking tool Pound. BuzzFeed’s strategies and pioneering work in data-driven viralization of media content have influenced countless fascinated imitators and other news outlets, all eager to capitalize on the phenomenon of peer-to-peer network efforts on social platforms.32
Changes in Community Ties

Let’s imagine a media producer gazing out into the digital world, staring into her screen, typing away, editing video, perhaps coding an application. On the other side, somewhere in the wires that connect to billions of other computing devices, is a “public” that constitutes the relevant audience for the journalist or the set of sources that might help inform or illustrate a story or trend. What might be the actual shape of that public? And how is this wired public any different than publics in past eras of human history?

Instead of thinking about the interconnections among billions of persons, it is worth first thinking about each person as having a network neighborhood. This network neighborhood has changed in certain ways in the digital era, yet it also shows certain continuities even with our pre-digital ancestors. Cultural norms, geographic remoteness and proximity, and the architectures of social life in different societies all serve to shape the number and quality of our ties or social contacts. However, there is good evidence that humans, on average, are able to sustain a maximum of about 150 relationships of various kinds. The anthropologist Robin Dunbar has argued that there may be natural “cognitive constraints” on trying to maintain networks larger than this.33

Social media platforms allow us now to maintain connections with much larger numbers of people—high school classmates, coworkers from prior employment, and so on—with minimal effort. This is an apparent change from the past, when deliberate, relatively costly effort through letters, telegrams, phone calls, and so on needed to be employed to maintain ties. That is not to say that all of these expanded connections are influential or powerful in an individual’s life, but there are more of them. Dunbar’s more recent research on Facebook users suggests that social media are not typically used to expand social circles; rather, social media may merely “function to slow down the rate of decay” of friendships, which, lacking face-to-face contact, naturally dissolve.34 Further, the patterns of interaction in online networks “reproduce rather faithfully both the nested structure of the inner layers of offline networks and their typical interaction frequencies.” In other words, digital trace data show that most people have roughly the same number of close friends online, with whom we interact frequently, as we do in our physical, offline realities.35 Data generated through the General Social Survey in the United States—which has carefully tracked changes in American
social life for decades now—do not indicate a general increase in the capacity for friendship or the number of close friends (also called core discussion networks) because of the rise of social media.36

Social scientists have long been dividing individuals’ network neighborhoods into what are called strong and weak ties. In general, strong ties are closer friends and family; weak ties are casual acquaintances, such as friends of friends, and are characterized by glancing or infrequent interactions. Social scientist Mark Granovetter, whose foundational 1973 paper “The Strength of Weak Ties” highlighted this distinction, defined a strong tie as a “combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services which characterize the tie.”37 The salient point made by Granovetter is that strong ties typically do not “bridge” across disparate communities. Why? It is almost always the case that our good friends know one another, and the idea that our two good friends would not know one another is generally a “forbidden triad,” he says, putting it in the technical language of social network analysis. Our collective network of strong ties is therefore an echo chamber of sorts. For the spread of news and information, weak ties are needed; they are the primary pathways through which novel information travels.

The power and impact of these forms of ties may vary, and there has been decades of research and debate on related research questions. One of the more important contributions in this regard, and one that brings the original insights of Granovetter into the digital age, comes from Facebook’s own data scientists, who in 2012 conducted a field experiment in which Facebook randomized how some 250 million users received information signals from friends. The researchers noted that users are “more likely to have the same information sources as their close friends, and that simultaneously, these close friends are more likely to influence subjects.”38 Overall, Granovetter’s claims about weak-tie advantages were validated: although strong ties are much more influential and have more impact on user behavior, it seems to be the “more abundant weak ties who are responsible for the propagation of novel information.”39 (Another paper from the Facebook data science team has presented similar findings with respect to the influential nature of strong ties as compared to weak ties.)40

Yet the debate remains unsettled, particularly as social media platforms evolve. For example, technologist Ethan Zuckerman has asserted that the online world may be fundamentally restructuring social ties. Granovetter’s
ideas, Zuckerman writes, “may have been true in 1973 when he wrote the paper, but they are more questionable today.” Connectivity has increased, diminishing the role of physical geography. Therefore, according to Zuckerman, “In an age of digitally mediated friendships, it’s quite possible—and likely quite common—for strong ties to be bridge ties.” This would be consequential and novel in human communities, as it would mean that powerful, behavior-shaping information (that propagated by strong ties) would more readily reach disparate communities (groups of weak ties).

There is some empirical data to support this idea of greater numbers of “bridging” strong ties. “It is commonly the case in people’s offline social networks that a friend of a friend is your friend, too,” researchers at the Pew Research Internet Project found in a study that sampled social media users. “But on Facebook this is the exception, not the rule. … The average Facebook user in our sample had a friends list that is sparsely connected.” Those sparse connections mean potential links to communities, and news and information, that one otherwise would not find.

I asked Granovetter what he makes of this debate and the state of play of strong-weak tie dynamics in the social-digital era. Interestingly, he remains unconvinced that these strong-weak tie relationship dynamics are changing dramatically in the digital age. “I’m not sure why strong ties would serve this function in the digital world any more than in the ‘real’ world,” he says. “There has been a lot of research on large datasets, mostly cell phone calls rather than social media sites to be sure, and in that research, weak ties continue to play a special role in bridging. … In fact I would suspect that given the reduced cost of maintaining weak ties that results from the virtual world, their role as bridges might even be enhanced.”

Obviously, relationships do not always neatly fall into strong and weak categories. Researchers performing social network analysis have studied this problem extensively in recent decades, focusing on issues such as which kinds of digital trace signals best indicate tie strength and how the generation of new ties and relationships might be predicted given existing networks. Some research has suggested that the sweet spot for maximum information diffusion may not be either through weak or strong ties, but through ties of intermediate strength. Interactions with weak ties are too infrequent to reliably pass along information, while strong ties constitute, as discussed, a kind of closure that makes novel information less likely to penetrate or ripple outward. Intermediate ties, then, allow for both sufficient frequency and novelty to allow for information diffusion.
Through research in the domains of health and medicine, Nicholas Christakis and James Fowler have been trying to establish some fundamental laws in the offline world regarding ties.46 Their research has created awareness that friends can be hazardous to our health, so to speak. Because of the viral power of peer effects, the behaviors and conditions of those in our social circles are somewhat contagious: obesity, drinking, smoking, and drug use, as well as depression and loneliness, can all spread to us. These contagious effects appear to ripple across three degrees within networks—friends of friends of friends. Christakis and Fowler call this the “three degrees” rule. They showed the multilink causal chains of health in social networks beginning with their 2007 study in the New England Journal of Medicine that analyzed Framingham Heart Study data and showed how weight gain could spread through networks.47

How exactly such findings translate into a digital context is unclear. A 2014 experimental study by Facebook showed how users’ news feeds could be tweaked to spread both positive and negative emotions.48 That study explicitly cited and drew on the work of Christakis-Fowler, and it showed how emotions could ripple through networks across several degrees of connection over the Facebook platform. (It also became a public relations nightmare for the company when it was published due to allegations of unethical treatment of human subjects.)

Revolutionary Bursts and Digital Ties

How is the expansion of weak ties through social media affecting the capacity of news and information to spread beyond what sociologists sometimes refer to as cliques, or communities that are tightly clustered? On occasion, we continue to see patterns of large-scale activism that simply would not have been conceivable prior to the advent of peer-to-peer communications technologies. These kinds of events—whether the Black Lives Matter movement, the 2017 Women’s March in the United States, or the Arab Spring that began in late 2010—certainly have something to do with the expansion of weak ties online.

Social scientists have begun evaluating the apparent sea change in the nature of collective action and activism because of digital technologies, what Lance Bennett and Alexandra Segerberg call “connective action.” They note the sharp distinctions between social movements past and present: “Compared to many conventional social movement protests with
identifiable membership organizations leading the way under common banners and collective identity frames, these more personalized, digitally mediated collective action formations have frequently been larger; have scaled up more quickly; and have been flexible in tracking moving political targets and bridging different issues.49

The speed with which mass movements can appear and grow around, for example, a hashtag is impressive, but it is worth noting that some movements that are organized in these more informal, peer-to-peer, issue-based ways do suffer from a lack of sustainability. Zeynep Tufekçi has noted the paradoxical rigidity of such movements, which suffer from a “tactical freeze” once the initial protest phase is over, as they frequently cannot come to a consensus about tangible policy demands or further waves of action once they face challenges and resistance.50 Weak ties cannot become strong ties quickly; solidarity, consensus, and priorities take more time than digital organizing sometimes allows for.

What is emerging is a picture of a social world that has changed in important ways but that retains features of the past. Barry Wellman and Lee Rainie have usefully offered the framework of networked individualism, what they call a new “operating system” for social behavior predicated on looser, more fragmented networks.51 Wellman’s long-running sociological work suggests that many of these changes were taking place even prior to the advent of the Internet and that “small, densely knit groups like families, villages, and small organizations have receded in recent generations.” Still, information communications technologies have “powerfully advanced” the shift from small-group networks to “broader personal networks.”52

We should be careful about interpreting digital evidence that appears to suggest dramatic shifts in human behavior due to the Internet, even when we can see large apparent effects. In a landmark study, Fowler and a team of researchers evaluated Facebook’s large-scale experiment on voting day in the United States in November 2010, involving more than sixty million people. As part of a randomized trial, Facebook displayed “Go Vote” messages in some people’s news feeds and facilitated people signaling their actions to friends by clicking “I Voted.” The researchers estimated that 340,000 additional votes were cast because of the experiment; they also found that people responded most strongly to messages of friends with whom they had a strong offline relationship. Indeed, the influence of close friends was about four times greater.53 Strong ties, likely nurtured offline, too, still prevailed
in producing the most substantial effects. The empirical evidence has continued to suggest a reasonably tight relationship between offline and online worlds, Fowler says: “Everything that we have done so far has suggested that the changes that happen online are changes that could have happened in real life. The online world just facilitates those changes.”

Yet in the domain of news and information diffusion, there is a special dimension of digital social networks that seems, on its face, novel and truly distinctive, as compared to communications networks of the past. What continues to tantalize everyone in the media world is virality, which can potentially take a media item from obscurity to global visibility in a matter of minutes. This is known as the contagion effect, and it is often misunderstood. We saw virality play a role in the work of Watts and Peretti. Let’s take a closer look.

Science of Contagion and Virality

Imagine again the scenario of the media producer gazing out into the digital world, gauging the potential audience for a story—and the potential nodes who might constitute a network of recognition. There are billions of individual neighborhood networks, perhaps about 150 “core” persons per individual, with many digitally enabled weak ties. These weak ties mean that an individual’s neighborhood network is likely connected to more disparate neighborhood networks than ever before. In these interconnected networks of networks, certain persons will have a higher “degree”; that is, they will have more edges connecting them. As discussed, in the language of networks this is called betweenness centrality. Theoretically, reaching such strategically placed persons might help a piece of content spread faster, although the research on this issue is complicated. There is a long-running research question about how much these well-positioned connectors matter in terms of viral spread versus how much the overall structure of the network and its receptivity to certain messages determine virality.

Each potential audience member will engage with a given story in one of three basic ways: (1) media (broadcast) activation, or the sending of content from larger media entities directly to individuals both online (email, news alerts, direct audience access to websites) and/or through radio, television, print, or other forms of mass distribution; (2) viral (peer-to-peer), which is defined by direct sharing among individuals, typically on social media
platforms or through email, text, or messaging applications, without intervention by large media entities; or (3) hybrid (broadcast and peer-to-peer) patterns, which combine elements of traditional and social media. As we will discuss, almost all the media consumed on the web comes through either media activation or hybrid patterns; a very small percentage finds its way to audience members through a pure viral effect.

Going viral by leveraging these networks of weak ties is not easy. Using experimental techniques, Solomon Messing and Sean J. Westwood have shown that for media content, strong ties are key to sharing and directing attention. Tie strength, they note, is “a strong determinant of attention to traditional media items on social networking websites like Facebook.” We are less likely to care about what casual acquaintances have to say, even if they are more likely to bring us novel information.

For a piece of media content to go truly “viral” in the technical sense, it must pick up a certain amount of velocity and replicate itself rather quickly. This may be quite different than the usage of “viral” in common parlance, where it may just mean something that was very popular on social media (and that often became popular because it saw attention from large media outlets) or a slow but wide-crawling meme or media item that has a very long tail in terms of attention. Facebook’s data scientists have noted that photos shared can continue to cascade slowly over periods of up to four weeks. Based on a review of the literature and their own empirical work, Karine Nahon and Jeff Hemsley define virality as “a social information flow process where many people simultaneously forward a specific information item, over a short period of time, within their social networks, and where the message spreads beyond their own social networks to different, often distant networks, resulting in a sharp acceleration in the number of people who are exposed to the message.”

This sharp degree of spreading, which in the language of web analytics is roughly synonymous with the term performance, is the key component here. It is important, too, for more than academic definitional reasons. Some of the leading researchers affiliated with the Facebook data science team have found that sharp, early viral spread is also associated with “burstiness” later on; in other words, content may be more likely to see further secondary and tertiary accelerations if it sees initial virality. Research has found that the specific character of the initial burst of sharing is quite important as well: “The virality, or appeal of a cascade plays a role in recurrence: cascades
whose initial bursts are long-lasting, moderately popular, and moderately diverse are most likely to recur.”

There is something special about content that sees intensive initial sharing, a phenomenon that likely speaks to the receptivity, or ambient readiness, of the audience, like a wave that is being surfed. For example, a photo or blog post that speaks to social justice issues might see initial burstiness if public discourse has recently focused on related issues. The content itself is not only compelling but well timed and tuned to a primed network ready to engage with it. This flammable, ambient readiness and fertile receptivity embedded in the network structure help explain, at a scientific level, the phenomenon of networks of recognition. Through such networks, information is passed from node to node, creating a fast phase transition across a given network.

The largest study done on online virality comes from a combined team at Stanford and Microsoft Research, which analyzed an entire year’s worth of Twitter activity: more than one billion links shared in the categories of news, images, videos, and petitions. Roughly one in every three thousand links triggered a “large event,” reaching at least one hundred persons. Yet large-scale viral events, defined by multiple generations of peer-to-peer sharing and a reach of several thousand adoptions at least, occurred on the order of about one in one million links shared. “These are very, very rare events,” lead author Sharad Goel says of the study’s implications. “Almost always people are getting information directly from popular sources, and they don’t pass it along.”

What does virality actually look within the network? The truth is that the metaphor of disease, of a literal virus, is not really appropriate. In a biological network, a virus has a chance of spreading to every individual without reference to any external factors; one is either immune or not. By contrast, because humans are social animals and become increasingly prone to doing certain things as their community moves in a given direction, virality has a direct relationship to the neighborhood network of a person. Such phenomena are called complex contagions, for which reinforcement will be required to overcome a certain threshold before someone engages with a given piece of content. This might mean, for example, three or more friends sharing or engaging with a given news story on Facebook. The threshold is the number past which behavioral change or adoption of an idea becomes likely.
It is a paradox of sorts that highly connected networks—dense networks of links all following one another—are actually less likely to produce influential ideas, memes, and information cascades. They are not good at producing global cascades that bounce from community to community. When communities are highly connected, they tend to trap information, because it takes a lot of reinforcement from multiple persons to generate adoption and attention. No one person has a monopoly on influence in such dense networks. Most hashtags, in fact, become trapped in highly connected communities because of these dynamics.61

Yet it is also true that networks that are not connected sufficiently also have a low chance of diffusing viral content, because there are fewer ways for information to jump to other communities. There is a trade-off, then, between networks that are densely connected and those that are sparsely connected. On rare occasions, enough thresholds will be crossed in just the right place—in a place that is highly connected within a network—that a cascade will occur. But again and again, researchers have found these viral events to be rare in social systems, because the vulnerable area in which a cluster or chain of interconnected persons can influence others is nearly impossible to pinpoint in advance.62 Large-scale networks of recognition are difficult to achieve, but knowing the regular laws that govern networks can help.
Information networks always have an initial architecture, or at least some set of parameters. Their design is important: it enables and prohibits, slows downs or speeds up, certain kinds of activities. Protocols internal to the network might dictate who is in and who is excluded. Awareness of these architectures and features is useful on a variety of levels for journalists and others involved in communications: it can help facilitate community engagement and better sourcing while also overcoming biases that are inherent to networks.

Gaining greater insight into the constructed nature of modern digital networks, such as social media platforms, is imperative for news media. Fostering networks of recognition requires an awareness of how ICTs can drive human communities apart and the structural barriers to be overcome. Algorithms and web applications are increasingly governing what the public—and what journalists—see and value. Journalists must retain their core autonomy, even as the idea of press autonomy must adapt to new circumstances within an expanding infrastructure. As Mike Ananny notes, “Press freedom is predicated on the power to realize publics, and ... for the networked press, this power resides in its configuration of sociotechnical relationships.”1 These relationships are complex and constantly varying, but there are some durable principles relating to network architectures that we can outline.

The discussion that follows proceeds through a number of domains and applications across the modern history of telecommunications technology. It uses several moments of innovation as its central case studies, including the wiring of the telegraph across the North American continent in the nineteenth century, as well as the fascinating early network-engineering efforts of Sergey Brin and Larry Page, the founders of Google, and Mark
Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook, in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Exploring the story of the telegraph makes more concrete the idea that networks are “engineered” through design choices, with consequences for how information flows. The network architectures created by web search and social media pioneers Brin, Page, and Zuckerberg now arguably are as important in our time as the networked physical infrastructure that knits together the modern world, with its highways and bridges, telephone poles and airports. It is worth understanding them better.

One obvious way in which digital information might be influenced or indeed curbed is through web filtering by a government—something that takes place in many countries, with China being the most obvious practitioner. Suppression of content and online monitoring by government officers and their networks can significantly shape what kind of information spreads and to whom. But that is only part of the picture. Other key choices are inherent in decisions both at the network level and in the applications that are designed to navigate the web. Certain constraints can influence what kinds of information are shared and how they flow. Some are basic: think of the (original) 140-character limit on Twitter or the various limits on video length on social platforms. But also consider the algorithms that select items to appear in someone’s Facebook News Feed or the search algorithms that dictate which results are seen on the first page of a Google query.

What social scientists sometimes call **affordances**, or the structures of features in applications that enable certain kinds of use and behavior, can influence the overall strength or weakness of a network. In a predigital era, Harold Innis called this the “bias of communication,” whereas legal scholar Larry Lessig has put a modern spin on it in asserting that “code is law,” meaning that technical parameters embedded in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Python, SQL, C++, and more operate functionally to enable or prohibit human behaviors (e.g., sharing, buying, remixing, streaming, communicating) much in the way that black-letter law has in the traditional physical world.

Why do affordances in networks really matter? Let’s consider a couple of examples. In April 2015, Twitter introduced the ability for users to “quote” other messages and then comment on them. This became known roughly as the practice of “quote retweeting” or “quote RTs.” This is a relatively subtle change on the microblogging platform, which except for its character
constraints (140 characters for a long time, but now 280) is a relatively wide-open and uninhibited platform for communication. Researchers have found, however, that just this change in affordances, allowing quote RTs, improved the quality of political discourse, at least in the initial stages of the rollout of the platform tweak. The change facilitated “increased political discourse and its diffusion”—fostering more deliberation on public affairs topics—and enabled a “more civilized form of communication where people discuss and agree with each other, with far fewer insults being observed.” What is important to consider here is that because some communications platforms have such a vast scale—Facebook has two billion users, Google has surpassed two trillion searches a year—even small changes in the architecture have major consequences for human behavior.

Take another example from the world of journalism: the comment threads that have traditionally accompanied news articles. Commenting systems often allow users to evaluate and “vote” on whether they like individual messages from readers. What are the consequences of such systems of crowdsourced opinion? Researchers have found that negative feedback has a significantly larger impact than positive feedback. This begins to answer a perpetual question for online news editors: “Why did the comment thread go so sour?” As anyone who has looked at comment threads appended to news articles knows, many quickly deteriorate into personal attacks and bizarre digressions from the main point of the article; misinformation abounds, and because news organizations lack the resources to monitor comment threads, much of the misinformation goes unchecked. This actually hurts news, because viewers may filter their understanding and memory of articles through the comments. Comments can distort readers’ ability to grasp facts in the article. Indeed, a group of Stanford researchers has found that “negative feedback worsens the quality of future interactions in the community as punished users post more frequently.”

The upshot of this is that commenting systems should find ways to avoid allowing for overly negative feedback (while still allowing for positive evaluations). Commenters frequently interpret negative votes as a form of personal punishment and respond with anger and lower-quality comments, fueling a vicious cycle. This is again a story illustrating that small tweaks in networked communications architecture can matter enormously.

There is a constant interplay and tension between the natural tendencies of networks—the universal shapes that networks typically evolve
toward—and the shaping forces and human-engineered constraints and pressures that can guide, influence, reshape, or even outright skew or bias information networks in one direction or another. Communications networks are always constructed. They are a product of human intention, even if their eventual uses take on forms unanticipated by their founding engineers. To get a clearer picture of the constructed nature of networks, let’s consider a few of the most important examples from the past two centuries—the original electrical network, the telegraph; and its great-great-grandchildren, Facebook and Google, which have come to define the contemporary communications and information industries.

The Telegraph: Wiring a Continent

Networking the land of Silicon Valley—as it would be known generations later—with the “civilized world” and the Eastern United States was no easy feat. Building such a communications network to the Bay Area in 1861 involved complex government contracts, appropriated by Congress, and coordination with both the Western Union Company and the California State Telegraphy Company, which would string wires toward one another and meet on the east side of Main Street in the telegraph office of Great Salt Lake City. The telegraph line would stretch from Omaha to Salt Lake City and Carson City; San Francisco would wire back in that direction.

This new telecommunications network—this project of wiring a continent—came as a result of an enormous task of engineering and brute force labor, as well as a bit of cross-cultural diplomacy with both the Mormons (from whom much of the pole timber came for the Southwestern route) and Head Chief Sho-kup of the Shosones, who had concerns about the intention of the white men so eager to put up mysterious poles and wires over their territories. To string wire across the forbidding Sierra Nevada, 228 oxen, 50 men, 26 wagons, and sufficient horses were required. Through hot deserts and over snowy peaks, a band of engineers, mountaineers, and Native Americans would stand up between three and eight miles of poles a day. The first message from California back to Salt Lake was sent at 5:13 p.m. on October 24, 1861. Brigham Young himself would reply in kind to the operator in San Francisco. At that instant, a coast-to-coast message became a reality.
In 1881, James Gamble, who was involved in those early, historic construction efforts, reminisced in *The Californian* magazine about this great communications networking project—and the day the East and West finally met. “In that moment California was brought within the circle of the sisterhood of States,” he wrote. “No longer as one beyond the pale of civilization, but, with renewed assurances of peace and prosperity, she was linked in electrical bonds to the great national family union.” The vaunted Pony Express, symbol of the communications structure of the Old West, had begun to be supplanted by a new technology.

It might seem inevitable from there, in the early 1860s, that the individual human capacity to overcome distance and stay connected would be radically increased, knitting the American people into a kind of proto-Facebook by dint of the telegraph wires. Certainly the telegraph played a crucial role in the American Civil War, and the financial system soon found all sorts of uses for it. Yet for many decades hence, the telegraph did not serve as a personal communications tool for citizens. It would take the mass adoption of telephony in the early 1900s to accomplish that goal more substantially. As the historian David Hochfelder has pointed out, most people did not encounter the telegraph as a communications tool, but rather as a mechanism for public information from other intermediary sources. Telegrams were expensive. The monopoly business of Western Union ensured that the costs did not come down, despite the efforts of reformers who wanted to replicate the cheap postage movement of the 1840s and 1850s, which had in effect democratized the US mail system.

In fact, the telegraph was very much the opposite of a democratic tool that allowed for broadly shared connectivity. Early usage of the continental systems of telegraphy was almost entirely by businesses, government, or news companies such as the Associated Press. Certainly this first electrical telecommunications technology revolutionized society in all sorts of ways. Yet the telegraph “revolution was not instantaneous, and it affected Americans differently according to class, region, and other demographic characteristics,” Hochfelder notes. The very Native Americans whose lands were used to convey the wires to the Pacific were not brought into the world of these new technologies, whose advent heralded yet another step in the nation’s taming of the West and the building of empire. Who is in and who is out in the structure of a network remain vital questions even today.
It was during this historical period that the very term *network*, often hyphenated archaically as *net-work*, came into broad circulation to refer to communications. The word dated back to the 1500s in English, and according to the Oxford English Dictionary it had a distinguished history, showing up in early translations of the Bible, as well as in verse of the likes of Coleridge (“The arterial or nerve-like net-work of property”) and Shelley (“The woven leaves / Make net-work of the dark blue light of day.”)

With the advent of the telegraph, observers grasped at metaphors to describe these iron lines that were everywhere being spun out overhead, using the language of spiders and webs, mazes and labyrinths. An 1873 report in *Harper’s New Monthly Magazine* noted the almost mystical nature of the whole enterprise:

If we could rise above the surface of the earth, and take in the whole country at a bird’s-eye view, with visual power to discern all the details, the net-work of the telegraph would still be more curious to look upon. We should see a web spun of two hundred thousand miles of wire spread over the face of the country like a cobweb on the grass, its threads connecting every important centre of population, festooning every great post-road, and marking as with a silver lining the black track of every railroad. We should observe men, like spiders, busily spinning out these lines in every direction, at the rate of five miles an hour for every working hour in the year … The whole net-work of wires, and the submarine cables which connect it with other equally active systems on the other side of the globe, are all quivering from end to end with signals of human intelligence.

What is also interesting to note in this context is the misty-eyed, near-utopian tenor, also reflected in Gamble’s reminiscence of the first intercontinental connection, that characterizes so much rhetoric around the concept of networks, both ancient and modern. The positive implications of the world being connected has long captivated the human imagination, and so often the implications are projected to be wholly positive. James Carey’s famous article about the telegraph coined the term *electrical sublime*, a kind of infectious, near-religious enthusiasm that pervades thinking about wired networks. But in that same essay Carey also notes a darker side: the connection with a certain kind of capitalist ideology, for the telegraph would increasingly reshape values according to the logic of the market, and “the telegraph via the grid of time coordinated the industrial nation.”

Speed in communications and increased connectivity with other humans have the virtues of promoting efficiency, and sometimes they promote a greater understanding of others too. But other human values may be
lost. As Carey points out, a uniform price system and a standard set of time zones were swept in with the telegraph (and the railroad). Local time and local pricing were gone. Nationalization—indeed, globalization—and standardization of formerly distinct regional cultures across the United States had begun.

Noteworthy, too, in the context of journalism, is the way in which the telegraph changed how citizens related to and even understood the nature of news. This new networked technology fueled a demand and a cultural expectation for near-instantaneous reports of events. More than a century and half later, we are in many ways seeing the logical conclusion of the telegraph with the mobile, Internet-connected phone revolution. People began standing outside of telegraph stations to hear the results of elections, battles, and other dramatic unfolding events, much in the way that people now constantly check their Twitter and Facebook feeds, email accounts, and news alerts on their smartphones. The psychology of individuals across society and their relation to news was undergoing a substantial shift. This new mass demand signal also would substantially change what would be carried by newspapers themselves, which previously printed very little that was actually timely (in our contemporary sense of time). It also changed the style of journalism, putting an emphasis on compression of thought and brevity, a change that was “embedded in the architecture of the technology,” as journalism historian Christopher Daly notes.

The structure of the telegraph network, the types of information flows the technology favored, and the way that that information reshaped society were entirely governed by strong, often business-centric choices. The network reflected a hierarchy still. It was a structure of power and, so to speak, exclusion, even if nominally connected by “electrical bonds to the great national family,” as telegraph engineer Gamble put it. This is a pattern that must be kept squarely in mind even when networks are architected for much greater inclusion. Indeed, it is precisely when they are designed for maximum inclusion, bringing with them the problem of overwhelming complexity, that solutions such as algorithms must be deployed.

The story of the telegraph, a tool now consigned to the trash heap of dated technologies, still serves as an important lesson in how all networks of networks, no matter how open in spirit and universal in aspiration, have an underlying structure that is fundamentally engineered by human choice. The telegraph is an archetypal reminder of this fact. The telephone
system eventually began to replace the telegraph system as society’s primary way of transmitting information quickly and efficiently from point to point, yet there is continuity between the two, insofar as they used analog, not digital, means to convey information.

Facebook: Engineering Six Degrees

The revolutionary moment in communications that is relevant to this book is, of course, the rise of the Internet. This brings us forward in time to the late 1990s and early 2000s, to the launches of Google and Facebook. Just as the intercontinental connection of the telegraph required a feat of engineering (as did the technology’s initial invention by Samuel Morse and Alfred Vail)—making possible new commercial and cultural opportunities and expectations—these two behemoth Silicon Valley information companies would make their own consequential choices about network architectures. This has had substantial implications for, among other things, the practice and indeed the very identity of journalism.

The origin stories of Facebook are now shrouded in cultural myth and have been baroquely documented in numerous books and articles, as well as by Hollywood. The personalities involved, particularly Mark Zuckerberg, need little introduction. But I believe it is worth looking a bit more closely at the more technical network-related innovations that Facebook made, for in many ways they are underappreciated. As with the telegraph, Facebook’s early engineering directions and computational strategies opened new cultural possibilities while limiting other alternative futures. Design and engineering choices interacted unpredictably with human consciousness and community values, bringing about new realities that we are only beginning to understand. In making these network choices and innovations, Facebook also changed the expectations of society and, in some ways, individual psychology relating to the nature of social relations—and therefore the spread of information.

As is well known, Facebook, or thefacebook as it was called when Zuckerberg launched the application from his Harvard dorm room in 2004, was not the first social media company. Both MySpace and Friendster preceded it as technology platforms for social connection. Friendster in particular provided the case study in what not to do from a technology and user-support perspective, and it was very much on Zuckerberg’s mind throughout
the start-up phase. The curse of success for Friendster manifested itself in routine and catastrophic site crashes as the number of users expanded.\textsuperscript{18} In 2005, Facebook would see its own user base double between June and December, from three million to six million; the firm would spend $4.4 million on servers and networking equipment just that year. That astonishing growth created problems, existential ones.

At the end of that first full year, Mark Zuckerberg dropped by a class at Harvard (the vaunted Computer Science 50 course) to give an overview of his progress with the project. Recorded now for posterity, the lecture features Zuckerberg giving a technical account of how his operation avoided the disastrous “exponential” load on the servers supporting the site that brought down Friendster.\textsuperscript{19} It may all seem like magic given Facebook’s remarkably steady site performance now, but one of the most difficult computations that a social networking site needs to perform is figuring out how you are connected to other people. Solving for the shortest path between two people becomes exponentially difficult as you go out to friends of friends. For example, assume a network in which everyone has one hundred friends. To look for connections in the immediate network of your one hundred friends, an algorithm must look for matches among each of their one hundred friends of to see if there are connections. That’s ten thousand pairs. The next “degree of separation” outward is then the cube of one hundred, or one million. “Friendster had large problems with this,” Zuckerberg noted in the 2005 lecture, “because they were trying to compute paths six degrees out, or like seven degrees out.”\textsuperscript{20}

Facebook decided to distribute and split up the database according to clusters of friends, at first according to the college to which early Facebook users belonged (the network was initially restricted to universities). This could stop computation problems from becoming exponential. As the site began seeing one hundred million pageviews a day, with each page making numerous queries that draw on databases to serve up pictures and other tailored information, additional hardware and software challenges developed. But simultaneously the public demand for this sort of various precise edge or tie generation (recommendations of new friends) accelerated. As the engineering improved and the application became both better and more reliable, society began to reinforce it in a kind of human–computer feedback loop.

Further, as the Facebook network became larger, it became more useful; more of each member’s friends were joining each day, providing the
possibility of reconstituting a person’s entire network online in a single place. This pattern roughly follows the well-known idea embodied in Metcalfe’s law, whereby the value of a given telecommunications network grows in nonlinear fashion and is proportional to the square of the number of users.\(^{21}\) Academics had long thought about targeted discovery in the human social graph, but there had been too many challenges to ever conceive of realizing its possibilities at scale. Engineering prowess had produced a new paradigm for connectivity, a product of mutually reinforcing computational and sociological trends.

Time and again, Facebook has tackled the next frontier of unconquered social network engineering challenges, and many of those early computational tasks are now child’s play compared to the site’s advances in recent years. What the Facebook team has done in the process is not just to create a new technological application to help users keep in touch with friends and stay connected, but in fact to seize on, illuminate, and make actionable a set of network “wires” that were hitherto invisible in human societies. Facebook has, for the first time, in a sense electrified the intangible web of human emotions and information. And by doing so, it has begun to change the very nature of this intangible web, as we can begin to observe and reflect on our relations and intellectual-emotional interconnections themselves. Even before the telegraph, there was a vast web of human connections that, through several degrees of separation, theoretically connected everyone from the Pacific to the Atlantic coasts of the United States. Yet these pathways were seldom utilized or made visible; they were seemingly random, mostly invisible, and certainly not precisely searchable.

When Zuckerberg founded his world-changing killer app at Harvard, he was heir to a certain tradition. On that very ground in Cambridge, Massachusetts, another network pioneer had, decades earlier, first made some insights into the nature of this vast invisible web of human ties. His name was Stanley Milgram, and his experimental work as part of the now-defunct Department of Social Relations at Harvard gave us the first real image of what the human social network really looked like. In the 1960s, Milgram got a $600 grant to conduct an experiment whereby randomly chosen people in Kansas and Nebraska would be asked to forward messages on to someone in the Boston suburbs. The results would become well known for illustrating the small-world phenomenon. Milgram found that there were between 4.4 and 5.7 intermediaries on average between the original,
randomly chosen recipient of a postcard and the intended endpoint recipient. This was rounded to six degrees.

The six degrees idea was popularized by the John Guare play (1990) and 1993 movie *Six Degrees of Separation*, starring a young Will Smith. Malcolm Gladwell’s *The Tipping Point* (2000) revived interest in Milgram’s postcards experiment; in 2003, Duncan Watts published his own widely read treatise on the science of networks, *Six Degrees*. The echoes of Milgram were, in other words, reverberating across Harvard Yard when Zuckerberg, in essence, began to make Milgram’s one-off experiments a kind of permanent feature of our world.

On January 23, 2004, Mark Zuckerberg and Harry Lewis, a computer science professor and the dean of Harvard College, began exchanging emails under the subject line “Six Degrees to Harry Lewis,” a direct nod to the small-world idea. A one-time student in Lewis’s theoretical computer science course, Zuck, as Zuckerberg was known, had conceived of a computer application that would allow students to see how close they were to the dean on a social “map” of sorts. Lewis would serve as the zero-degree node—the fundamental reference point for all others in the social map. It was, seemingly, just a fun use of theory to explore the Harvard social community in a quirky way.

Zuckerberg explained to Lewis that “users would type in their names and see how many hops it took to be connected” to the dean. As Lewis has recounted, he then emailed Zuckerberg: “Can I see it before I say yes? It’s all public information, but there is somehow a point at which aggregation of public information feels like an invasion of privacy.” Zuckerberg showed it to him. Lewis recalls giving it a casual review and approving it: “Thinking it was another Friendster, I shrugged.” In words that continue to take on historical irony, the dean then emailed Zuckerberg: “Sure, what the hell. Seems harmless.”

In the early 2000s, Watts, then at Columbia University, along with coauthors Peter Sheridan Dodds and Roby Muhamad, reconfirmed Milgram’s six degrees thesis using email chains, estimating there were between five and seven steps between email users across a sample of thirteen countries. A 2012 study of Facebook found that there were about four degrees of separation on that network platform. And in 2016, Facebook’s data scientists determined that there are about three and a half degrees of separation between the platform’s users.
What Facebook states it is optimizing for (i.e., trying to accomplish for users) and what it actually does are two slightly different things. This must be kept in mind if we are to understand, as with the telegraph, what is in the network and what is excluded. Ultimately, the company wants to maximize engagement and time with the application. Notably, the goal of its algorithmic interventions is not necessarily to inform or consciously improve democracy, nor is it to strengthen relationships (in the way we might in the offline world by distributing our time and attention to sustain and enrich ties). Crudely put, the News Feed algorithm serves up what Facebook’s engineers believe will maximize engagement on the platform, of nearly any kind (hate speech and calls to violence are exceptions), to sell that time and attention to advertisers. Of course, many of its executives espouse genuinely high-minded ideals about a better, more connected world. The company does use panels of thousands of human evaluators to determine whether different kinds of content are deemed to be meaningful, helping to improve the algorithmic curation. But the business strategy prevails on balance, and left out of the network are some human and democratic values. This tension was widely known to experts, but it took the 2016 election and the controversies over fake news to make these algorithmic issues known to the public.

The issue of values wider than just “engagement” and “relevance”—amorphous concepts that Facebook often falls back on in the company’s public pronouncements—brings us back to journalism. There are two chief areas of debate with regard to Facebook and journalism: the business implications (the “platforms versus publishers” debate) and the effect on news consumption patterns (the “filter bubble” issue.) The first issue, which Emily Bell has continued to analyze for the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University, comes down to a dispute over whether or not Facebook ought to be doing more to help news outlets stay in business.26

Facebook benefits enormously from the content of news organizations; stories of all kinds circulate on the network and make the environment more engaging accordingly. The company now has an enormous share of the advertising revenue that newspapers once saw; targeted advertising is better executed on the Facebook network, and mass media have had their advertising revenue reduced by billions. However, it is also the case that Facebook helps extend the reach of journalism institutions, allowing stories to reach many more people than ever. This platforms versus
publishers issue may never be resolved in any final sense, although legal action and continued outreach on behalf of Facebook to help news media continue to complicate the relationship. Facebook has also begun to fund original news content in video form, opening the door for new monetization models.

The filter bubble concern rests on an argument that Facebook’s algorithms are serving up content that tends to confirm people’s biases and beliefs. Often oversimplified, this concern is a massively complex sociological issue and question, with dimensions that are still not well understood. Because studying information flows on Facebook at scale requires the company’s permission, there has not been a lot of research to date. In addition, it is very hard to measure the overall rate of change because it is nearly impossible to determine how individuals’ overall encounter with news—which, even prior to social media, was heavily influenced by offline social networks, geography, and more—is or is not being skewed.

Even the biggest, most comprehensive research studies published in the top journals have limitations. A large-scale study published in PNAS in 2017 found that among a sample of 376 million users, most tended to engage with a small number of news outlets. Those users who showed higher levels of engagement with news tended to interact with a smaller number of news outlets, suggesting a filtering effect. “Despite the wide availability of content and heterogeneous narratives, there is major segregation and growing polarization in online news consumption,” the study’s authors conclude. “News undergoes the same popularity dynamics as popular videos of kittens or selfies.” However, how these patterns fit into wider news consumption trends is not assessed in the study.

In 2015, members of Facebook’s data science team published their own take on this problem in the journal Science; they tried to bring some wider perspective to the issue while admitting a modest amount of ideological filtering or skewing. “Individual choices more than algorithms limit exposure to attitude-challenging content in the context of Facebook,” the researchers assert. “Despite the differences in what individuals consume across ideological lines, our work suggests that individuals are exposed to more cross-cutting discourse in social media than they would be under the digital reality envisioned by some.” That study saw significant criticism by other leading researchers for the sample that was used, as well as the way it posed its research questions and fitted data to them.
One aspect that remains interesting about the 2015 Facebook study published in *Science* is the degree to which it highlights the fact that Facebook’s own algorithms are somewhat beyond the comprehension of their engineers. They actually have to study their own algorithms to figure out what is going on; the computer code and the inputs of users interact dynamically, with no certain outcome that might be predicted by the creators of the platform. “You might imagine that they could just go into the next building and look directly at the code,” computational social scientist David Lazer notes in an article that accompanied the original study. “However, looking at the algorithms will not yield much insight, because the interplay of social algorithms and behaviors yields patterns that are fundamentally emergent.” The use of machine learning and automation in regulating information flows on the social platform—part of the rise of “social algorithms” across the digital world—means that Facebook’s process for filtering and selection remains a black box, both for the public and even, at times, for the company itself.

That said, it is possible that the appearance of increased homophily—“birds of a feather flock together,” as the saying goes—is mostly an optical phenomenon, with Facebook just reflecting megatrends in American society toward greater group polarization and increasing selective exposure effects. What Facebook may actually be doing is making people’s ideological preferences and their shared communities in some ways more visible and pronounced: we are shocked by how biased human behavior is (and political preferences are), and the social platform just allows it to manifest. Or perhaps not only is that true, but Facebook’s algorithms are also genuinely accelerating polarization. Although big data studies will undoubtedly continue to examine the problem, and likely continue to produce conflicting findings, the one thing that can be said with some certainty is that there is a strong public perception of a problem. This perception may actually affect reality; the architecture of the network is constructed through code, after all, and can be adjusted. The growing chorus of worry will influence Facebook’s business decisions. In the wake of the 2016 election and the controversy over highly partisan “fake news” that circulated on the platform, the company has already announced measures to tackle aspects of the overall problem, with algorithmic tweaks and efforts to monitor and combat deliberate misinformation efforts for political purposes.
involving the uses and abuses of user data, such as the 2018 scandal involving Cambridge Analytica, will further cloud the company’s reputation.

What Zuckerberg and his team have done through their engineering efforts is not just to map and make visible the social graph of nearly two billion people around the world, but also to change the graph itself, rewiring it and bending it toward closer interconnection. It is in this way that engineered network architectures can not only allow for more links to be observed, but also, by allowing for that form of observation, change the very nature of the network, like some social Heisenberg principle. The visibility of the network continually reshapes the network itself.

This has had large, somewhat underappreciated effects on the public’s relationship to news. There is a growing body of evidence that news shared through social networks, even online, can have pronounced and far-reaching contagion effects, influencing behavior, emotions, and offline actions such as voting. Increasingly, news is not being consumed passively through a television set or newspaper, but rather with the important aid of friends and family, whose choices and opinions—a shaping architecture of its own kind—can make information more salient and emotionally impactful. Finally, Facebook facilitates the sourcing of stories in new ways, providing an instrument for people-finding, event detection, and community access (and indeed formation) like never before.

**Google: Knowledge Graphs**

As noted, networks have many forms and modes—from social to informational and mixes of both. No institution in history has done more in the area of information and knowledge networks than Google, whose well-known mission remains to “organize the world’s information to make it universally accessible and useful.” That mission began a little over two decades ago, in 1995, with the meeting of two Stanford graduate students, Sergey Brin and Larry Page. Over the next couple of years, the two would imagine and then execute a new procedure for how knowledge should be valued in the world.

Search engines prior to Google had largely relied on the frequency of keywords on websites to serve up results to web users. AltaVista, once a popular search engine and now largely forgotten by history, operated in
this way. This way of proceeding defied human needs and expectations for results in many cases. An example Page and Brin examined was typing the word *university* into AltaVista. The first result was the Oregon Center for Optics, because the word *university* appeared multiple times in the headline of its home page. Such search engines were always susceptible to manipulation and gaming, and by the late 1990s they were being gamed increasingly by packing keywords into the source code of pages. Page and Brin also objected strenuously to the trend of advertisers paying for search results.

What became the world's most successful solution to the problem of search was developed in Page's and Brin's doctoral work, which initially was not even developed with the idea of creating a search engine. Their ranking methodology system, or algorithm, was initially called BackRub, later to be renamed PageRank, after Larry. The idea, loosely modeled on the academic practice of citation, was to base authority and importance on the number of backlinks to a given website. This made use of the network structure produced by hyperlinking among web pages. “PageRank is an attempt to see how good an approximation to importance can be obtained just from the link structure,” Page and Brin wrote in a 1998 paper they published, subtitled “Bringing Order to the Web.” In PageRank’s most primitive, early version, a website would be evaluated by how many links it had, as well as how many links were directed toward that first set of directed links. This is done using a form of network analysis that solves for centrality, a mathematical method for determining which nodes, also called vertices, are most important or influential. Brin, a certified math genius from an early age, helped enormously to improve upon some existing formulas and techniques in order to apply graph theory and network analysis concepts to PageRank.

Google’s ranking methodology is now supplemented by numerous other algorithms and factors from Google’s massive search engineering team, including dozens of subtle qualities of websites and the velocity of information in real time on social media. It might be debated whether the idea of harnessing the wisdom of the crowd, whether through link analysis or supplementary indicators, is ideal in terms of identifying credible knowledge. Over the years, there have been numerous examples, some shocking, of Google’s algorithms serving up bizarre or misleading results. Even in 2017, the company was continuing to deal with controversies of this nature—for
example, ranking Holocaust denial websites very high for searches about the historic event.39

Yet it would be unfair on the whole to judge Google’s failure or success based on its relatively infrequent missteps, which are often the result of an ongoing arms race with the deliberate manipulations of ill-intentioned actors. What is more consequential is what may be left out of search results at a structural level. The first page of results on any common query is inevitably filled with popular sites, which algorithms judge as being “useful” based on the frequency with which they are visited. Move over to Google Scholar (which filters only for research), however, and one can see what might be left out—namely, the vast library of the research world, which contains the most credible, peer-reviewed information. The irony here is that Page and Brin set out consciously to model the Google enterprise on the method of academic citation, but it is precisely the higher-grade but less-trafficked information that is frequently left out of the first page of search results. Google has improved this situation a bit with its Knowledge Graph project, which provides summary snippets of information at the top of search results (they are frequently drawn from Wikipedia entries). What Google has not yet done—and may never want to do, given that its chief goal is to maintain high volumes of usage from the crowd—is to privilege the world of peer-reviewed research and well-vetted empirical analysis.

Critics in recent years also have focused on the amount of data that Google is collecting about individual users while monitoring their browsing habits and targeting advertising and content to fit what the company perceives as the information most relevant to an individual user. The dangers here—first warned about by technologists Eli Pariser and Siva Vaidhyanathan, among others—are the siloing of individuals in echo chambers and contributing to political polarization, as well as the commoditizing of culture and knowledge. It is impossible to know, given that the algorithms used are all proprietary, how exactly Google is connecting nodes of information and knowledge together.40 The signals it is using are complicated and subtle. Research on the degree of personalization in search results has shown somewhat modest differentiation among users.41 What is indisputably true is that the world of online information Google is producing constitutes a dynamic system, with feedback loops that reinforce the deeper prevailing architectural choices made by the company.
The decision to delegate authority and order of importance to the behavior of the crowd has implications not only for what knowledge we find, but ultimately how we come to understand credibility and, to an extent, what we believe constitutes knowledge. The architectural choices of Page and Brin seem “democratic” insofar as they put the masses, to some degree, in charge of what’s important. Yet we need not belabor the point, made time and again by theorists of democracy, that the majority can bring tyranny and that certain truths or rights must be protected by structures, legal or otherwise. Across many domains, from climate change to facts about how public policies are performing, the volatility of public opinion suggests a need for anchoring in the best science. No system of knowledge is perfect; the question is to what degree a system allows for imperfection. A computational solution certainly can improve upon fallible human processes and make retrieval exponentially more efficient. It is entirely possible that the rise of artificial intelligence will bring improvements in this regard. Google, to its credit, does use a system of paid human raters who evaluate the quality of search results.

Google’s aggregate effects on the news business are sprawling and largely hidden by being deeply embedded in a kind of structural shift in the way the public thinks about information. As with Facebook, there is a “platforms versus publishers” dynamic, whereby news organizations for many years have asserted that Google’s aggregation of excerpts from news stories—in, for example, the Google News application—is a form of theft. Such claims have been fended off almost entirely in the United States (Europe is more complicated), and Google allows sites to opt out of being crawled and indexed. Google has consistently pointed out its upside for news institutions: it drives a tremendous amount of additional traffic to news sites, and it is the news organization’s responsibility to monetize these larger audiences, not Google’s.

There remain underlying tensions here. It is little remarked upon, but the overall utility of the web hinges in some part on the ongoing production of quality news. On almost any subject, search queries return useful and credible results because many stories generated by media organizations are available freely, or in excerpt form, online. Further, the underlying structure of Wikipedia rests in large part on the ability to cite and link to news articles. Look at the links in almost any substantial Wikipedia entry.
In this way, Google's Knowledge Graph, which keys off Wikipedia in many cases, rests on news content.

Of course, the news industry bears some large responsibility in deciding to put most of its content online for free in the first place, a decision that some consider a kind of “original sin.” As more content, such as video and music, is accessed through subscription services such as Netflix and Spotify, that original decision by news organizations looks less inevitable and wise. Many of the major newspapers have gone to metered paywall models accordingly, and they are actively experimenting with new models that lock down content for nonsubscribers. Still, given journalism’s ambition to reach large audiences and inform the public, it is hard to see how creating many “walled gardens” of news content serves the wider values of either news media or democracy.

A phenomenon that is harder to capture is what the persistent availability of knowledge and information through search is doing to citizens’ habits of news consumption—indeed, their underlying patterns of knowledge acquisition. This is a complicated area, and it has often been reduced to a fundamental debate over intellectual laziness, famously embodied in Nicholas Carr’s 2008 article for the Atlantic, “Is Google Making Us Stupid?”

The appointment-driven “news habit” of consuming a daily newspaper and a nightly news broadcast has withered. We’ve gone from appointment-oriented to context-driven news consumption. If the patterns of the millennial and Gen Z generations persist, as discussed in chapter 1, those habits will be largely lost within the next twenty years or so. The availability of media in many forms, of many kinds, has broadened the media diet of Americans. Yet because people feel they can instantly access whatever they need to know, there is less felt need to be broadly informed on issues each day. The need to stay informed has changed as the way to be informed has changed.

We might lament this shift, but it would be strange if Google didn’t affect how people approach and think about news. Leaving aside debates about alleged negative cognitive changes (i.e., Carr’s) wrought by Google, it is perfectly rational for people to operate in this way. Recall political philosopher Russell Hardin’s theory of the economics of ordinary knowledge: knowledge acquisition always involves a trade-off in terms of time, energy, and other opportunities lost. Google changes the public’s calculus. Why
bother to spend time acquiring something that can be accessed if needed? Undoubtedly, high-quality, targeted search changes this trade-off, and the public's relationship with news—which was once embodied in a commitment to daily consumption of a steady stream of a broad menu of news—is changing accordingly. The ability to draw on the world's vast library of knowledge instantly means it is less rational, using Hardin's idea, to access news content in a deep and even pattern. It is a golden age to be a news consumer, given the broad global menu available to almost anyone. With this, the habit of needing to consume news regularly in structured, appointment-driven ways has less force behind it.

A final word might be said about the positive changes in journalism practice that have been facilitated by Google. It is hard to find a single journalist who would claim that reporting is not better by having search engines. The ability to access background information and to retrieve source- and subject-relevant information on deadline is extraordinary, as compared to newsroom practice in, say, the 1980s. Productivity is enhanced substantially. News reports can much more easily build upon other reports, creating the capacity for context through practices such as hyperlinking. The capacity to fact-check—and be fact-checked—is massively increased by the architecture of search. The capacity for networked fact patterns to be brought together and reconciled (or at least debated) is a giant advance. It is true that the web has also enabled the spread of misinformation. But solely looking at the value for reporting practice, Google's search product (if used smartly) is a net positive for the efficient acquisition, verification, and expansion of information that can fuel journalistic output. Relevant data and research can be folded into so many more stories, likely making professional journalism in fact more accurate and contextual than ever.45
A hundred years from now, what will the news needs of society be like? It is always risky to try to bring out a crystal ball, but there are certain things we know will stay relatively constant. In particular, we can count on culture to change—and, with it, forms of news.

Much of what we considered to be “news” in the past has been transformed into mere information by various technologies. Think of what the web has done to town meeting notices, weather updates, scores of ball games, and stock price fluctuations, and consider functions such as movie or local business reviews and how crowdsourced sites (e.g., Yelp or Rotten Tomatoes) have partially supplanted expert/professional media reviews. What we consider news now will likely become part of the architecture of information that streams through the Internet. Yet such transformations do not mean that news will then end or be fully given over to automation. Rather, news will move up the value chain of meaning.

Further, I will argue in this chapter that journalists may have an even more important role to play in an age in which original data is ever-more valuable. Rather than being a gatekeeper, the journalist of the twenty-first century will in part be a locksmith for sensitive data. But to understand why the machines are unlikely to take over the newsroom, we’ll need to think a little more about the direction of change in terms of data and technology.

In my office at Northeastern sits a framed copy of the original front page of the New York Times on November 9, 1864 (“Price Four Cents”). The headline is “VICTORY!”; below it is a bit of Northern press jubilance, “Glorious Result Yesterday.” President Abraham Lincoln had been reelected. The content of the six wide columns on the yellowing broadsheet is a dizzying cascade of data tables and microscopic print revealing the election results: “Details of Returns,” “The Vote of City.” Election counts for every single
office, from president down to canal commissioner, are detailed numerically in well-ruled columns. Ward-level votes are broken out in minute detail. It is an explosion of raw and aggregated data, with no visualization or interpretation beyond the obviously partisan headline. It is, to the modern eye, almost unreadable, or at least very overwhelming. It violates all of our sacred contemporary design and user interface principles of reducing clutter and drawing the eye to key points of entry. And, again, it is the front page.

Now consider November 8, 2016, Election Day, the day that Donald J. Trump was ultimately voted into office. The home page of the New York Times website featured a real-time, data-driven application that presented a “live election forecast.” Three simple dials were shown for key indicators: “Chances of Winning Presidency,” “Popular Vote Margin,” and “Electoral Votes.” With a topsy-turvy day of election returns, many millions of people were constantly checking this data-driven model through the day and evening (and early morning the next day) to see the latest estimates. The news experiment was something of a disaster as a predictive model; the estimates proved to be wildly off. Although there were many questions later about the model’s validity—the day prior to the vote, Hillary Clinton had an 85 percent chance of winning—it was nevertheless an interesting experiment in doing things new ways, one that captivated a large online audience. And it is surely a harbinger of new forms of news to come.

Even in 2016, news organizations eventually presented election returns in tables, as they did in 1864, somewhere on their website or inside their print editions—although any contemporary numerical tables are certainly accompanied by graphics, interpretative language, narrative context, and visual cues. Yet no contemporary news outlet would have ever even considered using the 1864 New York Times strategy up front, detailing data tables across every column of a front page or home page. As a matter of information design, the 1864 front page just slightly predates the inverted pyramid, a newswriting structure for placing news-related information in descending order of priority, subsequently well known to journalists of the twentieth century.

As David T. Z. Mindich has argued, it was not until 1865 and the assassination of Lincoln that the inverted pyramid began to emerge. Looking across the 152-year chasm between 1864 and 2016, we see two different
societies with distinctive news needs—news fulfilling a demand from society that met citizens’ desires and understanding of what news should be, at that place and time. In decades and centuries past, much more purely “informational” content filled news media, from the shipping news to reams of stock price tables. News now has moved toward more “value-added,” epistemological (building new knowledge about the world), or interpretative types of news stories and products. We expect journalists not only to provide context and relevant related information, but also to present it all in a format friendly to quick web browsing and busy, multitasking-filled lives.

As discussed in chapter 1, news media have a shape-shifting quality. “News is a historical phenomenon, always changing over time,” Rasmus Kleis Nielsen has noted, “just as it is a socially contextual phenomenon, varying across space.” Yet there are underlying realities that connect even 1864 and 2016, as I will explain, that we must understand if we are to have any chance of thinking about the future of news. On Election Day 2168, what will the news needs of society be like? One fairly good bet is that it will involve machines and computation. The ability to process data and, increasingly, create meaning from inputs of various kinds is accelerating, leading to talk of potential breakthroughs in artificial intelligence in the coming decades. For years now, many things have been said about the potential for computers and artificial intelligence to automate and supplant work tasks, and even erase jobs en masse, across the labor market in the future. There are obviously great worries based on some of the projections. Thousands of stories in the domains of financial and sports reporting are now being written by algorithms. There are predictions that perhaps 90 percent of all stories will be written by algorithms within a decade. Where will this all go? Will it be a world of robot reporters? Beneath the classic fedora hat, will there only be silicon chips and wires?

Although the automation of beat writing in areas that are highly routine and quantitative—stock fluctuations, monthly earnings reports, soccer game scores, weather updates—is very real, the true impact of artificial intelligence on journalism remains largely hypothetical. The best thing we can do is to think as precisely as possible about what news is in a larger sense, then extrapolate how it might best meet up with the general trajectory of technology.
Artificial Intelligence in the Contemporary Newsroom

Experts make distinctions between various forms of automation and advanced computation and the field that is broadly called artificial intelligence (AI). The very definition of AI is something of a battleground even within the field itself. Further, the field of machine learning, technically a subfield of AI, has become so extensive and ubiquitous that the two are sometimes referred to synonymously. The idea of producing a general-purpose, human-like robot that could display flexible and convincing intelligence as we commonly understand it is a dream that persists across industry and academia. Yet general-purpose computer intelligence, what is called strong AI, remains a dream; the timeline of such a moonshot project could be very short or very long. For now, it is worth focusing on the more specific field of machine learning, which is being broadly applied across science, politics, business, medicine—and even certain dimensions of journalism.

As computer scientist Pedro Domingos notes, machine learning “takes many different forms and goes by many different names: pattern recognition, statistical modeling, data mining, knowledge discovery, predictive analytics, data science, adaptive systems, self-organizing systems, and more.” What, practically speaking, does this mean for the production of news? One obvious application is automated writing through tools and companies such as Automated Insights (a partner of the Associated Press, among others) and Narrative Science, which can quickly generate stories from structured data. Such automated writing is already happening. Other early applications in journalism include interactive chat bots, tools for optimization of headlines, selection of the best stories for social media performance, and data-mining techniques on large troves of documents. Yet these experiments are, to date, all somewhat limited. “Virtually the entire pipeline of news production is being touched in some way, to varying degrees of quality, by automation,” Nicholas Diakopoulos, a computer scientist who studies journalism, notes. “These systems of course are brittle. … They often only work in closely scripted scenarios and for very routine coverage and decision-making.”

Some of these applications and techniques will allow journalism to better meet audience demands in networks; it will allow the customization of journalistic products. Other applications, such as automated writing, will feel novel but will ultimately become mundane. As I have suggested,
when technologies automate the collection and presentation of information, the cultural understanding of “news” will change. But these technologies also have the power to produce new forms of news in combination with well-trained journalists. “Computational journalism techniques such as multi-language indexing, automated reporting, entity extraction, algorithmic visualization, multidimensional analysis of data sets, [and] flexible data scraping,” Amy Webb notes, “are allowing journalists to combine what they find in the data and then see the connections between facts, keywords and concepts.” The ability for computers to recognize images, sometimes called machine vision, and to be able to recognize and respond to human speech (e.g., Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa) through natural language processing (NLP) may also find important applications in both the reporting and audience engagement processes.

Given the challenges and possibilities inherent in our age of big data, there are likely two substantive areas where journalism augmented by machine learning can make an important contribution: (1) the monitoring of large social networks for relevant (and verifiable) information and trends; and (2) the analysis of large bodies of documents and data for hidden relationships. Many news companies are developing their own social media monitoring systems tailored to the needs of their reporters, or they are leveraging third-party applications from companies such as NewsWhip, which uses algorithms to track trending topics and monitor the flow of online attention toward certain stories.

Some of these algorithmic efforts to make sense of the giant stream of continuous social data are quite sophisticated, using data science to try to infer, from a statistical perspective, how combinations of subtle signals may indicate emerging and important news. Reuters, for example, has developed a tool called News Tracer, which assigns a “newsworthiness score” to nascent events developing on Twitter, potentially allowing reporters and editors to get to stories earlier in their life cycle. “With the proliferation of smartphones and social media, it means that there are [a] lot more witnesses to a lot more events,” Reginald Chua, the executive editor for editorial operations in the data and innovation division of Reuters, says. “We can’t be at everything. Our tool helps shift some of the burden of witnessing and lets journalists do much more of the high value-added work.” In this way, the use of cognitive technologies does not so much replace the journalist as free him or her to work on contextualization and interpretation of emerging information.
News Tracer is a powerful example of how humans and computers together—augmented journalism, as some are calling it—can combine to make insights that neither could alone. The algorithm works off a knowledge base of credible sources, a dataset that is initially selected by Reuters journalists. This seed dataset is then expanded by algorithms that can trace out larger, interconnected networks that are also likely reliable. The idea is that credible individuals tend to follow other credible sources and institutions. The News Tracer software then performs the analytical task of looking at how a given piece of information, or tweet, is cascading through the feeds of various people on the network (e.g., is it being rebroadcast by other reliable accounts), as well as the identity and location of the account that originated the information. To improve the News Tracer model, the data science team at Reuters has continued to perform computational social science research on issues such as prediction of the news value of natural and manmade disasters, as well as the debunking of rumors on Twitter. The news company has claimed that News Tracer has beaten global news organizations to important stories dozens of times, giving its reporters a six-to eight-minute advantage. However, algorithms so far have not proved as effective at debunking false information, maintaining the need for humans to stay in the loop.

Further, as mentioned, machine learning can be used to help superempower journalists performing investigations that involve large troves of documents and datasets, allowing for work to be completed that would otherwise take much more time and staff resources. The Atlanta Journal-Constitution’s 2016 Doctors and Sex Abuse series began with a reporter noticing a strange pattern of physicians being allowed to practice and keep their licenses despite being sanctioned for sexually violating patients. When the newspaper’s team wanted to investigate whether this was a national trend, they wrote web scrapers, or automated programs, that collected data from state medical board websites. This yielded more than one hundred thousand documents. They then used machine learning to vastly reduce the number of documents that should be directly reviewed by reporters, letting the algorithm look for certain keywords, which then gave each document a “probability rating that it was related to a case of physician sexual misconduct.” With their final dataset reduced to six thousand suspicious cases deserving of direct human inquiry, the Atlanta Journal-Constitution was able
to pull off a path-breaking series and punch above its weight as a regional news organization without a large data journalism team.16

Another important machine-learning-involved use case in journalism is the testing of the veracity of sources, such as seeing if government officials are putting out valid or skewed statistics. For example, the Los Angeles Times used these computational techniques to demonstrate that the Los Angeles Police Department was misclassifying minor assaults and downgrading serious assaults to make its crime-reduction efforts look better. The Los Angeles Times team used machine learning and built a classifier—a model that allows algorithms to sort cases into different “buckets” depending on their relevance—to evaluate data from 2005 to 2013, obtained through public records requests. The team described their computational method thus: “To conduct the new analysis, [the] Times used a machine-learning algorithm. The computer program pulled crime data from the previous Times review to learn key words that identified an assault as serious or minor. The algorithm then analyzed nearly eight years of data in search of classification errors. Reporters refined the algorithms and selected a random sample of nearly 2,400 minor crimes from 2005 to 2012 to determine their accuracy. The sample was stratified by crime categories and the margin of error was plus or minus 2%.”17 The reporters were able to analyze more than four hundred thousand incident reports—a task ordinarily impossible given the realities of media deadlines and limited available time in newsrooms. Employing a sophisticated strategy that resembles academic research—and at the same time reduces the need for tedious, rote document review work by humans—the team ultimately used these computational techniques to perform an important act of watchdog journalism, of public accountability, with regard to a powerful government agency.

It is possible that computers will become wildly creative in the future, but it will be difficult for any algorithm to bridge what is technically possible and what is desired by public audiences in the fluid symbolic context of human culture. The creativity involved in generating original story ideas is a function of a moving variable: audience needs and societal context. For such back-and-forth processing, the human brain will remain uniquely positioned. “There’s no such thing as a machine that comes up with story ideas, and spits them out,” Meredith Broussard, a journalist and researcher who studies artificial intelligence, notes. “You don’t actually want that,
either, because computers are insufficiently creative. A human investigative journalist can look at the facts, identify what’s wrong with a situation, uncover the truth, and write a story that places the facts in context. A computer can’t.”

Journalists as Society’s Locksmiths

It is well worth noting that in the pioneering investigations by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution and the Los Angeles Times, the chief operational problem being remedied was a lack of government transparency. In the case of the doctors who had committed sexual abuse, the data were theoretically available on state medical board websites but were not interpretable for the public, with patterns being hidden in the mass of bureaucratic forms; in the case of the Los Angeles crime data, the methods used for data labeling by police were obscure, and the records themselves were not easily available for inspection. This is a kind of “market failure,” in which society itself does not provision the required information and the necessary knowledge-generating institutions. Journalists often must make up for the deficiencies of democracy. Even if the data in question were more open, there remain problems of data integrity and public comprehension. As the saying goes, data doesn’t interpret itself. Moreover, any dataset (the kind that is readily released by institutions) is more likely to put a positive spin on the activities of its creators, obscuring truth and genuine knowledge, as was the case in Los Angeles.

No matter how good cognitive technologies get, they will require specific kinds of valuable (and often sensitive) data to make useful insights in the public interest. “The potential for AI to augment the work of the human data journalist holds great promise, but open access to data remains a challenge,” notes a report by the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University. Even as the number of datasets openly available on the web increases exponentially, many kinds of data will remain locked down. In fact, there might be every expectation that powerful institutions, governments and corporations especially, will continue to make it difficult to obtain and interpret all manner of data that might provide accountability.

There is no better example of this than the dynamics that unfolded during the administration of President Barack Obama. The White House developed a number of substantial open data initiatives; at the same time, journalists and watchdog groups consistently complained that the
material they really wanted—requested through Freedom of Information Act requests and regular contact with government staff—only became more difficult to obtain over that period.\textsuperscript{19} A 2017 Knight Foundation report that surveyed more than two hundred experts found that four in ten said access to federal records had become worse between 2012 and 2016, and nine in ten experts expected the problem to accelerate in the coming years.\textsuperscript{20} Indeed, observers saw the development of further problems and slowdowns in responding to requests during the Trump Administration’s early stages.\textsuperscript{21}

The idea of locksmithing as journalism’s primary role is in keeping with an idea articulated by Daniel Kreiss, who has argued that as an ideal, we should normatively value journalism as a form of institutionally organized “civic skepticism,” where journalists exercise scrutiny over elites and institutions, seeking to hold them to account for the democratic values of the civil sphere—equality, liberty, and justice—through their literal and symbolic control over the publicity of the powerful. While journalism often fails to live up to this ideal, valuing civic skepticism necessarily recasts the debate over journalism’s future—from an emphasis on correcting for market failures in the provision of information, to a focus on the value of a strong and enduring institution that expressly serves the democratic function of holding power to account for the values of the civil sphere.\textsuperscript{22}

Careful and sustained civic skepticism also has the virtue of being an area in which there is less direct market competition online. It is an approach to information that requires creativity and novel connections among disparate informational nodes. Civic skepticism is not focused on the commodity public information and data that the likes of Google can simply vacuum up and repackage. Well-supported, evidence-based investigative and accountability work takes time and patience that typically only individuals and organizations dedicated to such work have.

There is nothing natural or inevitable about where sensitive data ends up—hidden away or spilled into public view—even if the web theoretically facilitates more leaks. Indeed, most of the major leaks—Wikileaks’ various disclosures, the NSA revelations by Edward Snowden, the Pulitzer Prize–winning Panama Papers series that unearthed offshore banking malfeasance\textsuperscript{23}—have all been shepherded into the public eye by news organizations. Without news organizations to vet the information ethically and critically, the leaks process loses its social utility and becomes susceptible to gaming and disinformation campaigns. Further, leaks themselves might become less common without news organizations because the primary incentive for leaks is publicity. This is all to say that even in an era
of automation and big data, journalists retain their importance. Further, as open data becomes freely and universally available, the data that cannot be readily obtained increases in its value (both social and economic).

Obviously, NGOs, watchdog and advocacy groups, activist citizens, and researchers of many kinds will also continue to do important public-facing work that complements journalistic work in this area. But journalists are typically the ones who are holding the data- and document-bearing institutions accountable as systems. Journalists and their work have been involved in, and indeed have driven, many of the major public policy shifts toward greater openness in government and society more generally.\textsuperscript{24} Increasingly, many argue, what is required is not more data for its own sake but “targeted transparency” that facilitates sense-making and allows for citizens to evaluate the performance of government on important matters.\textsuperscript{25} Journalists are society’s great locksmiths, without which machine-learning algorithms are only of limited use. Only together can computers and humans truly perform watchdog functions that will have enduring social value.

In an age of greater complexity and more open data, one of the great challenges for society will be ensuring that what looks like transparency is in fact real transparency, and not just its appearance. Websites, open datasets, visualizations, and statements of openness can make institutions look as if they are transparent when in fact they are not. Journalists must play a crucial role in not only getting one-time disclosures and datasets but forcing systems to be more systematically open.

**State Financial Disclosure: A Case Study**

There are many domains of government in which, even now, data is hardly open or free and is not susceptible to algorithmically derived insights. The following is an account of one such domain—an area that is especially important for the functioning of democracy. It is an area in which networks of recognition likely only can be formed through very tough locksmithing by journalists, who will need to request, analyze, and interpret sufficiently to generate public discussion.

State-level financial disclosure systems now exist across the United States. These are the rules and regulations that require politicians, officials, and candidates for office to disclose their personal finances to guard against conflicts of interest and corruption. Broadly speaking, Americans
have steadily professionalized and institutionalized ethics measures in the public sector over the past half century. This is part of a broad shift that swept through many areas of society beginning in the 1950s and 1960s and which has been characterized as the “rise of the right to know.”

Ethics commissions and officeholder and candidate disclosure laws were born out of the post-Watergate reform era in the 1970s; a second wave of states set up commissions in the 1990s. Although almost no states require the release of tax returns, as is frequently customary (but not mandatory) in federal campaigns, many have put rules in place requiring candidates and officeholders to disclose their income, assets, and other ties germane to the integrity of office.

Along with my Northeastern colleagues Mike Beaudet and Pedro Cruz, I embarked on a quest in 2016–2017 to figure out how exactly the varying state policies for financial disclosure compared with one another. The decline of newsroom headcounts and the corresponding decimation of reporting ranks at the state and local levels likely mean that there is far less ability to turn data into knowledge, even if government data, much of it trivial, increasingly becomes available as open or big data. It is worth bearing in mind the 2009 prediction of David Simon, creator of The Wire and a former Baltimore Sun journalist, that the “next 10 to 15 years will be halcyon days for local corruption.”

How truly “open” are many of these ostensibly open state-level policies? We set out to look at what might be considered the core of ethics-related transparency data at the local level: the information listed on the personal financial disclosure form and the practices and rules associated with it. These forms are filed annually with state ethics commissions or agencies by public officials such as legislators in almost all states (Idaho, Michigan, and Vermont are notable exceptions), as well as by candidates for public office. The public hears a lot about campaign finance disclosure, but less about these types of personal income and assets filings, and they are seldom accessed. In theory, these forms cut to the bone: they may not be tax returns, with all the intimate detail of IRS 1040 forms, but they should provide the public with a sound overview of how people with political power make and manage their money.

What we found in looking at these forms and analyzing state laws, however, was a set of widely varying practices, with relatively few states performing well on overall transparency measures when we reviewed the
forms side by side and scored them on fixed criteria. In fact, about 80 percent of states rated poorly.

New Hampshire’s single-page form scratches the surface, but barely. Filers are simply required to check a series of boxes without disclosing any actual numbers. Wyoming’s form is only slightly more enlightening. Officials must indicate if income was earned through security or interest earnings or real estate, leases, or royalties, but otherwise are not required to provide more detailed information. In Arizona, filers must only indicate compensation, personal debts, and financial interest in trusts or investment funds over $1,000, without disclosing the real figures. In Missouri, sources of income over $1,000 for the filer and family members must be listed, but, again, without actual amounts.

The lack of specifics makes it difficult for the public to evaluate perceived or actual conflicts. This is a running theme throughout many of the disclosures, as there is no standard across the states requiring either specific amounts or detailed monetary ranges. Complicating matters is the seemingly obscure disclosures some public officials are making on the forms. In Nebraska, for example, Governor Pete Ricketts’ less than revealing disclosure in 2015 did include a detailed twenty-five-page gift list. Those gifts range from a framed picture of high school friends and a quart of ice cream to a vase with two carnations and two large jars of gumballs. It is questionable whether disclosures like this serve the public good or do anything to keep our officials more open and honest.

Another consistent finding was that there seems little capacity or authority in the state ethics commissions to verify information, even on a random basis. Most states that do audit the forms are only checking to make sure they have been filed on time and/or filled out completely. When actions are taken against filers, it is usually for not filing a disclosure.

We also looked at the scope of disclosure—who has to disclose, and how far down the bureaucracy rules extend—although the lines get blurry pretty quickly in many places. In states such as Maine, Colorado, Nevada, and Ohio, there are relatively few filers, with only major officials and/or candidates required to disclose. But other states, such as Florida and California, see tens of thousands of annual filings, and even some states with much smaller numbers of state employees, such as Massachusetts, Oregon, Oklahoma, and Washington, require filings from more than four thousand people. Based on our review of hundreds of political ethics-related news
articles and court cases, this area is worthy of further study because lower-level aides and officials are often caught up in ethics scandals.

Equally important is the ability for the public to access whatever information is disclosed. Once again, there is no standard. Nearly half the states received top scores in our evaluation by providing easy online access to information; such states included a diverse mix—for example, Alabama, West Virginia, Alaska, New York, and New Jersey. However, notably, not all of those states performed well overall in our transparency scoring, as the forms themselves revealed relatively little.

Other states, such as Maryland—where requesters must show up in person at the state ethics commission and present identification to obtain a copy of a disclosure—and our home state of Massachusetts—where an ID must also be provided, even to gain online access—place hurdles for members of the public to jump over to access what is supposed to be public information. Both Maryland and Massachusetts also notify filers that someone has requested to look at their disclosures, a policy that could create a chilling effect on open government and transparency efforts. About fifteen thousand public servants in Maryland file annual financial statements, but only a few dozen of those files are accessed each year by the public, according to the Maryland State Ethics Commission. In 2015, just fifty-eight requests for financial disclosure forms were made in Massachusetts.

The need to police the transparency of systems will, as mentioned, grow increasingly more vital as the complexity of the online ecosystem grows. Louis Brandeis famously wrote, “Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants.” Forgotten is the subsequent clause, “electric light the most efficient policeman.” The reality is that even the most wired of corruption-policing regimes may be hampered when there is little data to illuminate. Disclosure is surely no panacea, but its absence may be less likely to produce confidence or ethical behavior in the system. Ultimately, our research findings highlighted the extent to which democracy needs to refocus on targeted or core transparency—measures that are vital to the integrity of the public system and the public interest.

Meaningful data are not always yearning to be free. Long into the future, there will need to be someone (likely a journalist) to force the right data into view and nudge the machine-learning algorithm in the right direction. To facilitate networks of recognition centered on difficult questions and generate the social capital necessary for democracy, there will first need
to be a lot of facts surfaced by the journalist to generate deliberation and conversation among citizens, governments, and NGOs. Such locksmithing is painstaking work, and it is of little consequence if it cannot be translated into fuel for user groups, stakeholders, and, ultimately, network formation. Technological optimists may boast of the ability of increasingly sophisticated machine-learning models to identify patterns and produce meaningful insights, but all such models require training data: without rich data across many domains, all the AI in the world is of limited help.
Journalism must become much smarter. In a world dominated by social media—a world seemingly inundated by frothy, viral content—this can seem almost counterintuitive. But a greater embrace of knowledge is essential if journalism is to retain its value, both socially and economically. To embrace this new knowledge-driven mentality, though, journalism needs to get past some enduring tensions between informing and engaging. These tensions are generally framed by what is called the Lippmann-Dewey debate.

Almost precisely one hundred years ago, Walter Lippmann, America’s most influential early media critic and political journalist, penned a series of bleak, powerful essays that he assembled in a volume called _Liberty and the News_. For the previous five years, Lippmann noted, over the course of World War I and its aftermath, societies had been mobilized toward a central, all-consuming cause, one that had suppressed truth in the service of victory and “conscripted” public opinion. The wholesale distortion of truth, the retreat from a commitment to veracity and the headlong plunge into propaganda on all sides, had had damaging consequences. “The work of reporters has thus become confused with the work of preachers, revivalists, prophets and agitators,” Lippmann, who as a young political and military aide had helped fuel the propaganda efforts, wrote.\(^1\) And without a “steady supply of trustworthy and relevant news,” the survival of government by consent was in grave doubt.\(^2\)

That was the world as he saw it in 1920. Lippmann was not alone among intellectuals in noting that a new mode of operation and a reorientation toward an increasingly industrial world was, at that moment, becoming vitally necessary across many domains. The wrenching shock of that global war—the millions it killed between 1914 and 1917, the religious and moral...
crisis it provoked, and the destruction of civilizations that had existed for centuries—prompted artists and writers to invent new forms of expression, embodied in the modernist movement that flourished in novels, poetry, music, and painting. The creative arts had to find a new vocabulary to articulate the overwhelming confusion and complexity of this new, fragmented reality. A new basis for understanding the world was required.

Likewise, in the realm of public affairs, Lippmann noted, questions of policy, regulation, and governance had become so dizzying, so extensive and baffling, that they were no longer intelligible to average citizens. “Everywhere to-day men are conscious,” he wrote, “that somehow they must deal with questions more intricate than any that church or school had prepared them to understand.” Thus, journalism must reorient itself and build a new foundation for popular governance, for “in an exact sense the present crisis of Western democracy is a crisis in journalism.” The world was becoming complex, and journalism was in the hands of persons who were not up to the task of covering the world. It was very much a “factual recession,” with parallels to our own moment of crisis.

Over the next decade, both Lippmann and Dewey, his famous counterpart and America’s most prominent philosopher at the time, would publish profound books concerning the idea of a “public” in crisis: Lippmann’s *Public Opinion* (1922) and *The Phantom Public* (1925), Dewey’s *The Public and Its Problems* (1927). Through the years, Lippmann has been cast as the proponent of a top-down approach to informing the public, whereas Dewey has been extolled as the champion of more bottom-up modes of generating public knowledge. Their ideas remain touchstones concerning the relationship between news and democracy, and in many ways we remain in the grip of their ideas and frameworks. From that period of crisis were born many of the central questions with which communication scholars and journalists still grapple: To what extent is journalism responsible for informing a citizenry? How much should the citizenry actively participate in setting the media agenda or guiding attention?

Binary frameworks ultimately prove brittle and overly crude, especially when reduced to clichéd abstractions such as “elites” versus “masses,” experts versus the wisdom of crowds. Michael Schudson argues that, in fact, the characterization of the Lippmann-Dewey “debate,” which frequently identifies the “elitist” view with Lippmann and his emphasis on the need for expertise in a complex society, rests on a misguided reading of *Public*
Opinion (1922) and The Phantom Public (1925).\(^1\) “The intellectual challenge is not to invent a democracy without experts, but to seek a way to harness experts to a legitimately democratic function,” Schudson notes. “In fact, that is exactly what Walter Lippmann intended.”\(^5\)

From that so-called Lippmann-Dewey debate in the 1920s that catalyzed these competing notions all the way to the present, this framework has implicitly continued to color and influence media and communications discourse. It is our intellectual inheritance in journalism, and it remains the framework for contemporary debates in this space.\(^6\) The rise of the blogosphere and social media platforms has added fuel and complexity to the debate. Is journalism about engaging citizens or informing them? Might citizens, now endowed with individual broadcast power, just perform this function themselves and jettison the intermediary?

For too long, the perceived conflict has likely been overstated. In his original review of Public Opinion, Dewey praises Lippmann’s “brilliance,” although he suggests that “Mr. Lippmann seems to surrender the case for the press too readily—to assume too easily that what the press is it must continue to be.”\(^7\) Lippmann’s chief target was the political party machines that were threatening to overwhelm public interest and reformist efforts of that era. It was not that Lippmann opposed citizen involvement in democracy.

It is a lesson worth remembering. There is always another zone of power that should be watched, by whatever means, with greater suspicion than the power of the ostensibly gatekeeping press: the organized groups both political and corporate that are battling for influence and attention. After our recent decades of fierce debate over how much professional journalism should be given over to crowdsourced, citizen-centric journalism, the 2016 election and its aftermath have awakened many observers to the fact that the elites versus masses debate in media needs updating. The dangers to democracy are deeper than media, although media are deeply implicated in both problems and solutions.

The implicit argument in this book is that we have reached a moment when the elite-populist dichotomy is no longer useful in helping us think about the future of journalism. Such binary terms obscure the key emerging opportunity for journalists in the digital era. We are seeing the extraordinary and simultaneous transformation of two important and interrelated spheres: the democratization of media power and the democratization of knowledge. It is now possible to conceive of a journalism that is actively
engaged with citizens on digital platforms—one that even consciously facilitates the formation of online publics—and a journalism that sees its primary value as connecting citizens to wider pools of knowledge, whether research, public records, or systematic data. However, the ability to engage constructively, to choose between the myriad options, perspectives, and opportunities in the online infosphere, itself requires greater knowledge on the part of journalists. The sine qua non, then, of effective networked journalism is knowledge, without which journalism is destined to make the mistakes of the past.

The debate over journalism’s future is increasingly not necessarily a matter of engaging (populist) versus informing (elitist). Journalism in the era of expansive digital connectivity has the potential to create a kind of “virtuous circle” involving journalism and democratic citizenship, fueled and framed by knowledge. Both Lippmann and Dewey saw knowledge as the key. Dewey said the future of democracy depended on the “spread of the scientific attitude,” particularly as a bulwark against propaganda. Lippmann also located the solution to democracy’s ills in the creation of more social-science-oriented institutions.

The linchpin in this philosophical turn is a much stronger journalistic grasp of issues. Theorists of what has been called deliberative democracy stipulate that decision-making is legitimated when citizens give morally justifiable reasons for their views, fostering an iterative process of exchange. In this context, James Ettema has noted that journalism “must itself be a reasoning institution that aggressively pursues, rigorously tests, and compellingly renders reasons that satisfy the key criterion of deliberative democracy.” Without this new commitment to the aggressive application of knowledge and reason in the public sphere, journalism risks replicating old patterns (e.g., “he said, she said” stories), even if dressed up in more populist and engaged form.

To organize action on issues of increasing complexity, citizens must have a basic level of understanding, rooted in substantive knowledge. Journalists can facilitate this understanding in targeted ways. As mentioned, this potentially creates a virtuous circle: engaged citizens are more likely to be informed because interest incentivizes learning. By understanding the true stakes in issues for average citizens, journalists are therefore more likely to engage the public. Such a philosophical turn toward a synthesis
of informing and engaging is a vital step forward toward centering news practice on networks of recognition—and dealing squarely with the hybrid domain of facts and social facts, in which ordinary citizens increasingly live and try to make sense of the world.

The Crowd and the Library

Shifts toward a world of networked knowledge have implications in two directions for journalists. First, journalists must be more highly engaged with public audiences to discover more “horizontal” knowledge, as anecdotal perspectives and related information are now part of the broader picture that is necessary to “know” a subject. Second, in a world replete with misinformation and a vast sea of noise, journalists must have much deeper subject area expertise in order to engage with audiences and help build well-grounded public knowledge. Because selection now becomes so important, knowledge must be built into the journalist’s training so that selection is judicious and intelligent.

Both the crowd and the library are part of the continuum of knowledge now, and if journalists are to succeed in this new world, they must learn to thrive in both spaces. The crowd is the world of social networks and social facts, of nonhierarchical perspectives and anecdotes. The library no longer looks like it once did; it’s hypertextual, after all, linking to near-infinite sources. The growth of Wikipedia represents this new hybrid paradigm. Wikipedia harnesses the crowd but still uses systematic information as some of its core building blocks, an idea more congenial to that of the traditional library, or systems of scientific and research-based knowledge.

Ultimately, deep investigative and explanatory reporting can facilitate important kinds of network formation that would not exist otherwise. Networks of recognition may require very deep digging to come into being. In previous chapters, we examined instances in which journalists engage with crowds online. Let’s now look at several examples of stories that can help explain how journalists are engaging with and creating more systematic knowledge too. Such stories provide powerful fuel for networks of recognition. They show how different levels of society are implicated in common concerns and how they are knitted in core citizenly responsibilities and decisions.
“Hell and High Water”

Journalists traditionally have been “translators” of knowledge, writing through medical studies and government reports, making arcane scientific and social-scientific findings more accessible for the lay public. Yet new roles, even higher up the information value chain, are emerging across the spectrum of journalism, powered in particular by some digital-native outlets and nonprofit news organizations. This trend is in part fueled by accessible software that facilitates computational and visualization tasks, but it is also spurred by an emerging spirit of daring and confidence—venturing through areas into which traditionally only academics and government agencies could or would go.

When Hurricane Harvey blasted the port city of Houston, Texas, in late August 2017, the flooding and mayhem unleashed seemed, to many residents, policymakers, and news reporters, a shocking event. Many dozens of lives were lost, and more than $100 billion of property and infrastructure damage was wrought. Yet the events should not have been shocking, necessarily.

Why? The Texas Tribune, ProPublica, Reveal, the University of Texas at Austin, Rice University, Texas A&M Galveston, and Jackson State University had combined forces to produce a stunningly prescient, interactive story roughly eighteen months prior called “Hell and High Water,” which presented the likely scenarios for a direct hit on the city by a major hurricane. Calling Houston a “sitting duck,” the story—by journalists Neena Satija for the Texas Tribune and Reveal, Kiah Collier for the Texas Tribune, and Al Shaw and Jeff Larson of ProPublica—showed how citizens and policymakers had utterly failed to prepare for the kind of storm that, almost inevitably, would eventually come to the city.

Using accessible visualizations based on sophisticated modeling by their academic researcher partners, the journalists constructed a compelling warning to the city of Houston. Academics spent many hours helping the journalists bring together the data files and render them accurately. The legacy of the story—the great unheeded warning it represents—is in many ways tragic, but it also stands as an important case study in how journalism can team up with research institutions to produce powerful public-interest reporting. The journalists served as both knowledge- and policy-brokers, or translators, mediating vital technical information for the public. But they did more than just translate. The mix of policy reporting and complex
data-visualization tasks combined to create an altogether new body of knowledge, one informed by expertise but accessible enough to average persons. It has continued to contribute to a substantial public conversation about coastal development, zoning, planning, and climate adaptation. In a century when risk and resilience are becoming part of our vocabulary—from the global climate to financial markets to networked technologies, danger seems to know no boundaries—such reporting based on forecasting will likely become essential in terms of preparing the public to make smarter adaptive choices that can lead to resilience.

“Fatal Force”

The answers to society’s public policy problems are not always sitting on the servers of government or academic institutions, and sometimes the data needed to effect positive change is simply not available. There are times, increasingly, when journalism must serve in the role of primary knowledge generator, especially when governments and markets fail to provision adequate information on vital policy issues. Such was the case with police-involved shootings in the United States—which, extending through many other high-profile cases, such as the death of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, became the focus of roiling national debate.

Motivated by the fact that the government was not collecting systematic information on fatal shootings by police officers, the Guardian (“The Counted”) and the Washington Post (“Fatal Force”) both stepped in and decided to function themselves, in essence, like administrative government data-collection agencies. Both used methods of crowdsourcing and targeted records requests, as well as broad interviewing, to compile unique databases. The Post’s accounting of fatal shootings by police officers nationwide, in particular, embarrassed the FBI and spurred action. It prompted FBI Director James B. Comey in October to call for better federal recordkeeping and greater police accountability. “It is unacceptable that the Washington Post and the Guardian newspaper from the United Kingdom are becoming the lead source of information about violent encounters between police and civilians. That is not good for anybody,” then-director Comey told law enforcement officials and politicians. The agency’s new method and approach to data collection in some ways replicates the Post’s.

The news organization-generated data was referenced across Capitol Hill in testimony, and it was cited in various academic and nonprofit
reports, adding to the overall body of knowledge about this important public policy issue. The data collection itself has helped to grow and sustain networks of recognition, uniting grassroots activists and policymakers in a vital discussion about mutual obligations to all citizens and issues of trust among communities.

“Crime in Context”
This data-collection role, sometimes discussed as the building of news apps or online interactive databases, can put news organizations themselves in the position of knowledge generator. The sophisticated interpretation of the data is another matter, too, and other news organizations such as the Marshall Project, along with a suite of other digital-native outlets such as Vox and FiveThirtyEight, have risen to that challenge.

To take just one example, journalists Gabriel Dance and Tom Meagher of the Marshall Project set out to answer the question of whether violent crime was up or down in the United States, a political football of a question that seemed highly susceptible to bias and distortion. In a penetrating feature, “Crime in Context,” the journalists carefully collected and synthesized four decades of FBI data from sixty-eight urban police jurisdictions, assembling a nuanced portrait of the conflicting macro- and microtrends playing out across the United States in cities. Using statistical techniques to create weighted averages and smooth random fluctuations, the piece featured data visualizations to explore the complex nuances of this ostensibly simple question—“Is violent crime up or down?”—getting beyond the political rhetoric that so often distorts public perceptions of safety. “We found that the reported violent crimes rose in our cities last year to its highest point since 2012,” the journalists conclude. “But viewed in the broader context of the past five decades, crime remains near record lows.”

“Machine Bias”
In the age of big data and increasingly accessible computational tools, there is also the opportunity for journalists to become hybrid journalist-academic researchers themselves, building upon academic literature to study thorny public-interest issues. Such was the case with ProPublica’s “Machine Bias” investigative feature, which explored and critiqued computer software that scored criminal defendants’ likelihood to reoffend. The software was being used by courts to help shape sentencing decisions. That pioneering
investigation of an algorithm, what Nicholas Diakopolous has called the emerging journalistic beat of “algorithmic accountability,” stands as a tour de force of fearless and sophisticated reporting in the public interest.16 Building upon the existing academic literature that had parsed and critiqued other risk and sentencing software, reporters and editors Julia Angwin, Jeff Larson, Surya Mattu, and Lauren Kirchner performed their own statistical analysis, concluding that the software being used was biased against minority defendants.17 Baked into these ostensibly neutral algorithms, developed by a private company and deployed by the justice system, were the unmistakable signs of discrimination, going both ways: “The formula was particularly likely to falsely flag black defendants as future criminals, wrongly labeling them this way at almost twice the rate as white defendants.” Further, the journalists found, “white defendants were mislabeled as low risk more often than black defendants.”

There are risks in journalists venturing into complex, research-oriented territory. A team at Stanford has critiqued the methodology used in the “Machine Bias” story, for example.18 But this is normal in the research world. The key is for journalists to express clearly any areas of uncertainty in their analysis and to condition their audiences to appreciate such uncertainty. Each day now, there seem to be new examples of bold journalistic experimentation and sophistication that matches forms of academic analysis and carries out broader data-oriented tasks that were once the sole domain of research institutions. Such activity is clustered around the higher-end, deeper-resourced organizations, but there is no reason that it cannot become more common. For such complex work to become more common, many more journalists will need to prepare for the field in different ways, to build the requisite skills and knowledge—and organizations will need to take different approaches to news.

The specific examples cited here of “deep dive” investigative, data-centered inquiry and reporting will always be, in some sense, special cases. No newsroom could dedicate those kinds of resources all of the time. Most stories will be daily stories. Obviously, journalism will not always be involved in heavy data collection or statistical analysis. The more regular benefit of greater knowledge in journalism will be its application in the judicious selection of what’s important in the process of reporting on deadline. What remains clear from the major public reaction to such stories—and all of the important conversations they began—is that this new kind of deep
knowledge can generate new networks of recognition that serve democratic needs.

**Pictures in Our Heads**

How does journalism contribute to general knowledge? And if practiced badly, how much might it foster general ignorance? Although simple on their faces, such questions contain layers upon layers of complexity. Scholars have been thinking about them for at least a century now. Revisiting two classic stories from the field’s foundational texts can help us frame these issues.

The 1931 autobiography of Lincoln Steffens, one of journalism’s great early muckrakers, contains a rightly famous passage that illustrates how journalism can profoundly shape our sense of reality. In a section titled “I Make a Crime Wave,” Steffens recounts how, in an escapade driven by rivalry with his journalistic competitor and friend Jacob Riis, he decided to focus on more and more sensational crimes across New York City. Riis responded in kind. The triggering event was a familiar one to all beat reporters: both correspondents had “scooped” one another in sequence and were upbraided accordingly by their editors. Steffens and Riis then engaged in a contest of sorts, digging out all manner of crime to hype it. The public, and then-police commissioner (and future president) Teddy Roosevelt, suddenly found themselves deluged by what seemed an accelerating pattern of crime. Commissioner Roosevelt called in both reporters, asked them what in the world was happening, and told them to stop. The crime wave, such as it was according to Steffens’ colorful account, then halted.19

The fact that news can change the public’s perception of reality in dramatic ways may be obvious, but it is worth situating this point in deeper context: reality is always in some way mediated, whether by mass media, social media, or merely the people with whom we live and work. The Steffens incident highlights a more general phenomenon articulated by Lippmann in the opening passage of *Public Opinion*, in a section called “The World Outside and the Picture in Our Heads.” He recounts a situation in which people of several European nations were living on an isolated island in the ocean when World War I broke out in 1914. According to Lippmann, for a long time the English, French, and German inhabitants of the island had no news of the outbreak of war. “For six strange weeks
they had acted as if they were friends, when in fact they were enemies,” he writes. Perceptions of reality are shaped by information—or, in this case, its absence. Lippmann goes on to make a more general insight: “The only feeling that anyone can have about an event he does not experience is the feeling aroused by his mental image of that event.” These “pictures inside the heads” of people, “the pictures of themselves, of others, of their needs, purposes, and relationship, are their public opinions.” Lippmann’s entire prescriptive and analytical project in the book becomes precisely how to facilitate a more accurate picture of the “world outside” in the minds of the citizenry.

It would seem that both the Steffens and Lippmann anecdotes may be artifacts of a predigital era; it is hard to imagine them unfolding in quite the same linear way, uninterrupted by other, competing information sources, in the era of email and Facebook. And yet new problems of misinformation, propaganda, fake news, and outright mainstream media neglect are as powerfully with us as ever. The basic problem of appropriately and proportionately mediating reality—how to condense and accurately represent the infinite data that constitute the physical and social world—continues in new forms, despite new technologies and platforms.

Knowledge and Journalism Practice

In recent years, a nascent literature has grown around the theoretical connections between knowledge and reporting. Patterson defines knowledge in this context as “systematic information,” a category distinguishable from the anecdotal information gleaned from interviews and on-scene observations. Grasping these systematic patterns is a “key to devising accurate interpretations of what is observed or factually recorded.” This capacity transcends tapping more online sources for information; rather, knowledge enables the “investigator to recognize things that would otherwise be misunderstood or go unnoticed.” Patterson asserts that the Internet era, rather than making journalists less relevant, has created an even greater demand within democracy because the vast pools of available information are of such varying quality.

Similarly, Wolfgang Donsbach notes that the “possibilities for journalists to do research and for people to have a voice—even in non-democratic systems—have never been better.” Because of journalism’s increasing
“marginalization” amid a diversified communications landscape, it is necessary for journalism to redefine itself as a “knowledge profession,” Donsbach argues, to make journalism “distinct again from other forms of communication—for the sake of the quality of the public discourse.” This idea of a professionalized knowledge-based role has also undergone further theoretical elaboration by Matthew Nisbet and Declan Fahy, who see the journalist variously serving public audiences as “knowledge broker,” “dialogue broker,” and “policy broker.” This can mean the translation of arcane research, the facilitation of critical conversations around complex issues, or the unpacking of thorny and difficult policy proposals that address societal problems. Mitchell Stephens has called for more “wisdom journalism,” with media organizations staffed by “interpretive journalists.” Journalists with expertise in specific areas might be organized “by subject matters akin to academic disciplines or subdisciplines”; they will be “looking not for news, but for the meanings and consequences of news.”

Several other trends help to contextualize these theories and new frameworks for journalistic practice. Kevin G. Barnhurst has noted a broad trend in journalism, dating back a half century, away from event-centered or “realist” reporting and toward “meaning-centered news” and “sensemaking.” This observation builds upon previous work on this issue by Barnhurst and Diana Mutz, in which they partly attribute the evolution toward meaning-centered news to a rise in quantitative data collection, enhanced computing capacity, an assimilation of social science approaches by journalists, rising education levels among journalists, and increasing professionalization. Likewise, Katherine Fink and Schudson have documented an “enormous” industry shift toward “contextual” or analytical/explanatory journalism, a pattern that they call the “quantitatively most significant change in newspaper journalism between the 1950s and the early 2000s.”

The current journalism landscape has seen the rise of some newer outlets that have seized on new, knowledge-based capacities and trends, including deep “explanatory reporting” outlets and verticals such as Vox, FiveThirtyEight, the New York Times’ Upshot, the Washington Post’s Wonkblog, and the data-journalism/investigative outlet ProPublica. The rise of data journalism is a kind of extension of the “precision journalism” first pioneered by Philip Meyer and others in the late 1960s and 1970s. It was amplified by the movement toward computer-assisted reporting (CAR), which has empowered a certain class of journalists to begin executing what data
journalist Steve Doig has called “social science done on deadline.” Cloud computing, sophisticated web-based software, an emphasis on learning computer programming, and increasingly accessible and creative data-visualization tools are also fueling the continuing convergence of social science and journalism in some respects. The programming language R, a go-to data science tool among academics, has been readily adopted by the likes of FiveThirtyEight and data journalism team members at the New York Times.

Journalists themselves appear to be cognizant of these larger patterns and their changing professional role in response. Media scholars Lars Willnat and David H. Weaver found in 2013 that 69 percent of respondents said that “analyzing complex problems” in society is “extremely important,” the highest historical level recorded on the survey, which dates back to 1971. The scholars note that the level of response to that question is up an “astonishing 18 points from 2002” and that analyzing complex problems and investigating government claims are what journalists now believe are their two most important functions.

Dewey long ago noted the need for the merging of timeliness and relevance with social scientific principles of inquiry. News, he noted, is definitionally a form of high alert for change and shocks to the continuous flow of events, and “the catastrophic, namely, crime, accident, family rows, personal clashes and conflicts, are the most obvious forms of breaches of continuity.” The search for discontinuity is what makes news news:

So accustomed are we to this method of collecting, recording and presenting social changes, that it may well sound ridiculous to say that a genuine social science would manifest its reality in the daily press, while learned books and articles supply and polish tools of inquiry. But the inquiry which alone can furnish knowledge as a precondition of public judgments must be contemporary and quotidian. Even if social sciences as a specialized apparatus of inquiry were more advanced than they are, they would be comparatively impotent in the office of directing opinion on matters of concern to the public as long as they are remote from application in the daily and unremitting assembly and interpretation of “news.” On the other hand, the tools of social inquiry will be clumsy as long as they are forged in places and under conditions remote from contemporary events.

Dewey acknowledged that this synthesis of timeliness and depth will be no small task; in fact, he conceded there is a certain “ridiculous” quality to the suggestion. Yet the rise of available knowledge through the web and sophisticated tools that are instantly accessible online makes this vision much more achievable in our current moment. Tools of inquiry that are
being developed through both data journalism and social media listening and analytics, as well as “learned books and articles” by the millions online, are now readily available. Journalists must seize these opportunities.

A Body of Knowledge

In an age of big data and networks, and of increasing polarization, journalism must get much closer to social science in its approach. As mentioned, this idea has long been advocated by the likes of Meyer.32 Above all he advocates for more careful attention to journalistic method, which he believes could bring journalists closer to the goal of true objectivity. “Instead of implying that there is an equal amount of weight to be accorded every side, the objective investigator makes an effort to evaluate the competing viewpoints,” he notes. “The methods of investigation keep the reporter from being misled by his or her own desires and prejudices.”33

It is striking to compare journalism as a discipline to other fields, such as law, medicine, accounting, business management, and many more. “Almost alone among the professions, journalism is not rooted in a body of substantive knowledge,” Patterson notes.34 Here we might distinguish between content and process knowledge: Content knowledge means an understanding of a particular discipline, such as economics, health care, the environment, or criminal justice. By contrast, process knowledge, as Donsbach has defined it, involves awareness of issues of communication and potential bias and—at the higher, metacognitive level—the ability to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of one’s own reporting practices and of journalistic practices and strategies more generally. “If journalists know about, for instance, socio-psychological factors and group dynamics, they might resist more of the drives of ‘pack journalism’ and its often irrational decision-making,” Donsbach notes. “If journalists know more about audience research, they [may] be able to present their messages in a way that might maximize not only attention to news but also, if employed in a responsible way, its cognitive processing by the audience.”35

Although journalism may never be rooted in as specific a body of content knowledge as the fields of law, medicine, or other well-defined professions—journalism covers every field, after all—it nevertheless must train journalists to root their methods and practice more deeply in systematic information and data while also understanding theories and concepts that
help put events and information in meaningful context. The locus of this
debate, naturally, is journalism schools, in which the issue of how to pre-
pare students for leadership in an industry with an uncertain future is the
essential question.

Given societal and technological trends, the logical step for journalism
is to imagine and delineate how preparation for the profession might better
incorporate knowledge-related skills, interdisciplinary learning, and online
engagement and news-gathering strategies based on deep knowledge of net-
works. G. Pascal Zachary writes that in an “era of pervasive digital networks
that instantly deliver news with scant human help, the successful journalist
will be, above all, a knowledge maker.” This echoes Donsbach’s central
idea of journalism as the “new knowledge profession.” Such a transition
is made all the more urgent by the fundamental challenge to journalism’s
core value proposition presented by the online environment. “Today, many
journalistic functions have been stripped from the news media,” Picard has
noted. “Social media are now the primary centers of breaking news.”

Digital skills and fluency with tools are necessary, for sure, but they are
not sufficient. Serena Carpenter suggests that as technology and the media
business evolve, journalism students may be better served by having “adap-
tive knowledge” and more “theoretical knowledge” that is flexible enough
to be applicable in new and unpredictable circumstances, which may make
obsolete most skills with software and digital tools.

The current debate joins a long-running discussion among journalism
scholars. Michael Ryan and Les Switzer note that there has been a persist-
tent tension within journalism education over balancing skills and concepts,
or traditional academic content. “Many programs in the latter part of the
20th century evidently were oriented primarily toward skills development,”
they note. In 2013, Jean Folkerts, John Maxwell Hamilton, and Nicholas
Lemann—all former deans of major journalism schools—called for jour-
nalism programs to orient themselves more toward their universities, with
faculty doing more academic research and with curricula engaging more
systematically with the content-based offerings in other university disci-
plines. They note that earlier in the history of journalism education, some
instructors were integrating many other disciplines from outside journal-
ism, including a broad menu of liberal arts: “We see all three of [the] early
strains in journalism education—practice-oriented, subject matter-oriented,
and research-oriented—as essential.”
Similarly, G. Stuart Adam has recommended matching “elements of practice” to university disciplines, including “evidence-gathering and fact assessment” that has “authority not only in journalism itself, but in science, empirical social science (including statistical evidence), legal studies, and information science,” in addition to “analytical and interpretative capacities nursed into existence through the formal study of ideas, on the one hand, and through specialization in the languages and forms of understanding marking a major discipline.”41 Finding connection points such as these across university curricula will be vital in strengthening journalism education along dimensions of knowledge.

New Knowledge Guideposts

As the discussion in this book has so far suggested, journalism education and training might focus on two key areas to help guide reform and the fostering of new competences and to chart new interdisciplinary pathways within universities. These might be loosely clustered under the categories of knowledge competences and network competences, although there are interconnections between the two areas; their separation here is merely for illustrative purposes.

Knowledge Competences

Journalists may cover so many subjects in the course of a career that a focus on a single area of specialization, particularly at the undergraduate level, may not be sufficient. The process of learning the fundamentals of a science-based or social science–based discipline, however, can expose a student to valuable analytical methods. Ultimately, the goal must be a form of training that prepares students to learn quickly and deeply in an online context, what information scientist Alison Head and I have called mastering the art of “knowledge in action.”42 The core competency, then, is a deep and flexible capacity to master complex issues—to acquire, so to speak, knowledge about how to use knowledge.43 Under these broad competences, we might include specific items, such as the following:

- Literacy with basic statistics and strong quantitative reasoning skills. A knowledge of how research is conducted, including issues relating to sample sizes, confidence intervals and error bars, p-values, and common statistical analysis techniques such as regression.
Journalism’s New Approach to Knowledge

- Awareness of how hypotheses are tested and theories are built. Understanding of the idea of an independent, dependent, and intervening variable that work to form an explanatory model.
- Skills in the manipulation and analysis of primary and secondary data in tabular form.
- The ability to map research discourses and to discern the rough “state of knowledge” within different disciplines and relating to certain questions. An example might be the state of knowledge on an issue such as tough crime laws and deterrence, were a reporter to report on a policy debate in this area. This requires familiarity with online databases and a critical approach to the culture and conventions relating to how knowledge is produced and disseminated.
- Fluency with public records, the laws and procedures that allow access, and the typical norms and conventions of government agencies at all levels that determine how information is collected and synthesized.
- Web-based techniques for acquiring and presenting information, from scraping and accessing application programming interfaces (APIs) to visualizing data.

Of course, interviewing and gathering information in the field will remain core to journalism practice. We might imagine these new competences as being woven together with the traditional tasks, creating an iterative process (see figure 7.1). Any provisional model of an “ideal” journalistic process will not be appropriate in all situations; journalism is too varied for any single model. However, we might stipulate that it should begin with identifying existing assumptions and biases—a first step for journalists striving toward true learning and impartiality—while bookending the process with transparency, both in terms of showing one’s work and being clear about the limitations and uncertainties in the reporting so far.

By grounding their practice in knowledge and then expanding the public’s insights through reporting in context, journalists are at lower risk of committing the litany of lamentable practices well known in media criticism: the personalization of issues; the thin “he said, she said” stories; the political game and horse race narrative; or the “churnalism” of the retyped press release. These lamentable patterns embedded in coverage have increasingly divorced journalism from democracy and alienated citizens from news media. In this regard, Patterson has observed: “When reporters must file quickly, without the opportunity to observe or conduct interviews, they...
have no place to turn except to what they already know. Knowledge is the best remedy for hastily concocted, wrongheaded story lines.”

Skills with Networks

A review of much of the current professional discourse, the journalism studies literature, and the instructional material read in courses suggests that the discipline has not become fluent with a new and broad set of

Figure 7.1
Guiding principles and patterns of workflow for journalism in an age of networks. Source: Steven Braun and John Wihbey.
scientific disciplines that have direct bearing on news creation and dissemination—specifically, network science and theory. Social network analysis and areas such as graph theory and a wide, related range of data science techniques have become the basis for the great modern information companies such as Facebook and Google. There is real potential in journalism drawing on network-related fields, or at the very least better understanding their language and frameworks. This knowledge can help journalists understand audiences, sources, and opportunities to connect groups and nodes of information, sparking networks of recognition.

Network Competences

Social media management and some basic analytics courses are being taught at some colleges and universities, but it remains the case that journalism schools have not to date capitalized on the revolution taking place in the network sciences and computational social science. Competence in this area would extend well beyond the ability to disseminate information to wider audiences; it would also relate to the analysis of online publics and information spaces to help fuel deliberative discourse and to analyze patterns of sentiment, behavior, and discourse. Understanding networks is also key to investigating the sources of online misinformation. The network competences might include the following:

- A rich understanding of how the web operates at a technical and behavioral-social level; of the basic patterns of information flows; and of the archetypal forms—tight crowds, community clusters, hub-and-spoke networks, and so on—that online communities commonly take as discourse unfolds.
- Comprehension of website and social media analytics, as well as the meanings of, and debates over, the proper way to measure success for journalists in an online environment.
- The ability to map, using social network analysis techniques, the shape, sentiment, and size of online communities.
- An understanding from business and cultural perspectives of how commercial, third-party online platforms operate and are governed and how form and function may affect information flows.
- A theoretical sense of socially networked behavior, informed particularly by the quantitative social science and network science literature and including the techniques of social network analysis.
Journalists cannot be expected to be network scientists. Some network-related work can be achieved more or less easily as a function of quality software development. Experts who specialize in the analysis of networks often admit that, so far, the tools used for network visualization and analysis are not as intuitive and well-designed as the tools for more general data analysis and visualization purposes.

Network analysis techniques are not always used for the purposes of audience research or directed solely at social graphs of persons online. The computational techniques used in network analysis might see their most powerful use as an aid in mapping the relationships among persons and entities in public records. Data journalist Jonathan Stray analyzed thirty-four media stories in which network analysis of some sort was used; indeed, looking for relationships in public documents is one primary use of network analysis, although visualization is also frequently performed. “Network analysis has now been in use in journalism for several decades, and is increasing in popularity,” he notes. “But the journalistic meaning of the term is sometimes different from what is meant in computer science or sociology.”

Stray points to several examples that represent the current use of these techniques: a *Seattle Times* article that mapped figures in the local art scene; a *Tampa Bay Times* investigation of the relationship among car thieves; and the Pulitzer-winning investigation run by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ), which built a database to allow a coalition of some three hundred reporters globally to find relationships hidden in the millions of leaked documents that showed corruption in the global banking system. “Perhaps the journalist’s use of network data is closest in spirit to the ‘link analysis’ of criminal investigations,” Stray observes. “At the frontier of investigative journalism, graph databases are emerging as the representation of choice for fusing large and complex data sets.” New computational techniques and software must be developed to harness the possibilities of network analysis.

Finally, it should be noted that the art of *narrating networks*—journalistic visualization techniques and typologies that represent for audiences interconnected persons and data points—is still a field in its infancy. The use of network imagery in visual journalism is only just now coming into wider use; how well these forms and images are able to connect with and engage audiences deserves further study.
Journalists’ Attitudes and Capabilities

If we grant that journalists must achieve this greater fluency with social science and data and apply this knowledge in their practice, it is worth asking how far away the field currently is from achieving any such vision, both in terms of the overall, current state of competences in this regard and the state of academic training. Where does the field stand?

Three consecutive annual surveys (2015–2017), all of which I conducted through the Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy, shed important light on issues of current capabilities and attitudes toward new skills. The most extensive survey illuminates attitudes and self-reported capacities relating to research and data across a wide range of measures. The survey respondents included 1,118 full-time working journalists and 403 journalism educators. The survey was sent to roughly nine thousand identified journalists and educators. The underlying demographic characteristics of the respondents roughly conformed to the news media business at large, in terms of age, education, employment, tenure, medium, and gender.

In keeping with long-standing tradition, journalists reported that conducting interviews, both on the phone and in person, in addition to on-location reporting, were the information-gathering methods that they most frequently use. However, the practice of drawing on and using government data and research studies also figured prominently among the methods used, with about half of all journalists surveyed saying they use these methods frequently. Still, there is clearly room for improvement in terms of the methods with which research is accessed: The most frequent way that journalists report drawing on research for stories is through following links in other articles and calling up experts. Only about one-fifth reported frequently using Google Scholar—by far the most common tool used by researchers themselves to access scholarly literature of all kinds—and other academic databases saw little use at all.

Reporters and editors are, in other words, mostly reliant on other sources to locate research relevant to their stories. This lack of direct access to research not only indicates a certain passivity on the part of journalists but also highlights their susceptibility to biased interests—even individual researchers or research institutions—who may carry a hidden agenda.
Patterson notes, “Journalists’ knowledge deficiency is a reason they are vulnerable to manipulation by their sources.”

What was striking to see among journalists in that same survey, however, is a general enthusiasm for the possibilities of research: three-quarters said academic research could be “very helpful” to journalists in terms of deepening story context and strengthening story accuracy, and nearly 70 percent said such research could be very helpful in countering misleading claims by sources. The value of systematic information and knowledge to journalism seems clear enough to the field’s practitioners, at least in this sample.

Further, a statistical analysis on the 2015 survey data found some important correlations. Journalists producing stories for a national audience, versus a regional or local audience, were more likely to report using research studies in their story over the past year and to report speaking frequently with academic experts. This might be expected, given that national stories may look for wider, more general context. Educational attainment was associated at a significant level with greater frequency in speaking with academic experts, although having advanced degrees was not associated at a significant level with using research studies more frequently in stories. Further, among journalists who reported having enough training to perform statistical analysis on their own, there was a significant relationship with both using more research studies in stories and greater frequency of contact with experts. As might be expected, journalists covering science-heavy beats, particularly in medical science, were more likely to draw on research studies in their stories and speak with experts more frequently. Reporters covering politics were less likely to say they drew on research studies as compared to those covering other beats, although they were just as likely to be in touch with experts. Among different news mediums, journalists in television/video were less likely to draw on research.

One of the chief takeaways from the survey was the striking disconnect between journalists’ self-reported skills with various data-related tasks and the amount of value they know such skills have for journalism. News media members know they are not as prepared as they should be (see figure 7.2). In terms of data skills, only about one in ten journalists in the survey said they were “very well equipped” to perform statistical analysis on their own, and 46 percent said they were “somewhat” well equipped on that skill measure. However, troublingly, only one-quarter of journalists said they were very well equipped to interpret statistics generated by other sources, with
58 percent saying they were somewhat equipped. In terms of their self-assessed ability to interpret research studies, about one-third said they rated their ability very highly.

In the 2016 Shorenstein Center survey (of about seven hundred full-time or nearly full-time journalist respondents), journalists were asked about the barriers to their drawing on more research in their reporting. Some 60 percent pointed to a lack of access, such as online paywalls; a third said they didn’t know enough about research methods to assess accuracy; and nearly half were worried that potential bias and funding sources were not clear and therefore could not be assessed.

Another survey conducted that same year asked a group of 110 health science journalists about their views on dealing with the academic research and scientific institutional worlds. The publication of new scientific studies, they said, was the lifeblood of their reporting cycles, as nearly half indicated that their stories were frequently triggered by new publications; nearly a third of journalists said government reports were a frequent trigger for stories too. That said, about 40 percent said having inadequate time
inhibited their ability to produce quality stories in a knowledgeable way, one-third cited difficulty in assessing the validity of new findings as a major problem, and another one-third blamed the need to frame stories in a way that will catch the public's attention. About one-third of health science journalists said insufficient space for their stories was a major barrier to quality journalism. On the question of why health and medical information gets misrepresented to the public, about two-thirds of journalists surveyed blamed industry-funded scientists either “a lot” or “somewhat”; a roughly equivalent number of journalists blamed nonprofessional sources of news, such as blogs or talk shows.

The 403 persons in the educators group represented in the 2015 survey hailed from a diverse mix of schools and backgrounds. In the sample, about half were at research universities and half at teaching-oriented or liberal arts institutions (a few percent were at community or technical colleges). In terms of their primary preparation for work, 46 percent cited having been a professional journalist, 15 percent cited an advanced academic degree, 30 percent cited a mix of professional journalism and a training degree, and 8 percent cited a communication background.

It is interesting to note that the journalism educators consistently did not value academic research for the practice of journalism as much as the working journalists did. This may be explained by a variety of factors, including that many current instructors may have left the practice of journalism before the digital revolution provided so much instant access to the research world, giving rise to the likes of Vox, FiveThirtyEight, ProPublica, and the Upshot at the New York Times. Further, although journalism academics had greater self-reported levels of fluency with data and statistics in the 2015 survey, it was still the case that only 45 percent of journalism professors said they were very well equipped to interpret statistics from other sources, and only about one in five said they were very well equipped to perform statistical analysis themselves. Only 5 percent of journalism academics said the academic program in which they teach provides “extensive” training in statistics to students (43 percent said there was “some” preparation). Further, just 8 percent said there was extensive training in interpreting numbers from sources, although 62 percent said there was some such preparation for students.

Overall, the evidence from these surveys speaks to the need for significant capacity building among working journalists, educators, and students.
It also speaks to the need for more scholarship in this area as there has been little other empirical research with respect to how much journalists draw on knowledge. Other research investigations of specific reporting areas are not heartening. For example, a 2015 study by Holly Yettick found that, in contrast to science or medical journalism, education journalists almost never cite peer-reviewed research. This means that the findings of the most reliable source of information about education are “barely a blip on the radar of American education reporting.” Studies of basic media accuracy also broadly speak to this problem: one study of American newspapers found that 61 percent of articles contained errors. The public has consistently complained about a lack of knowledge on the part of journalists on basic economic, legal, and government issues they are covering; public evaluations of news accuracy continue to decline.

If we accept the obvious fact that the world is becoming increasingly data-driven and knowledge-focused, it would make a great deal of sense for journalists to prepare themselves better for this environment. Further, to maximize their contribution to the functioning of democracy and provide the public with relevant and accurate material, it is inarguably essential that journalists, as a whole, become much better equipped to make selective judgments about the importance of issues and information and parse complex quantitative patterns amid the blur and noise of the online public sphere. It is unrealistic to expect all in journalism to become statisticians, and certainly not every beat and subject requires deep familiarity with the relevant academic literature. Still, we should value these skills and, as an aspiration, look to impart them as pillars in media work, as vital parts of the body of knowledge that constitutes the evolving discipline in the digital era.

**Characterizing Uncertainty in News**

A greater embrace of knowledge also means a greater commitment to capturing uncertainty. What the “boundary-free” pattern of knowledge in the digital ecosystem requires of journalists may be a much more decisive emphasis on transparency relating to information-gathering and interpretation, as well as a humbler approach to the verdicts rendered and the pictures presented to the public. The public has little understanding of the methods that journalists employ or the codes of ethics to which journalists adhere. An even wider disjunction between trends in the world in general—in which a
lack of hierarchy and endless modification and interpretation prevail across the web—and journalism—in which purportedly authoritative statements about the world are rendered in final form—threatens to undermine the reporting profession even more. Surely it is one of the reasons that trust in the press has declined so precipitously across the United States.

If there is a general trend that we might cite as particularly relevant in this regard, it is the broad, secular decline in terms of trust in US institutions of almost all kinds—from Congress to religious institutions, from the Supreme Court to news media, which have seen among the sharpest declines in public evaluations of trust. It is worth thinking about a journalistic response to our age of anti-institutionalism.

We may be entering an era in which there is simply less tolerance for certainty and definitive judgments on controversial issues of any kind—and news media, having hit near rock-bottom in terms of general trust, should look more explicitly to state uncertainty and lack of information up front. Strategies of intellectual transparency may aid the creation of networks of recognition, insofar as citizens may connect with the network for differing reasons, drawing on different civic epistemologies and modes of understanding. Stories and narratives that express areas of uncertainty—where further knowledge is needed—may be less likely to alienate and more likely to draw in diverse publics for varying reasons.

Some observers and scholars have also called for a new journalistic ethics based on transparency itself, replacing older ideas about objectivity. All of these changes and trends speak to the need for journalists to frame their work more as an ongoing process than as a finished product. It also speaks to the need to make clear notions of uncertainty and fallibility. A world of wide, populist, and unsettled knowledge also means changing audience expectations and greater accountability (and punishment) for errors of hubris.

Nate Silver, the data journalist who founded FiveThirtyEight, notes that news media often fabricate clear trends based on noisy data, creating what are pejoratively called media narratives. Media have a “probability problem,” in his view, stemming in part from lamentable professional incentives. “One can understand why news organizations find ‘the narrative’ so tempting,” Silver states. “The world is a complicated place, and journalists are expected to write authoritatively about it under deadline pressure.” Silver’s prime case studies in media probability problems relate to political polling
and elections, as well as extreme weather events such as hurricanes—classic cases in which journalists frequently overinterpret forecasting.

Silver’s point can be applied more generally. The need for analytical humility and the clear communication of the possibility of error, or future deviation from current trends, is vital across all beats. Journalists must find ways to acknowledge uncertainty and to modify interpretations as the world of increasingly “unsettled” knowledge demands it. This issue of characterizing uncertainty, anathema to a media world of blaring headlines and confident statements delivered by talking heads and pundits, is a crucial issue, one in need of a great deal more examination and study.

Reporters often have built their picture of what they believed was generally true through anecdote, through observation and interview. Surely such tools always will be useful for exploring human experience and events. Data analysis cannot always capture the texture and nuance of lived experience, but being able to place anecdotes in the context of systematic information is vital if the journalistic picture of the world presented to the public is to be reasonably accurate.

Histories of Uncertainty

Let’s consider the lack of trust in media from a historical perspective. On June 11, 1807, President Thomas Jefferson wrote a letter in reply to John Norvell, a young man seeking career advice and asking Jefferson’s opinion on becoming a newspaper publisher. Earlier in his career, Jefferson is known to have had a few positive and memorable things to say about newspapers. In a 1787 letter, he famously wrote that “were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without newspapers or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter.”

However, having been the object of sustained criticism by certain quarters of the press throughout his presidency, Jefferson was not so sanguine two decades later. In a letter dripping with sarcasm, he told the young Norvell (a Kentucky native who would go on to edit periodicals in Lexington, Kentucky; Baltimore; and Philadelphia) that, if he were to start a newspaper, the whole endeavor should be wholly and strictly reformulated:

Perhaps an editor might begin a reformation in some such way as this. divide his paper into 4. chapters, heading the 1st. Truths. 2d. Probabilities. 3d. Possibilities. 4th. Lies. the 1st. chapter would be very short, as it would contain little more than
authentic papers, and information from such sources as the editor would be willing to risk his own reputation for their truth. The 2d. would contain what, from a mature consideration of all circumstances, his judgment should conclude to be probably true. This however should rather contain too little than too much. The 3d. & 4th. should be professedly for those readers who would rather have lies for their money than the blank paper they would occupy.62

Jefferson’s acid take on the press—the chapter on “truths” would be “very short”—and his evident exasperation is no doubt a reaction to the river of negative ink he saw as president, much of it based on innuendo, gossip, and hearsay. In 2017, the Washington Post noted that Jefferson stands as a kind of progenitor to President Donald J. Trump, who likewise has shown absolutely no affection for journalism.63 (Both, notably, were favorably disposed to the press earlier in their careers.) Jefferson’s views also provide further perspective on the “fake news” crisis of our current political moment: more than two centuries prior to the 2016 presidential election and its fallout, the sitting president of the United States noted that “nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper. Truth itself becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted vehicle.”64

The opinions of politicians aside, what is more interesting is taking seriously Jefferson’s idea that news outlets might more explicitly label certain representations as “probabilities” and “possibilities.” The issue of formally expressing probabilities has remained a hot one in science journalism, in which the task of reporting typically involves accurately capturing researchers’ own expressions of uncertainty in a particular study. The communication and journalism studies literature has examined this issue fairly extensively, and some research has suggested that more nuanced, or hedged, portrayals of scientific research can engender more trust with news consumers.65 Whole books have been written about how journalists can better handle numbers in general, including quantification of uncertainty; it has long been a pet peeve of researchers that journalists regularly distort numerical information or get it wrong.66

In some ways, however, science journalism, or journalism specifically about any kind of research, is a special case, in which the expression of uncertainty is already baked into the subject. In such cases, journalists need to do a better job of reflecting any probabilities articulated in the given research paper and avoid the temptation to overinterpret or sensationalize. Quality interviews with the researchers involved and careful attention to
nuance are the key in these cases. There also should be due attention to critical views of other scientists not connected to the research in question and even of researchers not totally embedded in that particular, narrow corner of science, as statistician Andrew Gelman recommends. “If journalists go slightly outside the loop—for example, asking a cognitive psychologist to comment on the work of a social psychologist, or asking a computer scientist for views on the work of a statistician—they have a chance to get a broader view,” he suggests. “To put it another way: some of the problems of hyped science arise from the narrowness of subfields, but you can take advantage of this by moving to a neighboring subfield to get an enhanced perspective.” Gelman advocates that journalists bring an attitude of skepticism to new findings as a form of postpublication review, “conveying to readers a sense of uncertainty, which is central to the scientific process.”

In terms of graphical representation of uncertainty in data, journalism has a less-than-stellar track record, even among the most sophisticated and elite outlets. Amanda Cox, editor of the Upshot at the New York Times, has said that she can find only eight examples in the paper’s graphics archives in which journalists “formally expressed some type of confidence interval.” In the instances in which uncertainty was articulated in this way, she says, it generally appears that the Times was somewhat “forced” to do it to account for an odd or marginal trend. An example she gives is a story in which child obesity was essentially plateauing in the United States, but plotting the data made it look like there was a slight increase. “I do think that if we got more comfortable with uncertainty,” Cox said, “if we got more comfortable with the fact that we don’t know the future but that we can have educated guesses about things, I think that there are real world implications and policy consequences to that.” The real-world implications may be that audiences both benefit from and appreciate the increasing honesty and humility from news organizations.

The lack of formal expressions of uncertainty in journalism may not stem from laziness or malpractice, but rather from a reasonably well-founded belief that audiences simply will not understand. Alberto Cairo has pointed out that the “cone of uncertainty” that is often used to represent the path of hurricanes on weather maps is frequently misinterpreted by viewers as the size of the actual hurricane. Cairo hypothesizes that there are likely historical reasons that visual representations for public audiences do not include expressions of uncertainty: most of the classical and canonical forms (e.g.,
scatter plots and bar graphs) for visualizing data were created at the end of the nineteenth century, before the advanced science of uncertainty and sophisticated statistical techniques and data analysis were developed in the twentieth century (by the likes of Ronald Fisher and John Tukey, among others). It remains the case that the public has trouble interpreting simple plots showing the correlations between two variables, never mind more complex visualizations that highlight uncertainty. The research on how lay audiences respond to visual manifestations of uncertainty is not yet well developed.

For stories in which facts and knowledge are in dispute, there may be good reason for journalists to show as much transparency and uncertainty as possible. Damaris Colhoun has noted in *Columbia Journalism Review* that “uncertainty can be a powerful tool. When reporters embrace how little they know, resist forming conclusions, and share their doubts with their readers in a form that breaks with convention, they may wind up getting closer to the truth.” This speaks to a more general point: the reporting of nearly any short-term statistical trend—rising violent crime, more car accidents, increased home valuations, fewer drug overdoses—more frequently should be reported with substantial caveats. Trends fluctuate for all sorts of reasons; many short-term patterns are just random noise and eventually regress to a historical mean.

Technical questions over expressing uncertainty in the context of science, research, and data visualization should also prompt us to think more broadly about how to convey our general confidence in any conclusion based on the available evidence, across stories that may involve interpretations relating to specific events—things that are episodic in nature. What should we make of a local election result or a year of lower test scores in a school or a team’s streak of victories? Some issues are so mundane that it might seem pure nerdy overkill to assign some level of confidence to a story, yet many might benefit from a journalist, or a group of journalists and editors, saying in effect, “We believe X explains Y with high/moderate/low confidence, based on the following evidence.” This would be to take a page from, for example, the intelligence community, which is always working with incomplete information to render defensible judgments.

Charles Weiss has proposed using legal terminology to express scientific uncertainty, a body of language and concepts that are more familiar to the lay public. He has proposed using legal-inspired language over a 0–10
confidence interval scale delineated by terms such as *beyond a reasonable doubt, preponderance of evidence, probable cause,* and *no reasonable grounds for suspicion.* The scale runs from extremes of “impossible” to “beyond all doubt.” Whether or not this precise language would work in journalism is unclear, but it points to an important problem that would need to be solved. Fact-checking organizations, such as PolitiFact, currently use sliding scales to evaluate truth claims, and other such norms could evolve.

It might be a reasonable goal for news outlets to create a common language that can better convey degrees of certainty to audiences. Implicit in this is a need for journalists to better understand how hypotheses are tested and theories built and to bring a more scientific framework to the evaluation of evidence. As discussed, some of the research evidence suggests that audiences would appreciate this; it is possible that it could even depolarize audiences a bit on controversial issues, putting news media more in the role of explicitly fallible referee rather than judge and executioner. The other necessary piece of any such efforts, as mentioned, is transparency. “Journalism is not scholarship and does not generally use bibliographies or footnotes,” Nicholas Lemann notes, “but you should use attribution in your work in such a way that readers and colleagues can see, to the greatest extent possible, where your information came from and how you have reached your conclusions.” Showing the data and the documents, the body of evidence, is becoming a new norm in many forms of journalism.

In an age of increasing public distrust and skepticism, reframing the journalistic product by more clearly approaching and articulating stories as hypotheses that can be tested and that are susceptible to further evidence is an essential move. Paradoxically, an era that demands greater knowledge and closer proximity to systematic data from journalists also requires them to be less certain. But stating one’s methods and assumptions, and staying open to new evidence, is the very core of science. Journalism will never be science, but it can both get closer to reality and potentially better engage audiences through an approach that emphasizes depth, self-awareness, and humility. Articulating limits, unknowns, and uncertainty may also invite public participation, potentially creating more space for diverse networks to discuss and share information.
Engagement can be a nebulous concept. Although engaging audiences can sound like an unambiguous good, journalism is very much still working out what its role and identity might be in this new terrain. There are a number of complexities from a theoretical, practical, and ethical perspective that we must acknowledge—and that journalism will undoubtedly grapple, indeed struggle, with in the years ahead. Let us, then, consider briefly some of the internal debates within journalism over direct engagement with audiences. New ideas and research continue to be produced in this area, but I want to frame the debate in its broad outlines.

Fostering networks of recognition can be achieved through many forms of journalistic activity. The key, as discussed, is to discern and articulate citizens’ stakes in issues, to engage them, to create incentives to learn, and to facilitate collective sense-making and public knowledge. For journalism to retain its value, it cannot become merely one more voice barking in the sea of social media content. The ability to apply knowledge to issues and problems and channel attention toward important civic concerns accordingly gives journalism its distinctiveness. Often missed in discussions of engaged media work is this need for greater knowledge. If journalists want to convene discussion with audiences, that is a good thing. If they have nothing to say themselves, no authoritative or well-researched context to add, then journalism-facilitated dialogue may make little progress.

There remains a philosophical debate in journalism circles about how deep community engagement and collaboration with potential audiences and sources should run. Many news outlets have implemented systematic engagement practices, and their social media desks—still often siloed from core reporting processes—almost uniformly try to promote stories to influencers. Hard questions remain: How much is journalism currently prepared

8 Questions for Engaged Journalism
to engage with the world of social networks in a constructive and impact-
ful way? And how much is journalism prepared to hand over some agenda
setting to the digital crowd? How much should it? Certainly, teams of social
media managers and editors have been hired and deployed by every major
news organization. Yet exactly what their mission should be, and how all
other members of newsrooms should be leveraging and participating on
social media, remains unclear.

As Jake Batsell notes, there continues to be no agreement either by aca-
demics or practitioners on exactly what constitutes “engagement.” Many
focus on the concept of listening, while others mention audience members
taking action of some sort prompted by the journalistic content, whether
online sharing or offline conversation. Batsell offers five guiding principles
for audience engagement by news organizations: the convening of audi-
ences in person, interaction with audiences at every step, a focus on niche
audiences that are passionate about issues, empowering audiences to satisfy
curiosity, and measurement of success with a view toward both editorial
and business goals.¹ Many of these principles are now widely employed
by news organizations, particularly digital startups and the more forward-
thinking traditional news outlets.

My Northeastern University colleague Dan Kennedy has analyzed these
dynamics in the context of local news and concluded that news outlets
increasingly must play a convening role, with journalism serving as a hub
of community dialogue. Community news practice provides a forum, a
spark for engagement, and a “gathering place.” Older notions of journal-
istic outlets just “serving the public” are “no longer enough. Rather, the
public they serve must first be assembled—and given a voice.”²

Although many novel questions about journalists’ relationship with
audiences are being raised in the social media era, key ideas that frame
this area were developed long ago. In 1975, University of Chicago sociolo-
gist Morris Janowitz helped bring the notion of the journalist as profes-
sional gatekeeper into currency.³ The fields of media criticism and critical
communication studies have used this concept to explore how journalists
construct reality for the public, selecting certain facts while disregarding
others, imposing value judgments, and simplifying events into reductionist
narratives. Journalists have been criticized, often based on strong evidence,
for exercising gatekeeping power in the service of excluding marginalized
groups or validating existing power structures.⁴
Because of these dynamics and more, over subsequent decades influential academics such as Jay Rosen have been encouraging a deep rethinking of how journalists relate to the public—embodied in the public or civic journalism movements in the 1990s—and how the “people formerly known as the audience” are playing a new role in the production and circulation of news and information. As Bill Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel note in their influential books *The Elements of Journalism* and *Blur*, the gatekeeper metaphor masks multifaceted roles that journalists play in relation to the public. Traditionally, these have included the roles of authenticator, sense maker, bearing witness, and watchdog. Further—and relevant to the new possibilities enabled by the online world—there are myriad other functions: curator, or intelligent aggregator; forum leader; empowerer; role model; and community builder. Engaging audiences can take on many forms, with gatekeeping and hierarchical power dynamics at work in various degrees along a continuous spectrum.

The ICTs and platforms that allow citizens to broadcast and share their own perspectives should, in theory, make journalism institutions more responsive to broader public concerns. However, there continues to be a basic tension that has begun to frame conversations across journalistic professional groups, conferences, and academic studies: Will this new audience data serve to help inform the news product, or will it merely be used to, in effect, spread and sell the news product? Put another way, who inside a news organization “owns” the audience—the editorial side of news institutions, or the business side? Or is this binary a false dichotomy? Do news organizations need to reconceive their role radically in relation to audiences? Newsrooms that have tried to implement such notions of engagement have shown varying degrees of success in the Internet era; convincing journalists themselves to reorient their practice toward community deliberation has sometimes been difficult.

There are many active debates on how newsrooms should be using, for example, social metrics. Not everyone agrees on the degree to which audience engagement and cocreation should occur. “We want to challenge our readers, and we want them to trust us to do that—but we can only do it if we stay one step away from what they are saying,” Adam Smith, the deputy community editor of the *Economist*, writes. “This approach is not self-important; it is a relentless attempt at delivering on what our subscribers ask of us. They want us to challenge and inform them; we cannot do that
if we are forever reacting to what they are saying, publishing stories based on what they are consuming, and listening in to the ensuing discussion.”

Many believe that the key emerging shift is seeing social media less as either a distribution channel or even another sourcing opportunity, but more as a map of community needs, policy-related confusions, and open questions that demand a journalistic response. This requires a substantively different mentality than that which informs pure “click chasing,” a practice that has characterized certain forms of social media monitoring and engagement by some media organizations—and attracted a fair amount of criticism and reflection within the industry. A more promising direction may be to employ the concept of impact, defined flexibly by news organizations to fit their mission, to help delineate notions of success or failure.

Often, the definitions of engagement unfortunately leave its measurement either intellectually impoverished (e.g., clicks, pageviews) or a bit vague (e.g., “empowering audiences”). In this regard, journalism might look to borrow and draw on the definition of engagement proposed by network theorists such as Alex “Sandy” Pentland of MIT. In his important book *Social Physics* (2014), which details new insights and experiments in social influence and collective intelligence, Pentland defines engagement in terms of social learning in a group, or “the process in which the ongoing network of exchanges between people changes their behavior.” This definition goes well beyond anything currently operationalized in journalism. Journalism institutions tend to not care about measuring impact in this kind of way, although this is beginning to change. Some organizations have piloted user surveys and other learning measurement tools. Thinking more in these terms of civic learning might help provide a richer way of conceptualizing what the purpose of journalism ultimately is.

What is clear, however, is that current ways of measuring success seldom take into account measures that we would recognize as contributions to democracy or an informed public. “Even the best editorial analytics,” Federica Cherubini and Rasmus Kleis Nielsen note, “continue to be constrained by the difficulties involved in defining and measuring many of the things that news organizations aim to achieve and is beset by a whole range of data-quality and data-access issues, exacerbated by rapid changes in the media environment.” Newsrooms might use samples of their subscriber
and member bases to test learning through small surveys, which could be complemented by web analytics, such as time spent with stories, as well as engagement measured through links and social media.

Engagement and learning can also be facilitated by practical measures, such as improving website interfaces, speeding up page loading time, and creating social media tools and comment spaces that invite audiences to become active participants and cocreators. The Engaging News Project (Center for Media Engagement), run by Natalie “Talia” Jomini Stroud and her team at the University of Texas at Austin, has made important insights in this regard. That project has continued to advocate testing new strategies and applications with audiences to keep up with the fast-changing expectations of digital audiences. “We are only beginning to understand why people share news content,” Stroud notes. “It seems likely that what makes content more or less shareable differs by topic. Some topics may require a compelling visual to increase sharing, others a catchy headline. I also suspect that what ‘works’ changes over time as people grow tired of a formula.”

**A Science of Engaging Content?**

The idea of robust engagement is related to the concept of virality, insofar as contagious content suggests that publishers have hit the right note for getting the public’s attention. Predicting robust engagement and virality are not identical, but they are interrelated. Sharing on social media is a chief measurement of a story’s capacity to engage, after all. Many outlets have adopted practices such as *A/B testing*—in which a sample of the audience is shown multiple headlines, pictures, and story leads—to monitor patterns of performance for a given story.

For more than a decade now, newsrooms and content marketers of all kinds have been trying to optimize obvious factors, such as the best time of day to post a story on social media. Much of the online world has tempered expectations, pivoting away from early delusions of viral grandeur to the more modest position of being just vigilantly data-driven—and acknowledging that although perfection is not achievable, marginal gains in web traffic and attention are within their grasp.

Yet the digital holy grail—the dream of a true viral media science—remains glittering on the horizon for many in the publishing industry. In
the spring of 2017, I attended a conference in New York City that gathered many of the millennial-centric news outlets most famous for their incredible social media success, from VICE News and NowThis to BuzzFeed and alums of Huffington Post and Facebook. Organized by NewsWhip and held at the “luxury boutique” Bowery Hotel in the East Village, the gathering was both hardheaded and idealistic in its themes and spirit, with digital publishers of all kinds acknowledging that achieving breakthrough virality is no easy thing—and yet devoting tremendous time and resources toward improving their outlets’ reach through social pathways.

NewsWhip CEO Paul Quigley channeled the collective desires of the hundreds of publishers gathered by sounding the day’s theme, a project to pin down the “science of content.” Given “infinite competition for mindshare,” there are pressing reasons for publishers to become more scientific in their targeting of audiences. The digital world becomes busier every day, even as humans’ capacity to focus attention remains constrained by the 168 hours in a given week.

As Quigley and others noted, we still do not really understand why ideas spread, but in the coming years publishers will continue to try to unlock the “DNA” of stories. “We never really had evidence before about why some stories work and others do not,” he said. “Now, we can analyze social data and see the patterns. Successful stories are built on analytics.” Given this new scientific knowledge, though, there will be tensions—namely, between where the audience is pulling an outlet and the outlet’s “integrity,” as Quigley put it.

Many news organizations and analytics firms that are helping to fuel the social revolution in online publishing have had to grapple with the trade-off between pushing content that will see a lot of clicks and maintaining standards of quality. It’s a tricky balance between short-term gains and potentially losing brand identity—and soul. Several years ago, Tony Haile—the one-time head of Chartbeat, an analytics company widely adopted by publishers—began hammering away at the theme of needing to “change the metric,” to value something other than raw pageviews or unique visitors.16 His solution? “Engaged time,” which combines various measures to produce a combined index score. Others have developed similar measurement concepts, such as attention minutes, favored by the viral content publisher Upworthy.17
As Rosenstiel notes, however, news publishers in particular need to think about each of their topics of coverage in more differentiated ways to overcome the problem of “terrible analytics.” He states that certain “topics are always going to be inherently more popular than others. ... By breaking down coverage by topic, publishers can begin to avoid the trap of clickbait—trying to make every story a breakout hit. The key becomes a matter of trying to figure out, instead, how to boost the coverage of whatever you deem important against its prior performance.”

Haile and the Pew Research Center, among others, have noted that engagement with news content on social media is not necessarily associated with deep reading or watching. In fact, access through social media is often correlated with lower time spent on a story as audiences graze and then click away quickly.

For years, publishers and advertisers alike have condemned the cost per (thousand) mille (CPM) model and its derivatives (bulk measures of clicks or pageviews or, more recently, impressions), but little consensus has emerged around better alternatives. Still, there is some cause for optimism in this domain. In reviewing the research literature on the issue of analytics and metrics in journalism, Rodrigo Zamith has found that scholars who study news organizations’ practices are seeing improvement and less purely clickbait-oriented work than was initially expected. Researchers are “observing more nuanced, if not restrained, attitudes, behaviors, and impacts on content, leading to presumptions of effects that are more limited than originally anticipated.”

Meanwhile, Facebook and Google, which can precisely target ads to relevant potential consumers, have moved in and dominated the online ad space. As outlets such as the New York Times and the Washington Post have begun to make substantial money from digital subscriptions, and news nonprofits such as the Texas Tribune have pioneered supporter and membership models, the conversation in media circles about how much raw traffic and “reach” are the ultimate goal has stalled a bit. Yet solving the mystery of going viral remains a top priority for digitally native publishers who know that building a large, loyal follower base is the key to any monetization strategy.

Seeing wide public circulation of content should also, under one theory of engagement, be something that serves journalism’s democratic mission. As Matthew Hindman argues, “In order to maximize its social impact,
ethical journalistic practice now requires strenuous attention to data on audience behavior.” This new framework for “ethical metrics,” he explains, means that a chief aim of journalism might become to “maximize the audience for civically valuable content.”

The larger point—that journalism has an ethical obligation to engage in networked practice or indeed to fuel networks themselves—is crucial. Society’s news needs, as well as democracy’s, are changing. Journalism must rise to meet them. By doing so, journalism will ensure its value and vital role in society long into the digital future.
This final chapter provides a granular, data-driven, and historically contextual orienting picture to help facilitate deeper background understanding. Any picture of our many overlapping media ecosystems together is necessarily complex, with areas of dramatic rupture relative to the past standing beside areas where change has only been incremental. The chapter is meant to stand as a useful guide to the social science research on many of the major points of interest and debate about changes in media and how they are affecting society. It is the backdrop against which journalists will attempt to apply knowledge and foster networks of recognition. As the data make clear, achieving these goals will continue to be no easy task, but we must understand these conditions for the modern news consumer and journalist, in all of their complexity.

Distrust in News

The General Social Survey (GSS) and Gallup have tracked public opinion about news media for long enough intervals to reveal definite, secular shifts in the American communications landscape. We have entered a new era in terms of how the public evaluates news media and its representations of facts, although these patterns need to be set in context. At the very moment professional, reportorial US media outlets have arguably become more accurate and more transparent than at any point in history, a substantial portion of the public seems to distrust and cast doubt on news institutions.¹ This may be because opinion journalism has increasingly been intermingled with, and conflated with, reportorial journalism—but there may be more going on than that.
In 1973, according to the General Social Survey, 23 percent of Americans had “a great deal” of confidence in the press, 62 percent had “only some,” and 14 percent had “hardly any.” These numbers held fairly steady through the immediate few years after Watergate, which saw the press play a heroic role in exposing corruption in the Nixon administration. Yet the negative trendline over the following four decades was nearly inexorable. By 2014, only 8 percent of those surveyed had “a great deal” of confidence in the press, while 46 percent had “only some,” and, importantly, 44 percent said they had “hardly any,” a figure that grew to 49 percent by 2016.

Likewise, Gallup data shows similar trends over the same multidecadal period: In 1972, a combined 68 percent of Americans had trust and confidence in mass media—a “great deal” (18 percent) or a “fair amount” (50 percent). By 2016, that aggregate figure had fallen by more than half, to 32 percent, with only 8 percent saying they had a great deal of trust and confidence. Negative evaluations of mass media had also increased more than fourfold, according to Gallup, from 6 percent in 1972 to 27 percent in 2016.

These forty years of American media history were vertiginous in their degree of change and innovation. Included were many milestones: the rise of cable news (CNN came to prominence in 1991; Fox News was founded in 1996); the end of the Fairness Doctrine in 1987; the rise of Internet browsers and digitally native news sites in the mid-1990s; and the founding of Facebook (2004) and Twitter (2006). These structural changes may generate additional semantic meanings for *news*, *media*, or *press* that complicate longitudinal survey patterns. Simply put, there are many more kinds of outlets—some purveying infotainment, others gossip and invective—that may get lumped, in the public’s mind, into professional, reportorial journalism (see figure 9.1).

Are semantics then at fault here? As with GSS’s slightly dated reference to the “press,” Gallup’s wording of questions emphasizes the traditional news media: “In general, how much trust and confidence do you have in the mass media—such as newspapers, TV and radio—when it comes to reporting the news fully, accurately, and fairly—a great deal, a fair amount, not very much, or none at all?” Yet the negative trend cannot be entirely explained away as an artifact of survey question wording and changes in the shared public meaning of *news*. In a broad analysis of nearly all journalism- and media-related survey data in recent decades, Lee B. Becker and Mengtian Chen conclude, “The public is very critical of the journalists and of the news media. It hardly matters what question is asked.”2
Still, how exactly Americans are updating their impressions of press institutions writ large based on the continuous churn and innovation in “new” media is not exactly clear. Certainly, it is worth noting the dramatic decline in daily consumption of newspapers over this period: the GSS found in 1972 that 68 percent of respondents read the newspaper each day, a number that had fallen dramatically to 25 percent by 2014. It would be plausible that the advent of partisan cable news shows and myriad news-oriented websites, some overtly biased and others of varying quality, might be factored into people’s beliefs about the media. Yet such an interpretation is complicated by the unrelenting downward trend, irrespective of technological change over four decades. Indeed, the GSS data show that the number of Americans who had “hardly any” trust in the press doubled between 1972 (14 percent) and 1991 (29 percent), a period predating the ascendency of cable news or the Internet as mass communications phenomena. Although it is true that conservatives express lower levels of trust in news media than do liberals, overall declines in trust also are being driven by more negative evaluations by both political independents and liberals.3

Another possible mitigating factor to consider is the degree to which many other institutions in American society also have seen a parallel erosion in public trust. Perhaps we are just in an antiauthority era. Yet other public institutions such as the military, the judiciary, and the scientific community

Figure 9.1
Source: Survey data from the General Social Survey.
have retained much greater trust relative to media. One piece of good news
is that media distrust may, at least, be slowing down. Using a method to
examine media patterns relative to the decline in trust in other institutions,
Becker and Chen note that “media criticism is moderating somewhat rela-
tive to other institutions and occupations in the more recent years.”4

Political communication scholars have sought to pinpoint the biggest
drivers of media distrust. Among the many possible explanations that have
been explored and to some extent eliminated are declining quality in media
as a result of diminishing resources, a more openly hostile and adversarial
media, a more negative news media, and a more biased media (and a public
distaste for bias).5 Two factors that appear to be most powerful, however, in
generating negative opinions of news media are the rise of a tabloid style of
coverage—defined by the political scientist Jonathan M. Ladd as “conven-
tional news outlets’ coverage of celebrities, sex scandals, and other topics
once largely confined to tabloids”—as well as “elite criticism” from both
Democratic and Republican leaders of news media institutions. In experi-
mental work, at least, tabloid framings of news and criticisms by partisan
leaders seem to be especially potent in generating negative feelings toward
news media.

The obvious blurring of entertainment and news (linked to tabloidiza-
tion) has also been lamented for a couple of decades now, and that trend
certainly has a role in producing diminished credibility. One nuance in this
regard should be noted: The trend may not be unequivocally negative for
democracy. Political scientist and media scholar Matthew Baum has found
that a more entertainment-driven, “soft news” style can serve to engage
wider audiences than would normally pay attention to, for example, for-
eign policy issues—and soft news might even be a vehicle to inform.6

One of the most troubling recent patterns, accelerated in the era of Presi-
dent Trump, who has proven a fierce critic of news media, has been the
growing partisan divide on the usefulness of the media’s watchdog, or gov-
ernment accountability, role in American democracy. Of the many func-
tions that the press plays, this is often considered its most important civic
function and one the energies of which have been directed at Democrats
and Republicans alike. However, the Pew Research Center, in a May 2017
survey, found that though 89 percent of Democrats think that “criticisms
from news organizations keeps political leaders from doing what shouldn’t
be done,” only 42 percent of Republicans believe this. Evaluations fluctuate
as new administrations come into power, the report’s authors acknowledge, but since the Pew Research Center began asking the question in 1985 the “distance between the parties has never approached the 47-point gap that exists today.”

“Small and Unelected Elite”

Where exactly did the disdain for mainstream news come from? A catch-all term that came into currency in the 1970s to capture both traditional broadcast and print together, the media was a kind of Rorschach blot drawn in some degree by the Nixon administration, which first began referring to “the media” while sharply criticizing its purported power over public opinion that allegedly surpassed that of any elected government. Conjuring an image of conspiracy and hidden motive that endures, Vice President Spiro Agnew would famously say that media power was wrought by the “hands of a small and unelected elite.” President Trump’s sustained rhetorical assault on these same institutions is of a piece, then, with a pattern begun in the 1970s, although he has inarguably taken it to new levels.

In the following decades, each successive presidential administration would in its own way attack and blame news media institutions—as a too-convenient scapegoat in some cases, and deservedly so in others—thus fueling mistrust in the public mind about news institutions. Deeper currents also helped compound a phenomenon that scholars have called the hostile media effect, whereby partisans of all sides would increasingly judge news institutions as unfavorable toward their values, beliefs, and policy preferences. After Watergate and Vietnam, news media members began seeing themselves as much more openly adversarial to power, a phenomenon that was nominally healthy compared to the instincts of the more sycophantic press of the 1940s and 1950s, but which also resulted in a tendency to search for negative sound bites regardless of the truth of the matter. There became a “he said, she said” dimension to almost every issue, and no one in public life could anymore make claims unchecked by an equal and opposite negative reaction.

Over those same decades, the academic left built a very deep and sophisticated set of critiques of media practice and its tendency to support power structures, fuel neoliberalism, and perpetuate hegemony and corporatist dominance. In a very different way, the political right has built its own
body of critique. Although it lacks the coherence of the left’s criticisms, it has more than made up for any deficiencies by establishing practical countermeasures—namely, an entire alternative media system, embodied by and anchored in Fox News, that rivals and even exceeds the likes of NBC and the *New York Times* in its scale of audience and deeply rooted persuasive power. We do not need to assign an equivalence here to state an obvious fact: both systems of media criticism, left and right, have made the job of the professional reporter simply harder to do, given the embedded skepticism of audiences.

Other long-term patterns were helping to consolidate certain overall impressions. The United States has steadily seen the “nationalization” of news media, as local and regional outlets, and news items, faded into the background and citizens were fed more news of general, Washington, DC-centric political and social import. News reports also began moving away from event-centered or realist news—the basic who, what, when, where, and why—and toward “meaning-centered” news, with analysis and explanation increasingly common. As mentioned, the presence of soft news and infotainment has increased in national outlets. This has coincided with tabloidization and an increasing tendency to focus on personalities and private lives in political and public affairs reporting.

Telecommunications and technological shifts—from the rise of cable news and the advent of the World Wide Web in the 1990s, to the widespread adoption of social and user-generated media platforms such as Facebook, founded in 2004, YouTube (2005), and Twitter (2006)—also substantially expanded the possible meanings of the media, creating a kind of semantic gumbo. Many of these changes have fueled pockets of extremism on the ideological right; it is an ecosystem that in recent years has proved congenial to traditionally marginalized, more far-right voices and allowed them to play a more substantial role in shaping the conservative agenda.

**Media Fragmentation, Polarization**

Although high levels of general distrust are being registered, there are relatively few people who would say they distrust their own preferred sources of news. It is worth recalling here the well-known paradox of Congressional retention (also called Fenno’s paradox, after the political scientist Richard Fenno), whereby citizens generally disapprove of Congress but often
approve of their local congressman/woman, leading to the puzzling situation whereby an institution with low approval ratings consistently sees its members reelected.\textsuperscript{16} This paradox is at work with respect to news media.

The Pew Research Center has noted patterns in this regard. In a survey, consistent conservatives trusted Fox News at high levels (88 percent), while consistent liberals trusted NPR (72 percent), PBS (71 percent), the BBC (69 percent), and the \textit{New York Times} (62 percent) at significant levels. Interestingly, however, respondents overall expressed more trust than distrust across the thirty-six news outlets included in the survey, and ABC News, NBC News, and CNN saw 50 percent or more of total respondents express trust in their work. Outlets such as the \textit{Economist} and the \textit{Wall Street Journal}, although not widely consumed necessarily by most Americans, saw much higher levels of trust than distrust among those who knew of the outlets.

Why do these levels of distrust matter, and what are their effects? Ladd has provided a succinct account: “Overall, media distrust leads to substantial information loss among the mass public,” he notes. “Those who distrust the media both resist the information they receive from institutional news outlets and increasingly seek out partisan news sources that confirm their preexisting views. As a result, these individuals are less responsive to national policy outcomes, relying more on their political predispositions to form beliefs and preferences.”\textsuperscript{17} There is, in other words, a kind of negative feedback loop between the erosion of trust and the desire to seek out partisan news sources that reaffirm citizens’ prior beliefs.

Political scientist James Campbell has argued that polarization should not be seen as something that has been “imposed” on the American populace, whether by parties, elites, or news media. Partisan media outlets, in this way, are capitalizing on an organic shift in attitudes and tastes that is antecedent to conditioning by news media itself; without shifts toward polarization deeply embedded in the fabric of democracy, such partisan outlets would lack an audience and die out.\textsuperscript{18} Partisan media can fuel and sustain polarization, but the point is that such media may not be the primary or original cause.\textsuperscript{19} Other research has emphasized that polarization is not just a phenomenon among elites, and it has been steadily rising across the country since at least 1972, accelerating in particular after 1992.\textsuperscript{20} Careful analysis of the newspaper industry—seen as the bastion of traditional news values as compared to cable news—has shown that changes in consumer preferences likely exert strong influence on the partisan slant of news.\textsuperscript{21}
Mass Third-Person Effects

Another factor unique to our era is relevant in this discussion of mistrust: the sheer volume of partisan content that circulates in the digital ecosystem, as well as an increased tendency by partisan media outlets to feature and critique messages from the opposing side—a kind of ubiquitous media criticism. Not only are citizens incidentally encountering messages from all sides more frequently through social and mobile channels, but also prominent broadcast hosts who have defined the beginning of the partisan broadcast era—take Bill O’Reilly, Sean Hannity, Rush Limbaugh, Jon Stewart, and Rachel Maddow, for example—as well as other types of partisan media have increasingly focused on “exposing” the tactics and messages of the other side. In this way, the strategy of much partisan media has become relatively less about advancing a policy agenda and more about surfacing and criticizing oppositional media messages. The net outcome is that the public has a great deal of visibility into the messages and news of different ideological camps, albeit a highly filtered view and interpretation.

Why does this increased visibility into other ideological worlds matter? More than three decades ago, in a landmark paper in communication and sociological research, W. Phillips Davison proposed what he called the “third-person effect hypothesis,” which runs as follows:

In its broadest formulation, this hypothesis predicts that people will tend to overestimate the influence that mass communications have on the attitudes and behavior of others. More specifically, individuals who are members of an audience that is exposed to a persuasive communication (whether or not this communication is intended to be persuasive) will expect the communication to have a greater effect on others than on themselves. And whether or not these individuals are among the ostensible audience for the message, the impact that they expect this communication to have on others may lead them to take some action. Any effect that the communication achieves may thus be due not to the reaction of the ostensible audience but rather to the behavior of those who anticipate, or think they perceive, some reaction on the part of others.22

Davison formulated this hypothesis to account for a variety of phenomena that took place in an era of more limited media choice and access to information. The pervasive access and exposure many Americans now have to persuasive media from many other ideological communities and points of view may be fueling a sense of pessimism about others in society and
negative evaluations of the mediated public sphere. It may even be one factor that continues to drive, for example, the decline in trust of others, a pattern documented by the General Social Survey and other research surveys.\textsuperscript{23} As discussed previously, one of the most striking and unambiguous trends in recent years is that partisans have become much more hostile in their views toward the other side, and partisans perceive much more polarization (even as the reality is more modest).\textsuperscript{24}

The era of the social web offers unprecedented access to other points of view, and though many people may engage in selective exposure to conforming viewpoints, it is nearly impossible these days to avoid seeing streams of media targeted to other ideological communities. The American Press Institute found in 2014 that fully 60 percent of people say it is easier to keep up with the news than five years ago; further, only about a quarter of news consumers report paying for news. One reasonable interpretation of these two survey findings is that news media are being pushed from many directions and sources for average people, who may have little loyalty to particular outlets because of a lack of economic commitment and attachment. Technology is fueling the complexity of what the American Press Institute report calls the “personal news cycle,” meaning that “the majority of Americans across generations now combine a mix of sources and technologies to get their news each week.”\textsuperscript{25}

The third-person effect is being activated more frequently because of the volume and diversity of digital media and social facts available. The consequence is a more regularly reinforced sense that highly susceptible “other” persons in society are being persuaded of things that may be misguided or repugnant. For the first time in human history, we are all afforded real-time updates on, and windows into, the persuasive media of nearly all political communities. The result is a collective sense of dread that others are being, in effect, brainwashed or manipulated (even if “others” are actually exercising reason and are much less susceptible to persuasion than believed).

To return to Davison’s overarching idea, one of the main effects of exposure to persuasive media intended for others is that the viewing subject then takes action—for example, expresses public outrage or fear, or takes political countermeasures—based on an assumption that the original message will negatively influence the other parties in question. The third-person effect, activated at mass scale, is driving feedback loops of distrust.
Selective Exposure and Its Consequences

What are the consequences of Americans choosing increasingly among partisan outlets? A body of political science research has accumulated that explores the mechanisms of what is called selective media exposure, or citizens choosing certain outlets that frequently conform to their beliefs. The chief findings are quite nuanced.

Natalie Jomini Stroud observes that, although partisan media may contribute to some detrimental outcomes in terms of diminishing the development of an informed public with shared concerns, selective exposure does have an upside: “Partisan media contribute to a more democratic system by providing an impetus for political participation. As a frequently employed benchmark, political participation is an important component of a properly functioning democracy.” Overall, Stroud finds, partisan media can be invigorating and energizing. However, she warns, not everyone consumes partisan media, and this emerging media reality may “compound gaps in citizen participation.”

Many of the great liberal political thinkers over the past two centuries—John Stuart Mill, John Dewey, Jürgen Habermas—have theorized the benefits of citizens being challenged by different and competing perspectives and of cross-cutting exposure to diverse ideological viewpoints. It is in some ways an article of faith that a healthy democracy needs a robust deliberative component, a commons or public sphere that is rich and varied in its voices. However, careful examinations of these dynamics, such as that undertaken by Diana Mutz, have noted a kind of tragic potential flaw or paradox in operation. She notes that “theories of participatory democracy are in important ways inconsistent with theories of deliberative democracy. The best possible social environment for purposes of either one these two goals would naturally undermine the other.”

It is not necessary to choose between participation and deliberation in some absolute sense to acknowledge this basic tension. The findings of Stroud and Mutz, among others, complicate any kind of clear normative view of media polarization. Partisan media may spur more political participation, at least among partisans, while at the same time suppressing “big tent” deliberation across more ideologically diverse groups.

The direction of these findings is extended in the analysis of Kevin Arce-neaux and Martin Johnson, whose experimental work on media choice and
ideological broadcast channels leads them to conclude that the “rise of the partisan media on cable television is not the likely culprit” in polarizing Americans. Persons who choose to consume partisan cable news content that conforms to their prior beliefs may be moved to more extreme positions—a phenomenon that scholars such as Cass Sunstein have lamented. Yet the effects as measured so far are somewhat modest. Further, there is little evidence that forcing people to watch content that conflicts with their views has moderating effects. “If anything, it can be just as polarizing as exposure to proattitudinal [conforming] news,” Arceneaux and Johnson note.

The work of Markus Prior has generated further insights into the consequences of these media choices. American society, he argues, is returning in a way to a prenetwork television era, when fewer among the less educated segments of society were part of the news audience. The era of media choice means that only individuals with greater motivation to seek political news actually find and consume it. The rest seek entertainment of various kinds—and there is now ample supply across cable and the Internet—heightening what Prior terms “inequality” in political knowledge and involvement, and polarizing elections.

Recent research on the 2016 election cycle indicates that a more polarized media ecosystem, particularly driven by the rise of powerful right-wing online news outlets, can have effects across the spectrum of news, shifting the overall agenda for mainstream outlets. Whether this pattern accelerates in the years to come will be important.

Of course, younger Americans are those who are consuming more news via social media—and younger voters went overwhelmingly for Hillary Clinton in the 2016 election. Social channels cannot fully explain the rise of the Trump voter, although the suffusion of social facts in the media ecosystem almost certainly pushed mainstream coverage in Trump’s direction. Producers for the big television networks saw the popularity of Trump’s social media presence and gave him ample airtime accordingly. Increases in polarization have taken place in much more substantial ways with older voters, who tend to watch a good deal of television, particularly cable, and who tend not to use social media. Cable television, particularly Fox News, likely accounts for a substantial amount of the observed increase in polarization. In sum, it may be that social media are leading to ideological extremes and cleavages, but it is far from a simple case or mechanism in terms of explaining or driving recent political events and trends.
Civic Knowledge and Media

At the root of worries about a degraded media environment are concerns that the public is awash in misinformation that is brainwashing them and that Americans are not properly fulfilling civic obligations as a result. Yet one thing is clear. The American public is not that much different now than it was in the immediate past in terms of basic political knowledge and attention to civic affairs. Indeed, it is striking to go back to older surveys on political knowledge, even reports from the 1990s. A 1994 survey-based report notes that the “American public has not absorbed the basic facts of many major news stories of recent months. ... A new nationwide survey by the Times Mirror Center found the public largely uninformed about major national and international news stories.”36 In 1995, Pew, which grew out of the Time Mirror Center, summarized political-knowledge- and public-attention-related survey findings since 1989 as follows: “We have learned that relatively few serious news stories attract the attention of a majority of adult Americans, excepting those that deal with national calamities or the use of American military force. The average story tested by the Center was followed very closely by only one in four (25%) respondents.”37

Further, in 2001, a broad review of the existing scholarly literature on political knowledge concluded: “Despite huge increases in the formal educational attainment of the U.S. population during the past 50 years, levels of political knowledge have barely budged. Today’s college graduates know no more about politics than did high school graduates in 1950.”38 In 2015, Pew again conducted a knowledge test of a representative set of Americans and found substantial gaps in political knowledge, although education levels were highly correlated with knowledge. Nostalgia for a time when Americans were more uniformly informed—when Walter Cronkite told the nation, “That’s the way it is,” and the masses purportedly absorbed much more political knowledge—may therefore rest on false assumptions.39

There are nuances in this regard and slightly contrary views. Prior finds that “political knowledge has decreased for a substantial portion of the electorate: entertainment fans with access to new media.” During earlier eras, a large subset of the population engaged in a kind of passive learning and acquisition of political knowledge because there was “simply nothing else to watch”; people consumed the news not out of strong interest,
but because of a lack of choice. Our current situation, offering vast media choice, hollows out that incidental learning for a section of society. Still, Prior notes that knowledge levels in the aggregate have always been quite low, and the salient change in the cable and Internet era is a knowledge inequality between news junkies (who are found among all ideological groups) and entertainment fans.40

There is a kind of persistence in the American public’s lack of knowledge about, and attention to, public affairs. This stasis is disturbed only by the occasional jolts of war and international crisis, with even a 9/11 terrorism attack type of event leading only to short-lived effects in terms of knowledge and attention.41 This is not to suggest that the quality and power of the media industry makes no difference, but as with the issue of the public’s trust in the press it appears there are structural factors at work that in some sense are deeper than, and antecedent to, changes in news media.

The evolving story of fake or false news surely will also continue to play a role in terms of knowledge acquisition by the public. What precisely are the kinds of fake news we’ve seen to date? Claire Wardle, who runs First Draft, a network dedicated to fighting misinformation and improving verification in media, has presented six types: authentic material used in the wrong context, imposter news sites designed to look like brands we already know, fake news sites, fake information, manipulated content, and parody content (that is misappropriated or misinterpreted).42 Many observers have continued to call for greater action by the social media platforms in terms of filtering out such content. The success of such efforts can only be determined over the long run, as an “arms race” is sure to produce new tactics and attempts to spread false news.

In one of the earliest empirical studies of the phenomenon to follow the 2016 election, Hunt Allcott and Matthew Gentzkow conducted a number of experiments to test the effects of fake news. The paper concludes that the “average US adult might have seen perhaps one or several news stories in the months before the election.”43 More intriguingly, however, their survey experiments in the study seem to suggest that about 8 percent of persons surveyed will believe basically anything. Allcott and Gentzkow showed actually published fake news stories along with “placebos,” or artificial fake news stories, to survey respondents: in each case, about 15 percent of people recalled seeing the story, actual or invented, and 8 percent believed
it. The point here is that about 8 percent of the population, about one in
twelve people, are susceptible to hoaxes and are willing to believe almost
any outrageous claim if it conforms to their prior beliefs.

Some of the only noncomputational remedies that seem to have prom-
ise involve forewarning audiences of potential lies and distortions.44 This
might also include educating members of the public to spot sophistry and
the tactics of disinformation. It is a strategy of inoculation, so to speak. In
terms of educating the public about the persuasive and rhetorical techniques
used to modify perceptions and shape public opinion, some researchers say
it is worth harkening back to classic theories about propaganda, a field of
study that has a rich history dating back to the Cold War, World War I, and
World War II, and even further back in time.45

Overall, the technologies used to access news may be underappreciated
in their contribution to risks in this area. The circulation of digital news
through a blend of social media posts and feeds, texts and messaging appli-
cations, search engines and other algorithmically influenced applications
creates the strong possibility for the weakening of public awareness of the
exact sources of information. This opens the door for more misinformation
to cycle through the media ecosystem. Indeed, as the Pew Research Center
has noted, persons who consume digital news can remember the source of
stories only about half of the time (56 percent).46

Losses in News and Civics

Compounding the changes that are inherent to an era of media choice,
there is evidence that a contracting news media industry may have nega-
tive consequences for civic life at the local level. Research by Lee Shaker
found that the closing of the Rocky Mountain News and Seattle Post-Intelli-
gencer (which stopped issuing a print edition) newspapers was associated
with diminished levels of civic engagement.47 Another study also looked
at the closing of a newspaper in Cincinnati and found fewer candidates
running for office and lower voter turnout.48 There has been much anxiety
about what the FCC calls the “information needs of communities” and the
consequences of a contracting news media.49

Indeed, Danny Hayes and Jennifer L. Lawless have studied local newspa-
paper coverage patterns relating to congressional races and conclude
that diminished local coverage is correlated with lower knowledge and
engagement levels by citizens. Because local news outlets are contracting in so many areas, and so many voting districts have become uncompetitive (with either Republicans or Democrats dominating), another negative feedback loop may be in evidence across US political life: “When elections are less competitive and when districts are served [only] by large newspapers, media coverage of U.S. House campaigns is impoverished. Each factor contributes to less, and less substantive, coverage. This diminished news environment, then, depresses political engagement. Citizens in districts with less campaign coverage are less able to evaluate their incumbent and not as capable of making ideological judgments about the candidates vying for office. They are also less likely to vote in the House election. These effects occur for people regardless of their level of political attentiveness.”

Some researchers have even begun to characterize certain communities that lack basic information resources as news deserts, with particular concerns for lower-income areas.

The trend most relevant to those in the media industry over the past decade has been the inexorable decline in employment, cutting in half the overall number of reporters and editors in the newspaper business in a rather short period. The number of all employees (business, staff, and industrial functions included) in the newspaper publishing industry has declined even more dramatically (see figure 9.2). It is surely one of the largest relative declines over a short period of any industry in American history, including the various manufacturing industries, such as steel production, whose steep decline beginning in the 1970s and 1980s has hollowed out small towns and cities across the United States. Outside of a few national or global markets such as New York and Washington, DC, the news industry itself has rapidly become something of a rust belt.

Much of this collapse is explained by the loss of advertising dollars, which have substantially migrated to Internet companies. The relatively swift consolidation of digital media and communications around a few monster companies and platforms—the gravitational pull of which seems to attract an increasingly large share of available advertising dollars—is the result of powerful network effects distinctive of the digital age. Specifically here we are talking about the likes of Google, Facebook, Apple, Amazon, and Netflix. “The free and open web, architected for equal access, is instead dominated by a few large media companies who, in turn, are dominated by a few large technology platforms,” Nieman Lab editor Josh Benton observes.
Among the most elite outlets, the name brands of which carry the promise of survival into the era of Internet-based, globalized media, there are occasional glimmers of promise, hints of staying-power. A few digitally native outlets, such as BuzzFeed, Vice News, and NowThis, have captured a share of the millennial audience and hope to keep them long into retirement; whether these new ventures will indeed be “hundred-year” companies is unknowable. Columbia University Journalism School Dean Steve Coll notes that a few big national newspapers and some of the new breed of nonprofit outlets are seeing renewal and recovery, but in cities and towns between the coasts there is an increasingly large “hole in the heart of American journalism.”

Figure 9.2
Decline in number of newspaper reporters and editors (left) and employment decline among all employees in newspaper publishing (right).
Source: American Society of News Editors (left); U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (right).
Conclusion: Fears and Solutions

This book has examined how the flow of news and information is changing in society and the role of social facts in shaping public knowledge and social epistemology. All the media-related changes I have described are happening in a political, emotional, and psychological climate that remains quite volatile. This volatility has something to do with the decentralized nature of our media ecosystem, which, as mentioned, is changing the structure of knowledge across many issues and domains. ICTs and decentralized digital networks fuel divergent civic epistemologies and lower the threshold for accessing them. This means that we can see, find, and be exposed to alternative, nonmainstream, and nonauthoritative sources of information with increasing ease.

With these shifts in mind, I have proposed a framework for news practice based around the ideas of knowledge-based journalism and generativity. I believe this framework could put news media in a better position to be relevant and succeed in the future. News practice should be centered on generating social connection. The idea of fostering networks of recognition can help clarify the role of media in this moment of transition. Journalists can help to bridge society's structural holes.

Our democracy needs more information pathways toward mutual recognition of shared issues, questions, struggles, and concerns. We need to be able to see and reflect on these mutual ties. Our media ecosystem sees plenty of viral content that is false, frivolous, or both. We need more civic virality.

Algorithmic Anxiety

This is no easy time to be a media consumer trying to make sense of the world. Citizens are grappling with a new world of media abundance and
choice, accelerated by Internet-enabled mobile devices. We are quickly hav-
ing to become a discerning set of consumers. Long gone is the age of limited choice, of three main broadcast networks—of Edward R. Murrow and Wal-
ter Cronkite, and the whole subsequent line of name-brand anchors, who centered the public’s attention and knowledge. Now everyone must have a media opinion, must reflect on and justify her choices, even if her choice commonly is to disappear into the world of entertainment and avoid public affairs news as much as possible.

Much of the behavioral psychology and social science literature of recent decades tells us that humans are often poor decision makers when formu-
lating choices under uncertainty. To boot, we have increasingly busy lives. Hardin’s idea of an “economics of ordinary knowledge,” as mentioned, operates in force.¹ We are very pragmatic about our news. Most of us have neither the time nor the energy to investigate news organizations and products thoroughly. And so we make the perfectly rational decision to either tune out or find a shortcut. Faced with a thousand outlets and a thousand apps, we turn to our social communities to help with these decisions. Our news habits are conditioned by social facts; and news itself, now washed around in a socially mediated environment of Facebook, Twitter, and the like, becomes a shared experience. This has consequences.

The novelist J. M. Coetzee once described how the mere awareness of a social setting changes the way one experiences the world. He was listen-
ing to the Goldberg Variations on the radio. He was generally enjoying the music, which he assumed was a studio recording, when he heard a coughing sound emitted from the broadcast. It was an audience member. Suddenly, Coetzee recalled, his experience of the music was transformed into rapture: “I could not see these fellow listeners, had no idea where they lived, who they were as individuals, but there was something obvious unit-
ing us. ... For the duration of the performance we were, so to speak, one soul, united in—I can’t find a better word—love.”² There is something pro-
found about the consumption of culture and information—whether music in a concert hall, a movie in a theater, or stories on a social platform—in the actual or implied presence of other human beings. The social expe-
rience transforms the moment from individual act to collective ritual. It raises the emotional stakes—both positive, as in the case of Coetzee’s Bach experience, and negative (outrage or scorn), as often is the case with forms of news media.
It is interesting to consider that the trend of the increasing influence of social cues on public knowledge and cultural consumption predates the web. In *The Lonely Crowd* (1961), one of the twentieth century’s most influential works of social commentary, author David Riesman observed that younger people were increasingly reading, listening to, and consuming stories and culture together in peer groups. This phenomenon, he posited, was influencing the American character so as to make people more *other-directed*, susceptible to social influence in their habits and values, as opposed to an orientation toward traditional values. This was increasingly true, Riesman said, even when people were alone: “One is almost always conscious of the brooding omnipresence of the peer-group.”

Nearly sixty years beyond *The Lonely Crowd*, we can see similar patterns at work, played out in an entirely new technological environment. Media is being more frequently injected with a kind of social super-infusion of emotion. We are in an age of ubiquitous social facts. More news items are coming to the attention of citizens through social channels. Information received through social ties frequently increases the salience of that information and potentially magnifies its emotional effect, as the phenomenon of social influence, particularly among strong ties, can be powerful. The net result is the increasing influence and power of news stories across the population.

The rise of social facts and the increasingly social experience of news engagement may account for a pervasive, albeit still anecdotal, feeling expressed by many persons in recent years that the world of media events seems to be spinning out of control, creating a sense of siege or fatigue. Social-emotional fuel is being added to news through sharing behaviors, and the collective experience of news is more psychologically impactful and palpable for citizens.

The notion of fear is powerful in this regard: fear of others, fear of the messages they are hearing. There is a growing sense of the information sphere itself becoming highly contested, a battlefield or gladiatorial arena. Within this space, news and information are weaponized. Public awareness of media bias and fake news, and the technologies that allow for online manipulation, are heightening fear, feeding into the very notions of mistrust and distrust. Public fear and confusion then compound the problem.

History can be some guide. Consider the dawn of the nuclear age. Anxiety manufactured its own social and psychological reality. In his 1950 Nobel Prize banquet speech, William Faulkner spelled out this reality in
striking terms. The sense of fear—the brutally practical question, “When will I be blown up?”—had led to a retraction of common humanity and to a failure to grapple with deeper questions of the spirit. Addressing the “young man or woman writing today,” Faulkner said the writer “must teach himself that the basest of all things is to be afraid; and, teaching himself that, forget it forever, leaving no room in his workshop for anything but the old verities and truths of the heart, the old universal truths lacking which any story is ephemeral and doomed—love and honor and pity and pride and compassion and sacrifice.” The character of fear and anxiety in our own era is different. It is too early to know precisely what this general fear and confusion is doing to us at some deeper level of psychology and the spirit. Yet undoubtedly, as Faulkner suggested, fear causes us to lose some access to a common humanity.

If the twentieth century were defined by a formula, it might have been $E = mc^2$. It set in motion the nuclear age, the age in which humans held in their power, for the first time, their own destruction. The ensuing technology of that period provided a new way of understanding the universe and altered humans’ view of their place in it. What formula is defining our age? The twenty-first century, the age of networks and data, has begun to be dominated by network analysis algorithms and graph analytics that help determine the importance of information and persons in networks. Depending on the domain or application, these may be metrics such as eigenvector centrality (which, as discussed, Google’s engineers originally leveraged to create their search engine) or related concepts in network and graph theory. Algorithms leverage such network measures to sort through, recommend parts of, and make selections in the sea of big data. Embedded in the computational processes of Google, Facebook, Amazon, and more, such network-analysis measures are being used to sort data across the Internet economy and the online social world. These formulas and the online platforms that ride on algorithmic pattern-finding are likewise beginning to alter our understanding of the world in a deeper way. They are affecting everything from news and commerce to dating and transportation.

**Between Fragmentation and Consolidation**

We may be in the midst of a new phase in a long-term pattern of American media cycles. We seem to be returning to a version of the prebroadcast
world wherein decentralization prevails and citizen engagement with public affairs news is more unevenly distributed across the population. The period of mass media stability, when several television channels and established newspapers captivated the attention of the country’s majority—a period running roughly from the immediate postwar years to the rise of cable and the Internet in the 1990s—is in this way a historical anomaly, characterizing but a small portion of US history.

There have been abiding tensions between impartiality and political bias in media, between degrees of centralization and distributed content production power, and between industrial media hierarchies and grassroots networks. “As the technology has changed,” social scientist Gentzkow notes, “we’re moving back to something that looks more like newspapers both in 1920 and in 1890, where there was much more diversity, much more competition and a much wider array of viewpoints catering to what people want.”

Many eras have seen media crosscurrents and hybrid regimes in these regards. For example, it is long forgotten now, but the Associated Press exercised monopoly control over the dissemination of news for many decades until 1945, when the Supreme Court intervened to stop the organization from mandating that its members exclude news organizations from any content sharing. This monopoly operated prior to the big broadcast era; it was there even as more democratic revolutions broke out in the form of early, fragmented broadcasting and the information possibilities created by mass adoption of telephony. Crosscurrents have always been with us. Large corporate media mergers were taking place even as the early Internet was racing toward the democratization of publishing. Fears over a right-wing takeover of local television news in 2018 by a single corporate entity, Sinclair Broadcast Group, came even as commentators expressed worries about further fragmentation driven by social and online media.

Sociologist Paul Starr persuasively documents how significant public policy changes and commitments have been a driving force in generating a mosaic of societal and technological shifts, which in turn give birth to new forms of news and associated business models and market logics. These constitutive choices spanned from the postal subsidies to early newspapers to regulatory shifts and spending priorities that aided the rise of the telegraph; policy choices profoundly affected radio, television, and the Internet in succession (while also reshaping their directions and modifying their public missions). Policy helped set the table for media innovation.
Since the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which provided the legal basis for the peer-to-peer platforms that have so fundamentally disrupted media, very little legislation of historic consequence has been passed in the areas of the Internet, media, and communications. The palpable sense of deep trouble with respect to media now, some two decades beyond the 1996 act, may result from a sense of policy drift—a sense of entropy that is ultimately destined to be reconciled by public policy changes in telecommunications that remain as yet unformulated. In our libertarian and antigovernment era, passing major new policies may seem inconceivable, but American history is replete with such policy interventions, which set in motion often unintended shifts in media. Concerns over data privacy may yet fuel new major legislation.

Internet and legal scholar Tim Wu has shown that American media and information industry empires have an almost regular pattern to their rise and fall: from early challenger to dominant monopoly to, inevitably, wounded incumbent disrupted by yet another new media challenger. When historians look back on our era, it is entirely possible that our moment will be seen as the end of a particular chapter characterized by digital disruption and fragmentation but ultimately followed again by another chapter of media consolidation.¹¹

What exactly is the optimal balance for a democratic society between media fragmentation and consolidation? Ladd offers this formulation:

The United States should strive for a balance between a highly trusted, homogenous media establishment with little viable competition and an extremely fragmented media environment without any widely trusted information sources. In this middle path, individuals would continue to have a wide range of choices, including partisan, sensational, or conventionally objective news, as well as the option of avoiding news altogether. Yet the remaining institutional journalists and news outlets would continue to transmit important political information, with a significant portion of the public retaining enough confidence in the institutional press to use this information to hold government accountable.¹²

What should be emphasized as we potentially exit this era of media policy drift and fragmentation is that any potential interventions, public or private, have unknowable outcomes. Cable was once seen as a potentially democratizing and salutary phenomenon for education and democratic health; the Internet held the same early promise. Each has become in its way associated with degradation of deliberation and reason in the public
sphere, whether or not such claims are fair (and I do not think the evidence entirely supports those claims). Any number of new policies could hold the seed of a new media revolution: regulation of social media companies, new wireless innovations, policies to unbundle cable packages, or some other yet unknown innovation, perhaps emanating from the realms of artificial intelligence research or virtual reality.

Although there are growing numbers of critics of the web and its effects on politics, many still hold out hope that a free and open Internet can produce a more informed citizenry capable of rational deliberation. How long this current media epoch will last remains to be seen. It is worth remembering that, if the past is any guide, it may take many, many decades for this current cycle to conclude and a different media paradigm to begin anew.

**Supporting Networked Journalism**

The discussion in this book has mostly avoided one of the biggest questions facing the media industry—namely, how to pay for news. I do maintain that more value-added, knowledge-driven news products and strategies will help media institutions differentiate themselves in the marketplace. Journalism must get away from redundant, commodity news.

From a financial perspective, the age of networks has meant one big thing for journalism: the drying up of advertising (and the failure of digital advertising to replace what was lost). This is because of the fundamental laws of networks and the “rich get richer” phenomenon that we discussed previously. It is also because data is the new currency of our age, and media companies lagged behind the likes of Google and Facebook in vacuuming up web user data. Journalism must now ponder a world in which advertising dollars are radically limited.

Although cycles of industry contraction and bankruptcy have always been seen in the news business, the United States enjoyed what looks in retrospect like a long period of relative growth, qualitative improvement, and stability in journalism. By happy accident, a societal good, public-interest journalism, was supported by an advertising model that made many media owners and journalists quite happy and reasonably well remunerated. That period, running from post-World War II until the early 2000s, is ending. It is therefore time to begin to think about a next stage in the development of news.
Media studies scholar and historian Victor Pickard notes that all too often, “future of news” discourse avoids any discussion of the long history of journalism policy interventions and shaping architectures, both through regulation and intentional laissez-faire inaction. He advocates that journalism studies as a “growing subfield should focus more on normative, policy-oriented, and economic questions pertaining to the future of news media institutions.” There is amply historical evidence that such a focus on policy is necessary. Starr, in his magisterial book The Creation of the Media, shows how, time and again, constitutive choices in the domains of technology policy, regulation, and law helped to set the predicate for the development of news media in the West.

The American founders and their immediate predecessors sought to promote the diffusion of knowledge through the population by endorsing the postal subsidy, allowing newspapers and editorial content to circulate at much-reduced cost. “Whatever facilitates a general intercourse of sentiments,” wrote James Madison in 1791, “as good roads, domestic commerce, a free press, and particularly a circulation of newspapers through the entire body of the people … is equivalent to a contraction of territorial limits, and is favorable to liberty.” Madison made this observation as a way of arguing for postal subsidies to support the circulation of news periodicals.

During a subsequent chapter in American media’s development, the advent of broadcast, the government sought to create a more regulated marketplace. But it took two decades to stand up a regulatory body that could sort out issues of spectrum allocation. Return again to the fallout, previously discussed, of the Titanic disaster in 1912: the Radio Act, and eventually the creation of the FCC in 1934. The FCC subsequently took on the role of enforcing some public interest obligations on the part of broadcasters and such rules as the now-defunct Fairness Doctrine and the equal-time provision.

For journalism to thrive in an age of networks and provide the kind of knowledge that society needs, there must be clear economic supports. It is a much better idea to provide subsidies, as with the postal discounts, than to try to get into the business of regulating the marketplace of ideas and news. A decentralized information ecosystem organized around the Internet is unlikely to countenance any second coming of some massive new regulatory regime.
In the wake of the 2016 election, there has been intense discussion of fake news and misinformation. Much of this has focused on the responsibility of Internet platform companies such as Google and Facebook to deprioritize sites that promote hoaxes, disinformation, or even propaganda. At root, one must admit, this is essentially a public pressure campaign to implore billionaire owners and their shareholders to voluntarily act in the public interest, a notion that private companies have little experience or expertise in defining. There have been, to put it mildly, remarkably few bold ideas proposed at the structural level of public policy.

It would be beyond folly (and plainly unconstitutional) to call for restrictions on the press or on free speech. And yet, as constitutional law professor Cass Sunstein notes, “under current law in the United States (and generally elsewhere), government is permitted to subsidize speech however it wishes.” Further, Sunstein notes the founding tradition of the promotion of quality speech: not restrictions, but undergirding supports that are vital for the free speech tradition to thrive.

We find ourselves at a moment when our communications ecosystem may no longer be serving the interests of democracy. This realization is dawning on the public at the exact moment other massive shifts that could exacerbate the situation may be unfolding, including ongoing discussions of changing the rules relating to the Internet—specifically, to change the policy of net neutrality, which ensures that companies that control data flows on the Internet cannot favor or discriminate against websites. As such monumental changes loom, it is a vital moment to begin a big public conversation about news, information, and the future of democracy. Changes in net neutrality could substantially hurt news outlets of many kinds over the long run. The cost of uploading and downloading data will have profound implications for the kind of networked journalism—the fostering of networks of recognition—that this book has advocated.

We are also at a moment when it has become clear that the nonprofit news sector can play a vital role in democracy. As part of a research project in 2017–2018 with my Northeastern University colleague Matt Nisbet, I interviewed more than thirty leading experts in this area, from foundation heads to the publishers of many news operations. About $1.8 billion in foundation funding poured into the nonprofit news sector (public media and universities included) between 2010 and 2015 in the United States.
Much of this money flowed toward national-oriented outlets, PBS and NPR, and coastal cities, while the country’s interior regions and local news start-ups there saw relatively little foundation funding. A tremendous amount of great national-oriented journalism was done as a result, but obviously the funding as a whole did little to change the overall political and cultural trajectory of the country, or substantially solve the deficits in local news, in those years leading up to the 2016 election.

To build back many of the institutions of journalism will likely take decades and a great deal more capital than is currently allocated. Community foundations and philanthropies will need to get much more involved, as a huge portion of existing support comes from a few dozen foundations. Even at the state and local level in particular, most nonprofit media funding derives from large national foundations, rather than community trusts or public charities and donor advised funds. Given that there is little tradition of giving to nonprofit media at these other types of grantmakers, they would benefit from partnering with experienced foundations.

In my conversations with thought leaders across the news nonprofit space, the problems of sustainability and funding remained front and center. New models must be built. There is general acknowledgment that nearly every state and region is now suffering from a deficit in news-generation capacity. As many of the examples detailed in this book have suggested, nonprofit news organizations are well positioned to do mission-driven work that is highly engaged with audiences. News nonprofits also can more readily define impact and engagement in such a way as to facilitate the network-building that represents the highest good journalism can provide.

A new framework is required for thinking about how a new system might operate to help support public-interest journalism. The goal must be to remove constraints on journalism that are currently imposed by the financial system—to make sure news is unencumbered both from a technological and a tax perspective as the advertising-supported model fails. Data is the fuel of the twenty-first century. How data is passed through the pipes of the Internet and at what cost will define success and failure for all forms of media in the foreseeable future. This has direct analogies to the postal system that was set up at the founding of the country to promote the diffusion of knowledge and news. The cost of delivery, its relative swiftness or slowness, is consequential for public knowledge.
If the policy of net neutrality is finally demolished, and data access becomes increasingly expensive, one possible solution that could help on many fronts would be to revive a kind of subsidy for news organizations within the broadband- and wireless-based telecommunications system. Conceptually, this might be framed around something we could call news neutrality, or news-trality. The idea would be for civic-oriented, public service news to be passed through communications networks with no associated cost. Obviously, there would be problems with determining who is eligible. Yet the courts, the tax system, the FCC, and the postal system all have experience in making distinctions in this domain. Moreover, making the system opt-in, not mandatory, would alleviate certain concerns. Policy details would need to be regularly renegotiated to account for the fast-moving technology sector, for which the future remains almost wholly unpredictable.

As Len Downie and Michael Schudson note in their important 2009 report and blueprint for the news future, “The Reconstruction of American Journalism,” the government also needs to create much more clarity around how to achieve nonprofit and/or low-profit organizational statuses for news organizations and the rules of donations and revenue. The current system is neither clear nor helpful. For years now, grassroots news start-ups have struggled to find a place under current tax rules, a situation that surely would have rankled those tax-resisting printers who launched the American Revolution and then enshrined related protections in the First Amendment. It may be that a new kind of tax designation needs to be created to allow for-profit startup press organizations to thrive in a post-advertising era.

New ideas will inevitably need refinement and constant updating as technology races ahead, but we should not hesitate to begin creatively attacking the problems we see. The time is ripe. There is a palpable sense that we are at an inflection point with regard to news and its role in our democracy, as this book has suggested throughout. Even as distrust seems to prevail, there is a deep yearning for greater transparency, truth, and common facts. Tim Berners-Lee, the founder of the World Wide Web, has said: “There’s a need for journalism. People are desperate for it. People are fed up with spam. They’re fed up with just searching, using a web search tool to find a medical article, then realizing only after they have gone to the bottom of the article and followed the advice, and bought the drugs that the
whole thing was produced by the same pharmaceutical company, with an extremely slanted view. People are getting so good at presenting stuff which is biased as though it is not. ²²

Changes at the structural level of media tend to take a long time to germinate. They make take decades or even generations. If the advent of broadcast, of radio and television, is any example, we are in for a long, complicated ride. The rise of the web and the digital revolution are again scrambling the rules of news and information. We find ourselves in what appears to be a time of chaos and factual recession. We also find ourselves in a moment that is a relative paradise for anyone seeking information about anything. The virtue of our information-communications ecosystem is deeply intertwined with its chief defect. Whether or not journalism is able to respond assertively to these challenges will determine how significant this defect eventually becomes—and if it might indeed, as some believe, threaten our democratic experiment.
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